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This year’s theme: "Finding the enemy in 2035—What technological, doctrinal, organizational, or other advances or changes must we make to find our adversaries on the battlefield of the future?"

Articles will be comparatively judged by a panel of senior Army leaders on how well they have clearly identified issues requiring solutions relevant to the Army in general or to a significant portion of the Army, how effectively detailed and feasible the solutions to the identified problem are, and the level of writing excellence achieved. Writing must be logically developed and well organized, demonstrate professional-level grammar and usage, provide original insights, and be thoroughly researched as manifest in pertinent sources.

Contest closes 20 July 2020

1st Place $1,000 and publication in Military Review
2nd Place $750 and consideration for publication in Military Review
3rd Place $500 and consideration for publication in Military Review

For information on how to submit an entry, please visit https://www.armyupress.army.mil/DePuy-Writing-Competition/.
Preparing for the Unexpected: Enhancing Army Readiness in the Arctic

Lt. Col. Kirby R. “Bo” Dennis, U.S. Army

The Army must take steps to enhance its Arctic posture through a training-and-equipping effort commensurate with the theater’s increasing strategic importance.

A Russian Military Framework for Understanding Influence in the Competition Period

Tom Wilhelm

The director of the Foreign Military Studies Office suggests developments of the Russian military’s General Staff reveal a useful model for examining all levels of influence in the competition period, when conditions in the operational environment are below the threshold of armed conflict.

Operationalizing Artificial Intelligence for Algorithmic Warfare

Courtney Crosby, PhD

The Department of Defense’s ability to operationalize artificial intelligence (AI) is relatively new. The author discusses how operationalizing AI is one way of gaining a military advantage and provides a framework to achieve this goal and avoid adversarial overmatch.

Ensuring the Political Loyalty of the Russian Soldier

Maj. Ray C. Finch, U.S. Army, Retired

Russian leadership has worked to ensure the loyalty and devotion of those charged with defending the Russian state. To this end, Kremlin efforts include the reintroduction of the Main Military-Political Directorate into the Russian armed forces with the goal of ensuring “the traditional spiritual and moral values of Russian Society.”

Larger War, Smaller Hospitals?

Sanders Marble, PhD

The author discusses the conundrum of battlefield challenges that will likely result in the event of large-scale combat operations (LSCO) that make rapid evacuation of casualties impossible at certain times and places, including observing that the currently envisioned size of the deployed medical capabilities to support LSCO may be too small.

The People’s Bank of China’s Monetary Armament

Lt. Johnathan D. Falcone, U.S. Navy

The battlespace in modern warfare has expanded to the economic domain. According to the author, it is strategically necessary for the United States and the Federal Reserve to maintain influence over and leadership of the international financial system.
86 The National Liberation Army (ELN), Early 2020
Lt. Col. Geoffrey Demarest, JD, PhD, U.S. Army, Retired
An expert on Latin America provides an analysis of National Liberation Army activities, goals, and relationships with other regional guerrilla forces and criminal elements.

99 The Strategic Relevance of Tic-Tac-Toe
Maj. Amos C. Fox, U.S. Army
The author uses the game of tic-tac-toe as a useful metaphor to discuss several key concepts in his discourse on U.S. military strategy.

108 Punching Above Our Weight
The New Infantry Tactics of the 2nd Cavalry Regiment
Lt. Col. Timothy Wright, U.S. Army
Capt. Victoria Hulm, U.S. Army
Command Sgt. Maj. Daniel Rose, U.S. Army
Three members of the 2nd Cavalry Regiment describe how their unit’s unique task organization allows it to fight as no other infantry formation in the U.S. Army.

138 The Battlefield Development Plan
A Holistic Campaign Assessment to Inform the Army Modernization Enterprise
Lt. Col. Wilson Blythe Jr., U.S. Army
David Farrell
Tim Jacobsen
James Owens
The U.S. Army has developed a new operational concept, The United States Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028, primarily to meet the challenges presented by its peer and near-peer adversaries. The Battlefield Development Plan drives continuous experimentation and analysis to refine and integrate the forces, concepts, and capabilities required to execute multi-domain operations.

151 Istanbul
A Tale of Three Cities
Robert D. Spessert, JD
The author critiques a book by Bettany Hughes that describes the history and impact of what is today called Istanbul.

154 A reader comments on a previous article.
Large-Scale Combat Operations

- How do we foster deep institutional focus on large-scale combat operations (LSCO)?
- What is the relationship between multi-domain operations and mission command in LSCO? How can they be integrated and synchronized?
- What specific impacts on the Army’s renewed emphasis on LSCO training, readiness, and doctrine are to be expected? How does one measure the effectiveness of adjustments in those areas?
- First strike: discuss how hypersonic weapons and other means would be employed by Russia to neutralize/devastate U.S. capabilities in the first stage of a conflict.
- Hypersonic weapons: What is the real threat? How do we defend against them? How do we use them?
- Specifically, what new kinetic threats can we expect to see in LSCO? How do we defend against them? How do we use them?
- How do we survive in hyperlethal engagements where “if you can see it, you can kill it; if you can be seen, you can be killed” (including attacks using weapons of mass destruction)?
- How does one perceive and seize fleeting opportunities in LSCO? What examples are there of fleeting opportunities and temporary advantages that were exploited? Are there repeating characteristics of such events to guide cultivation of future perception training?
- How do we offset “one-off” dependencies and contested domains?
- How do we continually present multiple dilemmas to a peer enemy?
- What must be done to adjust junior leader development to succeed in a modern operational environment?
- What changes are required to the professional development models for officers and noncommissioned officers?
- What logistical challenges are foreseen in LSCO due to infrastructure limitations in potential foreign areas of operation and how can we mitigate them?
- Regarding sustainment and mobilization for LSCO, how should the industrial base change to support LSCO? How does the Army communicate its requirements to industry?
- What rapid training and mobilization is required for COMPO2 and COMPO3 units to “join the fight” and meet deployment requirements?
- Brigade combat teams have the training centers, division headquarters have warfighters, and sustainment brigades sometimes rotate smaller elements to training centers, but how does a division exercise the sustainment function on a large scale?

General Topics

- What training gaps is the U.S. Army facing (e.g., mechanic training, talent management, and retention; large-scale casualty training [medical and G1 functions], etc.)?
- Is there a capability gap in air defense and rocket artillery at lower echelons? Do we need to become a more artillery- and air-defense-centric army?
- Do we need to increase security cooperation exercises in Europe or the Middle East?
- What lessons have we learned from National Guard, Army Reserve, and interagency responses to natural disasters including the response to coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic?
- How does China’s “New Silk Road” initiative compare with the pre-World War II Japanese “Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere”?
- Is Russian doctrine changing regarding use of humanitarian assistance as a weapon?
- What are the security threats, concerns, and events resulting from illegal immigration/refugee movements globally?
- What is the role for the Army in homeland security operations especially along our borders? What must the Army be prepared to do in support of internal security?
Two Army CH-47 Chinooks conduct a high-altitude training flight over the Bavarian Alps 4 May 2020 in Germany. (Photo by Maj. Robert Fellingham, U.S. Army)
Preparing for the Unexpected
Enhancing Army Readiness in the Arctic

Lt. Col. Kirby R. “Bo” Dennis, U.S. Army

Today’s security environment is one expressed in distinct lexicon; phrases like great-power competition, near-peer threat, and large-scale combat operations have become firmly mainstream. These descriptors—primarily oriented toward China and Russia—will rightfully play a visible role in future defense strategy and policy. At the same time, however, military planners must steadfastly prepare for global contingencies not associated with the Pacific and European theaters. In the closing days of his chairmanship with the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Joseph Dunford gave clear intent on contingency planning when he stated that “priorities don’t mean exclusivity.” Contingency planning now features prominently in the 2018 National Defense Strategy’s Dynamic Force Employment concept, a joint force employment model designed to “account for the uncertainty that exists in the changing global strategic environment.”

This guidance clearly reflects a world that is ever-changing and marked by ubiquitous threats. While the nature of these threats compels military planners to look to the east and the west, they would be wise to also look to the north. In its 2019 strategy report to Congress, the Department of Defense (DOD) uses the word “threat” thirteen times to describe the Arctic theater. Moreover, this strategy outlines its Arctic objectives in unambiguous terms, stating that the U.S. military “must be able to quickly identify threats in the Arctic, respond promptly and effectively to those threats, and shape the security environment to mitigate … those threats in the future.” With this in mind, the Army must take steps to enhance its Arctic posture through a training-and-equipping effort commensurate with the theater’s strategic importance.

Once considered a conflict-free zone, the Arctic has largely been defined by international cooperation. At its inception in 1996, the Arctic Council embodied this spirit by altogether excluding the issue of security in its establishment declaration. This overt commitment to consensus over conflict was apt for the time, but over two decades onward, the landscape has changed considerably. According to NATO, the Arctic Council’s current agenda is largely driven by “hard security concerns”; a statement that stands in stark contrast to the body’s original founding.
Moreover, a mix of trends that include increased human activity, enhanced accessibility to the region, and population growth is fueling global interest in the region and portends a future marked less by cooperation and more by geopolitical maneuvering. 

The importance of this theater to American competitors is abundantly clear, because one-fifth of Russia’s gross domestic product comes from the Arctic, and estimates of Chinese investment in the region are upward of $90 billion. Additionally, Russia’s military buildup in the Arctic is undeniable—as evident in its fleet of icebreaker ships, military base infrastructure, and employment of personnel in training exercises. During this year’s Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting, Secretary of State Michael Pompeo brought all of this into sharp focus when he declared that “the [Arctic] region has become an arena for power and for competition” and subsequently outlined a range of hard measures aimed at protecting U.S. interests and preserving international norms in the region. In light of these developments, and even as experts continue to weigh the evidence and assess the future, it is increasingly clear that today’s Arctic is one where the ideas of great-power competition are already in full motion.

U.S. military services and American allies have taken notice because recent activities indicate a growing commitment to enhance Arctic readiness; however, more can and must be done. While many acknowledge that U.S. strategic interests in the region most closely align with the activities of the Navy, Coast Guard, and Air Force, all agree that the Army’s Arctic capabilities and presence will be vitally important to efforts moving forward. Therefore, the Army should operationalize the Arctic strategy through concrete and modest steps, all of which align with the DOD’s roadmap for implementation.

**Build Arctic Awareness**

Training is a centerpiece of the “Arctic Strategy,” which states that the “DOD will demonstrate and enhance the Joint Force’s ability to operate in the Arctic through regular exercises and deployments in the
Despite this very clear guidance, many agree that the current level of training is out of balance with the Arctic’s strategic significance. While there is no question that the Army maintains some level of preparedness through the Arctic Edge exercise series and the Alaska-based Northern Warfare Training Center (NWTC), the 2019 strategy necessitates a change in Arctic training activities to ensure maximum readiness. Specifically, the Army should adopt a rotational unit program that exposes more brigade combat teams to the rigors of Arctic operations because this will ensure optimal readiness across the force. As it currently stands, only five of the Army’s fifty-eight brigade combat teams train in Arctic-like conditions, and while this may make sense from a monetary and logistical point of view, broadening the training audience to include
more units based in the continental United States is the optimal approach for the future.\textsuperscript{11}

Importantly, a rotational unit concept will complement intertheater readiness by training forces in conditions found in three different combatant commands: Northern Command (NORTHCOM), European Command, and Indo-Pacific Command. At a more basic level, exposing more units to cold weather training will build toughness in the force, enhance situational understanding for leaders, and test deployment capabilities at all organizational levels. Recent exercises in high north locations such as Alaska and Norway underscore this latter point, as units and installations were considerably tested on “fort to port” logistics; joint reception, staging, onward movement, and integration activities; and intratheater movement.\textsuperscript{12} Given the Army’s senior leader emphasis on strategic readiness, recently defined by Secretary of the Army Ryan McCarthy as the “capability to rapidly mobilize and deploy forces anywhere in the world and sustain the Joint Force,” availing more Army units and installations to the unique training opportunities in the Arctic is a logical next step.\textsuperscript{13}

If deploying additional units for cold-weather maneuver training is not feasible in the short term, then interim steps should be explored. Expanding the NWTC to accommodate more units and leaders from across the Army is one such step as this would build upon the NWTC’s decades-long record of successfully training thousands of soldiers.\textsuperscript{14} Dr. Anthony Pfaff, a former Arctic policy advisor at the Department of State, agrees. In a 2019 analysis in \textit{Parameters}, Pfaff notes that training data from the NWTC indicate that “fighting expertise is limited to Soldiers stationed in Alaska” and should therefore prompt an expansion of training audiences.\textsuperscript{15} Other options are at the Army’s disposal, such as growing the Army’s emergency deployment readiness exercises program to include Arctic environs. This low-cost, high-payoff activity is yet another means by which the Army can measure power projection capabilities and readiness for an Arctic contingency. Finally, the Army should continue to increase participation in symposia, tabletop exercises, and plenary sessions that aim to enhance understanding and develop solutions to Arctic challenges. Events such as the 2018 RAND-organized and Norwegian Institute of International Affairs-sponsored scenario-based exercise as well as the U.S. Alaska Command Arctic Symposium 2019 are examples of collaborative engagements.\textsuperscript{16} To be sure, robust participation in these events will provide the intellectual backbone and interagency connectedness necessary to inform strategy modifications in the future.

\textbf{Strengthen the Rules-Based Order and Deter Aggression}

Homeland defense is a central tenant of the \textit{National Defense Strategy}, which establishes that continued investment in air and missile defense (AMD) is necessary to protect the United States and its allies. This guidance is echoed by the Army that listed AMD as one of six enterprise modernization priorities in its 2019 strategy document and established a cross-functional team dedicated to AMD modernization.\textsuperscript{17} These efforts clearly signal strong commitment to future readiness; however, investment in current technologies is also needed. McCarthy underscored this point in his
12 September 2019 testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee, stating that the Army missile defense has “atrophied a great deal” since the onset of combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan.18

This stark assessment, combined with increased geographic combatant command demand for missile defense assets, should focus efforts not only on the future force but also on existing AMD infrastructure. To this end, a close examination of missile defense assets aligned to the Arctic is warranted because recent activities in the theater highlight a need to recapitalize these formations. Specifically, preparations for Arctic Edge 2020, a NORTHCOM-sponsored exercise that will occur in winter months, indicate that Patriot units possess degraded communications and end-item protective gear that is necessary to operate critical equipment in extreme cold weather (ECW) conditions.19 More broadly, the current communications equipment standard issue that exists for Army air defense units is not sufficient to meet the demands of the Arctic, which can reach temperatures of minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit.20 These seemingly minor equipment difficulties are not trivial; many argue that the Army’s ability to pace adversarial threats vis-à-vis ground-based air defense assets is at risk without a fix. Moreover, given the vital nature of AMD to the homeland defense mission, the Army can expect to consistently provide air defense units to NORTHCOM for exercises and real-world purposes in the future, thus making investment in ECW equipment both sensible and necessary.

**Enhance Arctic Operations**

Equipment readiness is front and center within the “Build Readiness” line of effort of the 2019 Army Strategy. Specifically, the strategy outlines a clear goal to “modernize Soldier Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment issue by tailoring it to support deployments.”21 For too long, the Army’s notion of a deployment was, and is, associated with the U.S. Central Command theater of operations; however, for all of the aforementioned reasons, the Army must broaden its equipment issue to account for all operational environments. Therefore, the Army should take appropriate steps to procure an ECW inventory that will enable soldiers and critical equipment to operate effectively in the Arctic.

Soldier gear is recognized as the most important pillar of a larger equipment winterization strategy, which experts define as individual equipment and Arctic kits designed for heat, fluid resiliency, and water freeze prevention.22 While the specifics of any future winterization strategy can and should be debated, current theater concept of operation plan guidance charges the services with ECW equipment training and procurement, thus making this a matter of imperative importance.23 Adding to this urgency, any future procurement plan will likely rely on heavy commercial involvement. While off-the-shelf solutions have proven to be very efficient in the past, current ECW equipment fielding estimates range between six to nine months—a factor that should compel immediate steps.24 In sum, the complexity of the Arctic environment does not lend itself to ad hoc equipping solutions but rather a concerted strategy that builds upon the numerous lessons learned endogenous to the Army.

Many argue that the costs of fielding ECW will divert much-needed resources away from higher priorities—a claim that certainly bears merit. Therefore, the Army should initiate the first step in an enterprise-level ECW solution by funding a cold-weather equipment set to air defense artillery units expected to operate in the Arctic. Such a step would promote readiness for this high-demand asset and meet the specified tasks outlined in current theater plans and strategies. Beyond the short term, ECW procurement should be accounted for in the next program objective memorandum because this will serve as a significant step in advancing the objectives laid out in the Arctic Strategy.

In a similar vein, the Army should take steps to invest in an Arctic infrastructure footprint that will assure a “fight tonight” posture for the future. This step...
would both buttress senior leader emphasis on strategic readiness and ensure that the Army can meet its responsibilities under the aforementioned Dynamic Force Employment concept. Specific measures to enhance power projection to austere Arctic locales such as prepositioning ECW equipment at “in-stride” locations like Joint Base Lewis-McChord and constructing additional cold weather infrastructure within Alaska that can house equipment, personnel, and maintenance materiel should be considered moving forward.25

Aside from these specific Army measures, the larger strategic picture of the Arctic must be assessed through current plans and doctrine. While the previously mentioned big-power competition ideals are beginning to manifest in the north, the Arctic is also a theater where asymmetric provocation will undoubtedly occur in the future. As such, the services and combatant commands should continue to fully exercise authorities to review the Unified Command Plan (UCP) and to make recommendations to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff if changes are necessary. The 2011 UCP embodied this notion, as President Barack Obama made changes to both combatant command geographic boundaries and responsibilities in the Arctic based on a changing strategic environment.26 Eight years later, the world is more complex and dangerous, and as such, the UCP is tested more than ever by the exogenous nature of existing threats. Recent doctrinal updates like the Joint Concept for Integrated Campaigning and organizational changes such as merging global joint force integration into the chairman’s portfolio are notable efforts to meet the challenges of the day.27 Similar efforts to bolster the force’s ability to respond to an Arctic contingency will most certainly be required if we are to execute decision-making at what Dunford described as “the speed of relevance.”28

Today, the Army fills over 60 percent of combatant command requirements across the globe.29 This statistic highlights the exigent demands on the force and underscores the belief that committing more resources to the Arctic would undermine readiness for more likely conflict scenarios in Europe, the Pacific, or the Middle East. Others advocate for the Arctic to remain an economy of force mission with American allies shouldering significant responsibility for protecting American interests in the Arctic. These concerns are problematic, however, as the former ignores the clear security trends emerging in the Arctic while the latter underestimates the power of American influence. More fundamentally, numerous senior leaders have described the Arctic as an avenue of attack against the homeland, an outlook that should inspire Army planners to commit intellectual effort to advancing the department’s inchoate strategy.30 In the end, there is no question that the military must balance priorities and resources and that hard choices will need to be made. However, the confluence of threats and interests in the Arctic demands that the Army adopt a range of operationally enhancing measures in the near future.

Notes


5. Ibid.


8. Cooper, “Military Drills in Arctic Aim to Counter Russia.”


25. Discussion with Arctic Edge exercise planner, 4 October 2019.
Lethal Weapon

Combatives and Mental Skills Training to Ensure Overmatch in the Close-Combat Fight

Lt. Col. Peter R. Jensen, U.S. Army, Retired
Lt. Col. Andy Riise, U.S. Army
We must improve human performance and decision making by increasing training and assessment; starting at the Soldier level.

—Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army Gen. Mark A. Milley and Acting Secretary of the U.S. Army Ryan D. McCarthy

As the competitive advantage over near-peer adversaries shrinks, the U.S. Army is revising modernization priorities in accordance with the Department of Defense (DOD) Close Combat Lethality Task Force to reestablish dominance on the battlefield. Regarding the close-combat soldier, developing the capability for improving fundamental combat skills and overall human performance to secure battlefield dominance falls to the Soldier Lethality Cross Functional Team. Collaboration between the Modern Army Combatives Program (MACP) and Ready and Resilient (R2) performance centers offers a solution to make soldiers more lethal and survivable in the close fight. More than building relevant fighting skills, the partnership between MACP and R2 performance experts (PEs) accelerates development of performance attributes fundamental for winning in close combat—courage, confidence, focus, composure, and decision-making. Expanding the examples from such collaborations offers an approach to integrate existing Army resources to achieve the immediate goals of the lethality priority.

Prioritizing Close-Combat Overmatch

A major concern for Army leaders is the erosion of the long-held competitive advantage of the Army over expected adversaries. This competitive advantage—termed overmatch—is decreasing across multiple warfighting domains. Overmatch erosion is expected to most impact close-combat soldiers fighting in the urban operational environment of future megacities. Characterized as ground engagement by dismounted, squad-sized formations with a line-of-sight enemy, the extreme violence of close combat makes it the most physically and mentally challenging performance arena for a soldier. Building overmatch for close-combat soldiers must include improving the physical and mental attributes needed for winning in this most trying of warfare areas.

The Army response to overmatch erosion is the establishment of the Army Futures Command that synchronizes six modernization priorities: long-range precision fires, the Next Generation Combat Vehicle, future vertical lift, the Army network, air and missile defense, and soldier lethality. The lethality priority invests in advancements for the individual soldier, such as load-bearing exoskeletons and communications equipment. Soldier lethality also includes optimizing human performance and decision-making through enhanced training that brings soldiers to their optimal physical and mental capacity. Given the demands of close combat, the lethality priority—with the emphasis on human performance optimization—is the most relevant for the close-combat soldier to win future conflicts. The lethality priority can most impact human performance development through the existing Army hand-to-hand combat training program—the MACP. The MACP stands out for physical conditioning and building relevant fighting skills. And more than any other Army training experience, the MACP develops courage, confidence despite setbacks, focus amidst distractions, composure under extreme circumstances, and decision-making under time.

Lt. Col. Andy Riise, U.S. Army, is the director of the Combined Arms Integration Division in the Maneuver Center of Excellence at Fort Benning, Georgia, and holds an MA in exercise psychology with a specialization in sport and performance. His assignments include various command and staff positions from platoon to the corps-level, instructor at the Center for Enhanced Performance at the U.S. Military Academy, guest instructor at the U.S. Air Force Academy, two assignments with U.S. Special Forces units, and multiple deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan as a field artillery officer and joint terminal attack controller.

Lt. Col. Peter Jensen, U.S. Army, retired, holds a PhD from the University of Tennessee in kinesiology with a specialization in sport psychology and motor behavior. He has been assigned as the chief of the U.S. Special Operations Command Human Performance Program and the director of the Center for Enhanced Performance at the U.S. Military Academy, and he has deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan as a Special Forces officer.
constraints—all of which are critical to performance and winning the close fight.

**Developing Close-Combat Attributes**

Leveraging hand-to-hand combat training to build close-combat attributes has a long history in warfare but was reintroduced with vigor in World War I. Shocked by the demands of trench warfare, leaders introduced boxing and grappling to ready soldiers with close-combat fighting skills but also to wake the fighting spirit in each soldier. Leaders believed that a soldier who could manage fear and remain aware during the competitive aspects of hand-to-hand combat training was likely able to do the same in the close combat of trench warfare. Although combatives was not an integrated feature of Army training for most of the twentieth century, other major conflicts—such as World War II and the Korean War—caused resurrected programs to develop physical and mental skills that build close-combat attributes.

Famed instructors such as William Fairbairn, with Allied Special Operations in World War II, and John Styer, with the U.S. Marine Corps in the Korean War, emphasized that combatives was as much about building close-combat attributes as it was developing hand-to-hand fighting skills. Combatives regained institutional traction in Army doctrine in the latter half of the twentieth century. Starting in 1971 and continuing with revisions into the twenty-first century, Army field manuals noted that combatives developed a range of close-combat attributes intended to sustain mental balance in combat. U.S. Army Rangers toughen up with a little all-in wrestling and unarmed combat 20 August 1942 during training at a British commando depot in England. (Photo by Associated Press)
and “not allow fear or anger to overcome ability to concentrate or react instinctively.”

The surprising demands of hand-to-hand combat and close-combat fighting in Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom-Afghanistan, perhaps similar to World War I, likely played a role in fostering a renewed emphasis on combatives in the Army. Several reports indicate that one in five soldiers (19 to 22 percent) from infantry brigade combat teams experienced hand-to-hand combat during the early years of Operation Iraqi Freedom. Additionally, leaders recognized the need to foster mental qualities for winning in the close-combat fight; Gen. Peter Schoomaker, former chief of staff of the Army, as well as commandants from the Maneuver Center of Excellence, advocated for increased combatives training. Research studies with leaders and soldiers throughout the Army further support the belief that combatives builds close-combat mental attributes.

In a survey of fifty field-grade officers (nineteen responded), the majority (82 percent) believed combatives was useful in building soldier confidence and unit esprit de corps. To complement the officer survey, a group interview with training noncommissioned officers found additional support for MACP as a mechanism for soldiers to build confidence and learn to cope with the fear of being hit (i.e., getting punched by an opponent).

Another study conducted in-depth interviews with seventeen soldiers about their personal experiences in hand-to-hand combat encounters during war. When these soldiers talked about their training, they emphasized that combatives was critical not only for developing technical fighting skills that saved their lives but also in fostering an overall confidence and a warrior mindset.

The most expansive study on the value of combatives for developing close-combat mental strengths was a survey of over three thousand U.S. Military Academy graduates about their mandatory first-year boxing class. Ranging in graduation years from 1963 to 2001, the survey respondents indicated their boxing class contributed to developing qualities important for close-combat soldiers. The table summarizes the study findings and reveals the various qualities that the participants believed were enhanced in their mandatory course. Given the similarities between boxing and MACP (e.g., competitive, an actively resistant training partner, aggressive physical contact), the study is especially relevant to the current MACP and stands out because a large number of Army officers view their training as valuable for building close-combat attributes.

No one has specifically examined how combatives develops close-combat attributes, but unlike any other type of Army training, combatives is unique in challenging the physical courage of a soldier in the immediate face of an adversary. Although foot marches are physically trying and live-fire exercises or stress shoots contain an element of elevated stress, these events fail to match the fear, challenge, and consequences associated with facing a willful opponent in an immediate visceral contest—when failure and defeat are very possible outcomes. Combatives, more than any other training environment, provides a setting where soldiers can actually be challenged to exhibit the behaviors associated with the qualities of courage, confidence, focus, composure, and decision-making. For close-combat soldiers who win by closing the distance with an enemy and fighting in situations of extreme violence, such training—and the mental qualities developed in the course of training—are

### Table. U.S. Military Academy Graduates’ Perspectives on the First-Year Boxing Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boxing helped me increase my …</th>
<th>To a “great” or “very great” extent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical courage</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-confidence</td>
<td>72.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to fight through tough times</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to be poised under pressure</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to control my fear</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Atual by authors)
especially relevant. The challenge with any training in the Army is to ensure it receives appropriate emphasis.

The Soldier Lethality Cross Functional Team seeks to improve human performance optimization through innovative means. With constrained resources, an enduring challenge for any Army modernization priority, finding collaborations of existing Army resources is one approach to addressing the aims of the lethality priority. The collaboration between division MACP and the R2 performance centers offers an example of existing resources. Rather than relying on the inherent experience of combatives to build close-combat attributes, the MACP teamed with R2 to foster a more deliberate approach to building both fighting skills and the human-performance qualities most needed for winning the close-combat fight.

**Collaborating to Build Close-Combat Attributes**

The R2 performance centers (formerly comprehensive soldier and family fitness centers) are an integration of Army efforts that strengthens soldiers, optimizes performance, enhances resilience, and sustains personal readiness at twenty-six Army installations across the world. The performance centers are manned by DOD contracted performance experts (PEs) with advanced backgrounds in sport and performance psychology and other applied behavioral science backgrounds. PEs directly support local units by providing education and training in mental skills with a focus on increasing self-awareness and self-management based on how the mind affects behavior and performance. The R2 PEs teach specific mental techniques that can be individually applied, and with practice over time, coached to others. Mental-skills training provides a common language for soldiers, instructors, and PEs that demystifies stress responses and normalizes the difficulties of performing close-combat tasks. As mental skills are ingrained through repeated practice, soldiers develop confidence, composure, concentration, and resilience that apply to performance in a wide range of personal and professional arenas. An important part of any mental-skills training is the practice of such skills in challenging and stressful training environments. Fortunately, combatives provides a wide range of training situations that include appropriate levels of challenge and stress for soldiers.

The two primary courses offered by division MACP are the Basic Combatives Course (BCC) and the Tactical Combatives Course (TCC). The BCC (formerly Level I Instruction) is a five-day, forty-hour course that introduces fundamental fighting skills for the individual soldier and exposure to an aggressive, striking opponent. The TCC (formerly Level II Instruction) is a ten-day, eighty-hour course that builds on the BCC by teaching soldiers additional fighting techniques as well as fire-team-level scenario training with room clearing tasks against opposing forces. The TCC exposes soldiers to the same pain, aggression, and stress of the BCC but amplifies it with team dynamics and decision-making environments that build close-combat attributes more transferable to actual combat. In recent years, R2 PEs have teamed with division-level combatives programs to integrate mental-skills training within the BCC and TCC.

At Fort Drum, New York, PEs worked with the division-level combatives instructors to optimize performance within the stress and challenge provided by the combatives courses. Fort Drum combatives instructors believed mental strength was often just as important as physical strength during close combat and in achieving success during the challenges of combatives courses. For example, one instructor commented that “the hardest obstacles for the Soldiers to overcome are usually the fear of the unknown and the ability to implement the training they receive.” To address this fear, the R2 PE approach included explicitly educating and training soldiers on confidence, keeping their mind focused on the task at hand, and managing their energy. After the education phase, soldiers practiced exhibiting these mental qualities within the stress and challenge inherent within the BCC and TCC. Instructors found the mental skills training to be a valuable contribution, with one stating that the collaboration with R2 PEs “resulted in a great improvement in the way Soldiers deal with chaotic scenarios that we place them in. Soldiers are learning how to hone into the CSF2 [comprehensive soldier and family fitness] training,
such as visualizing outcomes, using keywords to alter emotions and knowing how to bring their emotions into control when the scenarios are over." These comments highlight the value in R2 PEs collaborating with MACP instructors to specifically identify and build important close-combat attributes.

A second collaboration effort between Fort Drum division-level MACP instructors and R2 PEs included the use of video recordings of the soldiers’ performance during the training events. Providing feedback through video is a well-established method for enhancing learning in a range of performance settings. With the videos of soldier performance, PEs pointed out specific behaviors that indicated not only failures in performance but also breakdowns in mental resilience or lack of appropriate mental-skill use (such as getting “tunnel vision” instead of remaining agile in controlling their attention). Video recordings of students also assist instructors with ensuring objectivity in performance assessments and maintaining archival footage for course improvements.

Similar to the effort at Fort Drum, R2 PEs at Fort Carson, Colorado, were invited by the division-level MACP instructors to develop and apply mental-skills training to enhance performance during the BCC and TCC. At Fort Carson, the collaboration between MACP instructors and R2 PEs resulted in a primary goal of enhancing a course participant’s ability to maintain high-order thinking while operating in the complex and volatile setting provided by the TCC. The PEs provided mental-skills training to enhance student abilities through seamless integration into the existing TCC program of instruction. The skills identified between the R2 PEs and the MACP instructors were based on assessment that success in the tactical combatives environment required soldiers to communicate with their teammates, remain flexible in their decision-making, and regulate their physical reactions to stress. The challenging situations in MACP training created stress and fear that sometimes overwhelmed a soldier’s ability to perform effectively. In close combat, this type of breakdown in performance is an unacceptable cost to both the soldier and the unit. When these breakdowns in performance occurred during the TCC, the PEs normalized this type of stress response and used the instances as an opportunity to reinforce mental skills that could mitigate the risk of freezing under pressure. Fort Carson MACP instructors were impressed enough with the collaboration with the R2 PEs that they expressed their interest to communicate their approach to others in the U.S. Army.

**Recommendations**

The Fort Drum and Carson examples of integrating the BCC and TCC training with installation R2 PEs offer a model for the entire Army to address soldier lethality and improve overmatch in the close-combat fight. An immediate recommendation is the coordination between R2 leaders and division G-3 sections to specifically task, as their primary responsibility, a minimum of two PEs at additional R2 centers to support division-level combatives training centers to further pilot test the collaboration of integrating mental-skills training with the BCC and TCC to enhance development of close-combat attributes. PEs at other posts might initially reference the Fort Drum and Carson models, but PEs and combatives instructors at other posts bring sufficient expertise to develop their own approach to mental-skills training that optimizes development of close-combat attributes. More centralized guidance on the exact mental skills and engagement protocol with combatives training can be developed in the future, but initially, each installation should explore and foster their own best practices.

Additionally, the Synthetic Training Environment Cross Functional Team can enhance the MACP-R2 collaboration with virtual simulation technology to more closely replicate the conditions of the close fight by immersing soldiers in a more complex, diverse training environment. Repetitions in this type of training build the expertise and qualities needed to dominate the close fight. This recommendation supports the DOD vision for close-combat soldiers to fight twenty-five simulated battles during training before encountering actual close-combat operations. Further, lethality priority resources could support additional advancements in video feedback such as the Fort Drum example.

Video technology designed to improve training, learning, student assessment, and instructor feedback for tactical settings could enhance MACP-R2 collaborations. Performance-measurement software operating on mobile devices (e.g., tablets or smartphones) captures soldier training performance on video while simultaneously allowing instructors to use the mobile device to uninterruptedly make notes, tag soldier behaviors, and rate performance actions to support feedback and after action.
reviews. Such video measurement capabilities provide instructors with tools for rigorous assessments of soldier performance that offer trend analysis for the soldier, unit performance, and insights into different performance capabilities within the training course. Additionally, video software technologies can assist in identifying behaviors associated with effective performance and close-combat attributes that might normally be missed in MACP training exercises. Some examples where video software technologies have been used to enhance training and support instructor assessment of students include the Army Reconnaissance Course, Master Leader Course, and simulation-based Army aviation training exercises. Other recommendations include leveraging Army after action review institutions to assess, analyze, and communicate the best practices from each installation, which can be incorporated into centralized guidance for the collaborations between combatives centers and R2 sites. Lastly, the Army should invest in additional PEs to support combatives training below the Army division-training-school level. As graduates of the BCC and TCC develop lower-echelon combatives programs, additional PEs would be available to enhance training and optimize development of close-combat attributes.

Conclusion
Combatives offers a microcosm of the close-combat fight. The chaos, speed, physicality, and immediate threat of an enemy are ever-present—if not to the degree of actual combat. Combatives repeatedly tests soldier performance and teamwork under the pressure of an endless number of scenarios. Combatives is one of the few training environments that so powerfully generates the stress responses in a soldier. The MACP-R2
training collaboration provides opportunities to mitigate the performance risk from the stress response and provides the tools for soldiers to perform optimally. The MACP-R2 training collaboration is a best practice for ensuring soldiers have the attributes needed for the close fight. Rather than having two separate requirements, combining the two programs improves both the quality and the efficiency of training. Our Army has well-established combatives and mental-skills training programs. Leaders need only to direct the collaboration of these existing resources to impact lethality and readiness for the inevitable demands our close-combat soldiers will face.
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Larger War, Smaller Hospitals?

Sanders Marble, PhD

For most of the U.S. Army’s large-scale wars, a large hospital system was deployed. The size of this hospital system deployment was based on clinical and logistical factors, and it helped sustain fighting power in the theater of operations by returning injured soldiers to duty near the fighting. By the 1990s, the desire to have a smaller deployed medical “footprint” led to the Department of Defense (DOD) reducing the number of deployed hospitals while improving the en route care capabilities of strategic air evacuation to DOD hospitals at Landstuhl, Germany, and in the United States. This solution worked well as long as U.S. forces were not challenged in the air.

Recently, the Army recognized that battlefield challenges could make rapid evacuation of casualties impossible at certain times and places, and the U.S. Army Medical Center of Excellence is exploring mitigation for the challenges of prolonged care before the hospital. Similarly, U.S. forces may not be able to promptly evacuate patients from a theater of operations to hospitals in the United States, and the size of the deployed medical footprint may be too small. Army logisticians are examining the challenges for “just in time” logistics in large-scale combat operations, and the Army should also consider the implications if just-in-time evacuation fails.

Big Wars, Big Medical Systems

During World War I, the United States deployed over two million “doughboys” to France. The distance from the port of New York to Bordeaux, France, was over 3,600 miles, and troopships traveling at fifteen knots needed roughly ten days to complete the trip. Any patients evacuated from France to the United States had to be healthy enough to survive that ten-day voyage because even hospital ships had limited medical capabilities, and the hospital ship would run the risk of submarine attack in the Atlantic. (No U.S. hospital ship was attacked, but over a dozen Allied hospital ships were torpedoed in the Atlantic and adjacent waters, and others hit mines.) Thus, the American Expeditionary Forces (AEF) deployed a large medical system to support the theater. There were mobile hospitals in the combat zone, and divisions had their own medical units, but there was also a substantial communications zone (rear-area) medical system of fixed facilities for both area support (camp hospitals and dispensaries) and long-term recovery in base hospitals. The fighting was expected to be bloody, and it was. For example, the AEF suffered 70,000 wounded, 19,000 gassed, 2,000 psychiatric casualties, and 69,000 sick and injured in the Meuse-Argonne fighting from 28 September to 11 November 1918. The total number of casualties from that one battle was 160,000.1

Sick or injured patients, who were very likely to return to duty, outnumbered the wounded, and even many of the wounded and gassed could return to duty after recuperating and convalescence. The AEF established a 120-day evacuation policy, which stated that patients who needed more than 120 days to recover would be sent to the United States; everyone else would be kept in France. Therefore, the hospital system had to be large enough to care for the long-term patients until they could be sent home and for those who would recover
sooner. With the large AEF, the hospital system was large as well; there were over 157,000 beds in the base hospitals, 25,000 more beds in the camp hospitals for routine sick and injured, and about 20,000 cots (without medical attendants) in convalescent facilities. At times, over 9 percent of the AEF was on sick report (due to the influenza pandemic), so the large medical system was necessary. The range of therapeutic drugs was also limited, so most patients got better because their own immune systems fought off infections, aided by supportive care in hospital beds. As an example, there was no measles vaccine and no antibiotics to treat complications associated with measles: the 96,817 measles patients (from an epidemic starting in November 1917) were each hospitalized an average of nineteen days.

The medical system had a silver lining: it returned most patients to duty. This reduced the number of men who had to be shipped to France, freeing shipping space for other purposes and reducing the number of men drafted. Of the 1,000,683 soldiers hospitalized in France, half of the AEF, 93 percent recovered to return to duty.

The fundamentals had not changed by World War II, though the war was larger and longer than World War I. The worldwide war meant shipping capacity was stretched in more directions over even longer distances, and more depots had to be established; the longer duration meant returning patients to duty was even more important. World War II ships were somewhat faster than those in World War I, but in World War II, they were at risk from air attack as well as submarine attack; convoys had to zigzag their whole route instead of just passing through a small danger zone. Air evacuation was certainly used, with about 121,000 patients flown back to the United States (19 percent of the total number of patients), but the overall death rate of four out of one hundred thousand patients (including shorter, intratheater flights) shows the careful selection of patients for air evacuation. The Army Medical Department (AMEDD) was well aware of
the limits of en route care (a single nurse per aircraft, with virtually no medicine available) and exercised great caution in selecting patients for air transport. In contrast, over 518,000 patients were brought to the United States by sea. Thus, for most of the war, most patients (63 percent) were healthy enough to travel by troopship with extremely limited medical attendance, and the more severely wounded patients (18 percent) returned by hospital ship.

As in World War I, a 120-day hospitalization policy was standard so that most patients would recover in theater, reducing the number of replacement soldiers needed. Again, large fixed-facility hospital systems were deployed, complementing the large number of mobile hospitals that were forward with the divisions, corps, and armies to provide the initial care. The European theater had over one hundred thousand fixed beds (now termed general hospitals for definitive care and station hospitals for area support); the Pacific theater also had over one hundred thousand beds, while the Mediterranean theater had about half that number. In the United States, the fixed hospital system had over 153,000 general hospital beds for the wounded and complex patients, and another 101,000 station hospital beds for the short-term sick and injured.

Smaller Wars, Same System

Medical doctrine saw limited change for the wars in Korea and Vietnam. Medicine changed; antibiotics and whole blood were widely available in deployed hospitals where they were not as accessible before, and medical training improved to produce more specialized practitioners.
Operationally, the most notable change was adding helicopters to speed medical evacuation to the hospitals. Combat-zone hospitals changed their capabilities to suit new wartime circumstances, but the communications zone hospitals remained unchanged. While doctrine was unchanged, the wartime circumstances had changed. Neither the Korean War nor the Vietnam War needed the large hospital systems to deploy to the theater of operations because in both wars, there were many hospital beds offshore, especially in Japan. Korea is close to Japan, and the general and station hospitals established during the military occupation of Japan were used to support the fighting in Korea. There was no need to reinvent the wheel and establish hospitals in Korea when they were a short trip away. Existing hospitals were expanded, upgraded, and received more staff, including Japanese and American civilians, while more hospitals were deployed. Eventually, there were about fifteen thousand Army hospital beds in Japan. The introduction of pressurized aircraft made long-range medical evacuation possible for more patients, certainly for the very short flight to Japan, but also for the multistop trip to the United States. En route care was still extremely limited, so patients needed several days or weeks in Japan before it was safe to fly them back to the United States.

The evacuation policy fluctuated. When fighting was heavy, more patients were returned to the United States after stabilizing care, while when the fighting was lighter, a 120-day evacuation policy meant that far more soldiers would return to duty in the Far East. Available data is scant, but out of the tens of thousands of patients treated, about 80 percent of those treated could return to full duty.

Lt. Katye Swope checks patients in July 1943 while they are being evacuated from Sicily to Africa for further medical treatment. Fixed-wing air evacuation was used in World War II, typically with a nurse and a medic per aircraft. En route care was very limited, so patients typically were not flown until they were stable, after several days of hospitalization. (Photo courtesy of the National Museum of the U.S. Air Force)
In Vietnam, there was a blurring of fixed-facility and combat-zone hospitalization. With fixed bases and no front line, combat-zone hospitals were deployed and semipermanent facilities built for them. When combat operations changed in location and intensity, it was more common to move medical personnel to augment existing facilities than to move hospitals to new base camps, though that did happen. Jets replaced propeller aircraft for strategic lift, speeding evacuation from theater, but there was no change in the en route care capabilities: patients needed to be stable for the six-hour flight to Japan or the ten-to-eighteen-hour flight to the United States, and it could take six to ten days before a patient was safe to fly.

The evacuation policy was set at thirty days, so patients who were expected to recuperate in less than a month were kept in Vietnam. This led to establishing a convalescent center in Vietnam in May 1966 that focused on malaria patients (50–65 percent), but it also received hepatitis patients and the postoperative wounded. The 6th Convalescent Center had an average of over one thousand patients per month, 96 percent of whom returned to duty, which is the equivalent of one to two battalions per month. (Late in the war, the 6th was tasked to treat drug-addicted soldiers before they returned to the United States.)

The 6th was only part of the medical system that returned 42 percent of wounded soldiers to duty in Vietnam. Offshore hospitals also supported operations in Vietnam. The Air Force hospital at Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines was used, as was the Army hospital on Okinawa (which was still under U.S. military governance). In 1965, the Army both augmented the existing hospitals in Japan and established three general hospitals to treat patients under a sixty-day evacuation policy. Between 1965 and 1970, the hospitals in Japan returned around ten thousand soldiers to duty in Vietnam, which translates to about 8 percent of the wounded, or around twelve infantry battalions.

### Late Cold War Changes

After Vietnam, the Army changed its doctrine and force structure, but it took a decade before the deployed medical system was examined. In 1984, the vice chief of staff of the Army, Gen. Maxwell Thurman, challenged the AMEDD concepts that had not changed since the early years of the Vietnam War. Thurman started a medical system program review (MSPR) that looked at medicine in both garrison and field operations.

The 1960s doctrine had been based on a draftee Army. At that time, replacement manpower for sustained combat power could come from the large reserve components and increased draft calls. Therefore, while field medical care was important, the medical system was not necessarily a critical part of sustaining combat power. It was extremely useful and reduced the transportation problem, but the reserve components would provide units and manpower quickly until the draft produced still more manpower. Switching from a draft to an all-volunteer force reduced both the active duty forces and the reserve components, and the numbers in the training bases declined as well. Thurman pointed out that wounded soldiers who returned to duty would be the main replacement stream for the first 120 days of combat.

Meanwhile, medical researchers identified the main causes of death from combat. The AMEDD had previously focused on areas under physicians’ control—the hospitals—and had substantially reduced the died-of-wounds rate, which applied to wounded who died after admission to a hospital. The new data pointed to patients dying before they were admitted to a hospital where they would be categorized as killed in action. Thus, to reduce fatalities (whether killed in action or died of wounds), medical care before the hospital had to be improved. All these changes set the conditions for the MSPR.

That review led to many changes in the AMEDD. To improve unit-level medical care,

- more medical skills for self-aid and buddy-aid were included in initial entry training;
- combat lifesavers were introduced;
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• 91A (basic combat medic) training was upgraded to emergency medical technician–ambulance standards; and
• the 91B (senior combat medic) military occupational specialty, which was previously awarded on promotion to sergeant (assuming the individuals would have received on-the-job training), was now awarded after completion of a new “Super B” training course to ensure senior medics would be able to supervise their juniors.

Deployed hospitals were also overhauled. Tables of organization and equipment were updated to reflect a new generation of vehicles (five-ton truck versus the two-and-a-half-ton truck) and other routine updates of equipment. Simultaneously, hospitalization in the theater of operations was revised, driving changes to types and sizes of hospitals.18 As early as possible after their admission to the hospital, casualties were identified as “return to duty” (RTD) or for evacuation to the United States (not RTD). Hospitals in the corps area were simplified to the mobile army surgical hospital (sixty beds, all surgical, intended for not RTD) and the combat support hospital (three hundred beds, a mix of medical and surgical, intended for RTD). The communications zone (behind the corps) would have general hospitals (one thousand beds were intended to be used to stabilize patients before they evacuated to the United States) and field hospitals (five hundred beds for low-acuity care, for RTD).

Also in the communications zone, medical holding companies were added, each with 1,200 cots for convalescent patients who needed specific exercises before returning to combat. The overhaul not only focused on returning patients to duty, but it also reduced the number of hospitals overall while still increasing the number of operating room table-hours available for

Air Force flight nurse Capt. Shirley A. Armstrong hands out cups of apple juice to the wounded on a C-141 Starlifter in November 1966 during a medical evacuation flight from Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam. By the time of the Vietnam War, aircraft were faster and pressurized, but en route care was still very limited, and patients needed several days in hospitals to be stable enough to safely fly. (Photo courtesy of the U.S. Air Force Medical Service)
casualty care. Fewer beds were required because fewer soldiers were getting sick (for example, from improved vaccines), and those who did get sick were spending less time hospitalized because of improved pharmaceutical therapies. Air evacuation became the standard mode of strategic evacuation, but it would still be used after hospitalization in theater because en route care paper, Iraq had formidable forces—nearly one million soldiers and around five thousand tanks, plus chemical and possibly biological weapons—so the Army treated the Iraqis as capable foes, and it deployed the force structure and used the doctrine for World War III. Knowing Iraqi capabilities, especially with weapons of mass destruction, there was no reason to take risks with

The overhaul not only focused on returning patients to duty, but it also reduced the number of hospitals overall while still increasing the number of operating room table-hours available for casualty care.

was still a substantial step down in capability from the intensive care unit that hospitals provided. The MSPR and subsequent reviews recognized that earlier air evacuation would allow shifting some hospitalization out of theater, and the Army engaged the biservice Airlift Concepts and Requirements Agency to have it studied by the U.S. Air Force (USAF).19

However, for the foreseeable future, the Army of the late 80s would have a large theater hospital system for two reasons. First, the forces engaged in a large-scale combat operation would be large (perhaps five hundred thousand soldiers deployed to Europe for a potential World War III in addition to other U.S. services), and they would be facing a capable opponent. Second, there would inevitably be disease and non-battle injury patients. The Total Army Analysis was expecting some 360 casualties per division per day, of whom 143 would need treatment beyond the division rear.20 (The 143 wounded lost to a division plus the 36 killed, captured, or missing, meant the division lost about a company of soldiers each day of action, or each and every platoon lost a soldier.) Six division-equivalents stationed in Germany (and three more due to reinforce) implies that well over one thousand patients a day needed rear-area hospitalization. Casualties among corps- and theater army-level units would increase that number to around 1,500 per day. Patients needing roughly a week to stabilize for strategic air evacuation implies a bare minimum of twelve thousand rear-echelon hospital beds were needed to allow a modest cushion against casualty spikes or delays in evacuation.

Instead of World War III, the Army ended the Cold War fighting Iraq in Operation Desert Storm. On hospitalization. The Army, following doctrine, supported the roughly three hundred thousand deployed soldiers and deployed forty-four hospitals, from mobile Army surgical hospitals (to follow the combat troops) to general hospitals and field hospitals for rear-area support; these hospitals totaled 13,400 beds in aggregate.21 These bed numbers were fortunately overkill for the 467 wounded in action, and for the 14,530 disease and non-battle injury patients who needed in-patient care over the yearlong deployment.22 The hospitals provided excellent care and returned most soldiers to duty, but deploying so many looked foolish in retrospect: the logistical burden was quantifiable, but the amount of insurance provided could not be calculated.

Slimming the System

During the 1990s, with the Soviet Union gone and a more benign world, the U.S. military was cut. To defend the nation’s interests with fewer assets required changes, and one change was to the medical evacuation system. The USAF introduced critical care air transport teams (CCATT) that provided essentially ICU-level en route care on ordinary transport aircraft. After the 1993 “Black Hawk Down” episode in Somalia, the Army hospital in Somalia had to send a physician and respiratory therapist on the medevac flight, but later in the 90s, the USAF would provide that type of care. With no drop in care during evacuation, patients no longer needed to stay in theater until they recovered enough for safe evacuation, and thus, the number of hospitals to hold them could be reduced. Large quantities of hospitals were cut from the force structure.
Operation Enduring Freedom never had more than about fifteen thousand personnel deployed, and the medical “footprint” was scattered to support the bases but never needed many hospitals. Operation Iraqi Freedom had far more hospitals deployed but only for the invasion. The only remaining mobile Army surgical hospital was deployed alongside six combat support hospitals, one field hospital, and Navy facilities. That was because the evacuation system could not be robust enough to support the operations; there were no forward airfields for C-17s to evacuate from, and CCATT were not trained to operate in C-130s. During the occupation of Iraq, medical support for U.S. forces was handled by two split-based combat support hospitals located near airfields. When more U.S. forces were deployed for the surge, to a maximum of some one hundred sixty thousand U.S. personnel from all services, no more hospitals were needed because the extra casualties could be handled by more air evacuations.

Implications for the Future

As long as U.S. air evacuation capabilities are not interdicted, low numbers of deployed hospital beds should not pose a problem. Even with more casualties, patients can be evacuated from deployed hospitals. However, projected multi-domain operations suggest the United States will not have unchallenged air capabilities, even for nonthreatening evacuation missions. The Army’s deployable hospitals are being restructured (from combat support hospitals to field hospitals and hospital centers), and by fiscal year 2021, there will be around four thousand deployable beds, counting both active duty and reserve components. While casualty forecasting is not an exact science, any large combat operation against a highly capable foe, especially one with chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and explosive capabilities, could easily
overwhelm the hospital capacities. Having too few hospital beds would reduce both the ability to treat casualties and the ability to return soldiers to duty.

In 2009, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates directed that operations in Afghanistan and Iraq be conducted so that troops could get to surgical care within sixty minutes, the so-called “Golden Hour.” The Golden Hour directive has saved lives in Afghanistan and Iraq, but its sustainability in other operations is questionable. Gen. Mark Milley has acknowledged the challenges of Golden Hour evacuation in high-intensity operations, recognizing the number of potential casualties against tactical evacuation assets, and the possibility that evacuation would be contested.25 To mitigate this tactical problem, the Army is working on prolonged care. The risk of too few hospital beds for sustained, high-intensity operations without strategic evacuation also needs attention.
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A Russian Military Framework for Understanding Influence in the Competition Period

Tom Wilhelm

Information has become a destructive weapon just like a bayonet, bullet or projectile.
—Vladimir Slipchenko

To the U.S. Army, a competition period is described as actions over time that exploit the operational environment conditions in order to gain a position of advantage below the threshold of armed conflict. At the crux of competition is the ability to create a strategic and operational standoff to gain freedom of action in any domain. This is done through the integration of political and economic actions, unconventional and information warfare, and the actual or threatened employment of conventional forces.¹ “Russia exploits the conditions of the operational environment to achieve its objectives by fracturing alliances, partnerships, and resolve, particularly through the effective use of information in undermining friendly will.”² In various forms, this description of Russian influence is prolific throughout Western security analysis. The prevailing views often
include the notion that much of Russian influence over events is planned and orchestrated. This is certainly true in many instances; however, identifying the wiring of Russian influence can be difficult as it can not only come from planned operations but also from standard geopolitical practice, spontaneous civic activities, and many other actions and events that contribute to achieving Russian objectives. The actors can come from across the entire government and yet not be whole-of-government. Russian influence can involve many aspects of Russian society and other governments and their societies, and it can include extralegal networks too. Adding to this are other insoluble factors such as the opaque institutional dynamics in Kremlin decision-making and the secret activities of the Russian security services including its armed forces and General Staff. Confounding outsiders even more is that any event and activity can be denied or can be the result of bardak (a particular Russian understanding of fiasco). But events that occur while competitively vying to shape and control the security environment can also be confusing for the Russians themselves and for the military in particular. As leading Russian military theorists I. A. Chicharev, D. S. Polulyah, and V. Yu. Brovko observe, the operational environment is characterized by “the confusion of military and non-military array of tools [that] belong to modern hybrid wars.” For the Russian military establishment—a keeper of Russian strategic culture and its premier planning institution, the General Staff—this has been alarming, and members have been working to come to grips with it.

There are a variety of frameworks that provide a way to understand how Russian influence plays out in the current operational environment. These frameworks are often focused on particular military events or explained at sociocultural and political-strategic levels. These models range from case study analyses to a summing-up of Russian mentality and tradition, to Kremlinology, and to mirror reflections of what the military claims the West is doing to Russia. All offer invaluable insight; however, in terms of a distinctive framework built from Russian military insight, developments of the General Staff reveal a useful model for examining all levels of influence in the competition period.

The Russian military does not directly or fully illuminate what it does in conceiving, developing, implementing, and coordinating actions to affect what it describes as the “amalgam of calculation and risk” of its adversaries. To a significant degree, its process is dogmatic, secretive, and opportunistic at the same time. Moreover, sometimes Russian influence events obviously involve the armed forces, and at other times, the armed forces seem to grapple and play catch-up with actions that defy their deep culture of planning. Nevertheless, surveying some of the General Staff’s doctrinal developments resulted in a structured exposure to how the Russian military may look at influence, particularly in the competition period. There is also the potential to see how they can be expected to deal with it going forward, even emerging with a more consolidated and central role among the state’s security institutions.
Influencing the Defense of the Russian World and the Goal of Information Warfare

As described in the official military policy, Russia will take military measures to provide for “the safety of the vital interests” of individual Russians, the society, and the state. Military risks and threats include a “rivalry of proclaimed values and models of development.” The policy, however, instructs the military establishment to apply measures “only after political, diplomatic, legal, economic, informational, and other non-violent instruments have been exhausted” but does not preclude the military’s participation, support, or the development of its capacities in any of these domains. In fact, as the doctrine further notes, “There is a tendency towards shifting military risks and military threats to the information space.” This is a telling statement because information warfare is something Russians have developed significantly in their military science over decades. Empowered by this doctrine, which equates to national policy in Russian statecraft, the General Staff’s contemporary list of information warfare components indicates an imaginatively broad vision. It includes international media centers, military bases abroad, human rights organizations, movie and computer gaming industries, private military companies, and even “the need to use world-renowned academics, such as Nobel laureates.” According to the military, the goal of influence domination, in this context, is described as protecting national interest by “countering” and “suppressing” attacks against the promotion of Russia and its defense of a Russkiy mir (Russian world). In the information domain, Russian military science divides information warfare into informational-technical, which can incorporate cyberattacks and electronic warfare, and informational-psychological, which includes a wide range of activities aimed at creating unpredictability. In the latter, legitimate appearances are maintained but content is changed and the context of information is transformed to fit objectives. According to the military, the ultimate effect of influencing operations would be to have an adversary “self-disorganize” and “self-disorient.”

Words matter. The significance of this in Russian military thought is also evidenced in the evolution of...
its military terminology. Russian terms of operational art have doctrinal weight. The military, often through the Military Academy of the General Staff and related higher military educational institutions, chooses and uses words carefully after deliberate consideration over time. The lexicon of Russian military science is used to ensure that planning proceeds toward calculable ends and that force-wide developments are anchored to a common ground. In the realm of influence and influence operations, some key terms associated with Russian information warfare have been deliberately evolved in this way, revealing motivations and directions of the General Staff. Some terms are in a state of consideration, indicating that there is still ongoing General Staff doctrinal developments; still, other terms have appeared to guide the General Staff work in the current operational environment. For example, the term “propaganda,” holding onto its Red Army roots, still exists officially to mean the government’s “purposeful” wisdom. However, the military hardly uses it in that positive sense in its current writings, and instead, the nondoctrinal, negative sense of the term pops up more often as something practiced against it. “Counter-propaganda,” once a common feature of the Russian military lexicon and used to explain negative information contrived by adversaries, is in a kind of doctrinal term limbo, and Russians seem to be searching for other ways of expressing this. Some old terms are receiving a face-lift: “sabotage,” for instance, has been expanded to embrace the context of information operations; the doctrinal terms for “deception,” “misdirection,” and “disorientation” are becoming synonyms in describing influence effects. The standard definition of “defense” now includes the “use of precision weapons and highly effective means of information warfare.” Other terms like “controlled chaos technology” in the “cultural-philosophical sphere” of “hybrid war” are newer concepts and in a state of discussion and development, along with “information packet” and “simulacra” related to “reflexive control,” which is inclining an adversary to make decisions on his or her own accord that are predetermined to favor the protagonist. “Disorganization” aims at creating “mismanagement”; “fragmentation,” similarly, refers to actions that disrupt the enemy’s decision-making at crucial times but particularly highlights isolation of key players from making those decisions. Operations launched to accomplish this are “information strikes.” The purpose of “specially created channels” to insert erroneous information may include organizations such as the General Staff’s Main Intelligence Directorate but expressly includes the public media.

This evolution of terms signals that the General Staff is building a very particular foundation. It is an understanding of not just how information warfare is contextualized in forecasting and describing the nature of conflict but how influence actions can be operationalized or at least dealt with in a more calculable way. For instance, taken together, these concepts are much more than planning and mounting an operation to divert, mask, or deceive an enemy in a tactical moment; the aim is to ultimately shape or change the nature of the conflict itself.

Influence and Russian operational art. In 2015, then chief of the Russian General Staff’s Main Operational Directorate, Gen.-Lt. Andrei V. Kartapolov, published an article in the *Journal of the Academy of Military Science* that described “new-type war.” His article, a work of trend analysis, solidified the General Staff’s previous forecasting and historical surveys. The most famous of these was done by S. G. Chikinov and S. A. Bagdonov that was understood by Western analysts as “Russian new-generation warfare,” and was also used by Chief of the Russian General Staff Valery Gerasimov’s own publication on foresight, the erstwhile “Gerasimov doctrine.” Critically, Chikinov and Bagdonov believed that strategic goals would not be accomplished unless information superiority was assured; Gerasimov’s work indicated that the ratio of nonmilitary to military measures in future war was four to one. In terms of military art in what the West recognizes as the competition period, Kartapolov noted a “set of indirect actions” that...
characterize “new-type war” including “hybrid war.” This list of the forms and methods—a specific nomenclature of Russian military science—was based on the General Staff’s historical analysis of what it believed the West had been doing to attack Russia since before the end of the Cold War.26 Given his position at that time and now as the deputy minister of defence and chief of the Main Military-Political Administration, Kartapolov’s description of the methods can be seen as serving a couple of critical purposes. First, it has been a beacon over key developmental years to orient the General Staff’s doctrinal work and planning focus. Second, it has also illuminated Russian intentions with regard to the nature of contemporary conflict with great consistency.27 In this context, Kartapolov’s description can be understood as a roadmap of Russian development and practice.

An Applied Look at Kartapolov’s Framework

The framework has eight parts and involves more than just the military institution:

1. political, economic, informational, and psychological pressure;
2. disorientation of the political and military leadership;
3. spreading dissatisfaction among the population;
4. support of internal opposition in other countries;
5. preparing and deploying armed opposition;
6. deployment of special forces;
7. conduct of subversive acts; and
8. employment of new weapon systems.28

Some exemplars can help demonstrate how the General Staff may consider influencing actions through the competition phase and initial phase of warfare. (This is not meant to be a definitive list or analysis of events.)
Political, economic, informational, and psychological pressure. As an influence method, political, economic, informational, and psychological pressure can include commonly practiced military engagements and multilateral exercises that Russia uses to develop and to shape political and military relations and partnerships. For instance, military advancements in robotics and increased presence in the Arctic encourage a sense of competitive advantage to outsiders. This is classic, effective military propaganda in accordance with the Russian definition.

Disorientation of the adversary’s political and military leadership. Most major Russian media remain quasi-controlled by the Kremlin and thus serve to disseminate Kremlin-approved messages at home and abroad. Each of the major television and radio stations also offer military-themed programs, many of which are supported by the Ministry of Defence and not only highlight the latest military developments and promote the image of the military but also inculcate the Kremlin’s threat portrayal. President Vladimir Putin’s descriptions of new “invincible” weapon systems promote a sense of Russian strength and an alternative strategic security environment in which Russia has advantage. These activities have propaganda value in promotion of Russian objectives but can also disorient outside observers and decision-makers.

Spreading dissatisfaction among the target population. Many Russian influence activities have made headlines. One such event is the Malaysian airliner (MH-17) that was shot down over a separatist-controlled territory in Ukraine. In this case, the Russian military establishment supported its government’s response with the use of outdated satellite imagery, dubious weapons transfer documentation, and simulations of a fabricated Ukrainian surface-to-air missile or military aircraft attack. Today, a majority of Russians believe that their country was blameless as do some Ukrainians and even the Malaysian Prime Minister at the time, Mahathir Mohamad, who stated his support of Russia’s “no-proof” position. Overall, this effort could be seen as an array of decoy actions that fragmented unifying condemnation of Russia.

Support of internal opposition in other countries. One way Russia supports internal opposition abroad is with state-sponsored paramilitary organizations. The use of these quasi-state forces develops pro-Russian constituency, discredits other narratives, and acts as an instigating force or alternative police. This could be considered a disorganizing activity. The Cossacks who were deployed as alternative, pro-Russian police forces in the immediate aftermath of the Crimean seizure are an example of these citizen militias coordinating and integrating in Russian military operations. In the current Russian military encyclopedia, the Union of Cossacks is specifically noted as a legitimate organization of the “defensive work of the masses.”

Preparing and deploying armed opposition. Within the targeted state, the support of separatist militias in Eastern Ukraine has many examples. In late May 2014, for instance, a group of outside fighters who supported Ukrainian separatists—the Vostok Battalion—led a series of attacks in and around Donetsk. The fighters, many of whom said they were Chechen, appeared in Ukraine less than one month after Chechen head of state Ramzan Kadyrov threatened to send troops to fight in Ukraine. (Chechnya is a federal territory of Russia.)
Deployment of special forces. The deployment of special forces may include a range of military forces, so “special” in this case means more than just special operations forces. The iconic “Polite People” who facilitated the takeover of Crimea are one example. Another example includes regular armed forces soldiers deployed in deception, such as those members in support of Ukrainian separatists groups. More recently, special forces can be seen in its broadest, interagency sense in November 2018 when three Ukrainian navy ships were seized en route to a Ukrainian port in the Sea of Azov. The coordinated operation included forces from several agencies and services including the Russian military. In Syria, the Russian Military Police, as the principal force in securing and delivering humanitarian aid, support the strategic Russian image in this conflict. This demonstrates the whole-of-government part of new-type war and might be considered “specially packaged information” aimed to reflexively influence the opinions of other states.

Conduct subversive acts. Russia will conduct subversive acts such as its role with General Staff’s Main Intelligence Directorate officers in a spate of assassination, sabotage, and other mokroye delo (wet work) abroad. Besides achieving objectives of the attack, the informational and influencing aspects of these operations also serve to disorient, fragment, and disorganize in accordance with Russian operational art.

Employing new weapons systems. Russia has been employing new weapons systems to achieve influence in the competition period. Unit 26165, the military’s cyber hacking unit, is one well-known example. It was widely noted that during the Ukrainian conflict, other cyber/software spying and attacks anonymously contacted adversary soldiers on their cell phones to intimidate or persuade them into quitting their posts. Russia also jammed GPS signals during NATO military exercises and conducted provocative proximity and laser operations against various commercial and military satellites. Although obviously offensive, the tests of hypersonic munitions fit the new-type war paradigm by informationally “defending” Russia in the competition period.

Taken together as prescribed by the Russian General Staff and viewed as methods of Russian military science, the framework that Kartapolov anointed may be richer than other sociocultural and strategic models and provide a holistic understanding of how the Russian military may observe and deal with influence activities.

Вперёд! (Forward!)

The General Staff is gaining a central role among Russian security organizations for the development, integration, and coordination of the national concepts and the doctrine for the defense of the state. Specifically, in a draft of an upcoming presidential decree, the General Staff is designated as the supervising organization for the armed forces, the National Guard troops, the other military formations and agencies such as the Federal Security Service, Federal Protective Service, Ministry of Emergencies, and the country’s defense industrial complex, as well as other law enforcement agencies and local authorities regarding issues of defense. Putin himself declared this to be “the military organization,” creating a legal bridge over any gaps between the military and nonmilitary space in terms of coordinating state efforts and evolving that security
collective from what was previously described in the national military policy. It also makes good use of the General Staff’s deep culture and institutional design for detailed planning. The General Staff has downplayed this, indicating that the decree mostly provides clearer legal authorities for functions already undertaken such as mobilization and arms exports. However, concomitant initiatives that are enhancing centralized, secure command and control (e.g., the National Defence Management Center, the consolidated National Guard, and sovereign and military communication networks) make it easy to imagine more integrated, whole-of-government defense and security activities networked through the General Staff. It is also not hard to see how the Russian military, in such a supervisory position, will be able to better argue for desired funding and other state resources. At the very least, such development will help the General Staff develop doctrine that overcomes the inherent confusion it loathes while waging more effective influence in the competition period.

In the period of conflict that precedes actual combat, competition for influence is the most prevalent. According to the Russian General Staff, this period is persistent and pervasive. It is seen and experienced by many but can also be elusive to investigation and analytic frameworks. Not everything is an information operation. To get better clarity, Russian military science provides a useful porthole. From doctrinal discussions over time, the General Staff has revealed a structured perspective aimed at justifying a broad use of information warfare and other supportive activities, especially for the competition period. That framework and consensus on the key forms and methods—derived from their military science—gives an outside observer a Russian-based opportunity to consider influencing actions that can simultaneously range from sociocultural to strategic to tactical. It gives the Russians their best institution to bring that together.
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Operationalizing Artificial Intelligence for Algorithmic Warfare

Courtney Crosby, PhD
Conflict can be won or lost based on military offsets, or means with which defense units can asymmetrically combat adversarial advantages. With great-power competition, adversarial technology overmatch, and ever-expanding theaters, conventional offsets are often augmented by artificial intelligence (AI). Yet, the Department of Defense’s (DOD) ability to operationalize AI is nascent. Initial AI programs adopted by the Pentagon focus on the transfer of commercial capabilities to the defense sector, thus highlighting technical performance and de-emphasizing mission-oriented function. As a result, initial pilot projects have failed to move into real-world operational environments (OE).

Operationalizing Artificial Intelligence

Operationalization hinges on the understanding that AI is not an end state but rather one way of achieving a military advantage. To that end, the technical execution of AI-related methodologies must be married to the OE. This consideration diverges from traditional thought because AI solutions are typically developed to achieve a certain statistical threshold (e.g., recall, precision), rather than a military objective (e.g., increased standoff distance). This dynamic is confounded by the term “algorithmic warfare,” which currently conflates technical and military characterizations. Algorithmic warfare intends to reduce the number of warfighters in harm’s way, increase decision speed in time-critical operations, and operate when and where humans are unable to operate. Yet, none of those objectives speak to mathematics or computer science; they are grounded squarely in military end states. The problem is that the bridge between science, technology, engineering, and mathematics disciplines and military end states was never established before the Pentagon embarked on its AI trajectory.

The desired bridge is a framework for guiding and assessing AI operationalization, with algorithm performance on one side and mission utility on the other. Such a combination ensures that mathematical equations can prove or numerically validate an AI system while qualitative benchmarks guarantee practical application. The result is algorithmic warfare based not just on statistics but a broader architecture for operational relevancy. That relevancy is couched in five requirements: minimum viability, the ability to adapt to unknown and unknowable scenarios, the prioritization of insight over information, the requisite level of autonomy for the application, and battlefield readiness.

For the first time, such requirements lay the foundation for assessing military AI programs and defining success.

Marines with Marine Corps Forces Cyberspace Command observe computer operations 5 February 2020 in the cyber operations center at Lasswell Hall, Fort Meade, Maryland. Marines conduct offensive and defensive cyber operations in support of U.S. Cyber Command and operate, secure, and defend the Marine Corps Enterprise Network. (Original photo by Staff Sgt. Jacob Osborne, U.S. Marines. Photo has been modified.)
Marrying Technical Methodologies and Defense Doctrine

Developing measures of effectiveness (MOE) for military AI programs necessitates mapping research and technical methodologies (e.g., grounded theory) to DOD doctrine. Without that mapping, algorithmic warfare is reduced to the process of algorithm development rather than operational deployment. For example, a computer vision algorithm designed to detect objects in a video (e.g., geospatial intelligence analysis) is reduced to the number of vehicles the model finds or how accurately it finds those vehicles. Success, then, is something to the effect of the algorithm correctly finds vehicles 85 percent of the time.

But what use is detecting vehicles 85 percent of the time to a military campaign? This is where preserving doctrinal integrity introduces context. Taking the example from above, the same algorithm is assessed not for how frequently it detects vehicles correctly but rather its impact to the mission: analysts identify a vehicle of interest 95 percent faster because of the model. Such an approach associates how well the algorithm was designed with its mission deployment. While this seems like common sense, and the relationship may even be represented ambiguously in project documentation, there is no single standard for one representation anywhere in the DOD.

Assessment criteria still need to remain solution independent (i.e., the criteria apply regardless of the type of intelligence, algorithm used, operational environment deployed to, or mission requirements). Thus, for this research, AI principles were codified into quantifiable properties and indicators that were system and program agnostic. Assessment criteria were also couched in a go-no-go fashion to create a logical, top-down hierarchy synonymous with relevant joint publications. The result is a baseline for regulating, monitoring, and evaluating DOD AI systems.

A Framework to Operationalize Defense Artificial Intelligence

As previously stated, operationalized AI is AI defined by five aspects of mission utility: minimum viability, the ability to adapt to unknown and unknowable scenarios, the prioritization of insight over information, the requisite level of autonomy for the application, and battlefield readiness. Each of these MOEs is fundamental to algorithmic warfare. Analysis of this information results in a comprehensive framework of indicators and effects for each of those MOEs. The entire framework is underpinned by doctrinal definitions and procedures.

Measuring Effectiveness

The military process for measuring effectiveness relies on a go-no-go, top-down architecture. This means that a measure exists only if every single indicator of that measure also exists. Similarly, an indicator is present only if all effects of that indicator are also present. It is a binary, all-or-nothing process that can be applied to AI as readily as conventional military activity.

In the conventional case of high-value target (HVT) pattern-of-life analysis, an MOE would define one desired result of a military campaign (e.g., the HVT moves out of the area of responsibility [AOR]). All defined indicators of that MOE must be met so that success cannot be called arbitrarily or selectively. For example, intelligence should indicate that (a) the HVT is detected in a new AOR, (b) known HVT associates are detected in the new AOR, and (c) the HVT acquires basic life support systems (e.g., housing, transportation) in the new AOR. Subsequent effects follow the same process: effects that support indicator “a” may include identification of known physical signatures and detection of communication signals.

So, while conventional and AI MOEs differ in their tactical execution, the underlying system for decision-making validation is the same. AI MOEs can only be validated if there is a baseline understanding of the AI domain, much in the same way that MOEs developed by the intel branch could not be validated by combat arms.

Dr. Courtney Crosby is the chief scientist with Booz Allen Hamilton’s Strategic Innovation Group. She has a PhD in decision sciences, with a focus on battlefield artificial intelligence (AI) systems for the Department of Defense. Crosby has deployed several times in support of various overseas missions. In her current role, she spearheads AI operationalization and innovation within the military C5ISR domain. Her previous experience includes research and development of emerging capabilities and social science analysis relevant to human machine teaming.
Algorithmic warfare is warfare conducted through artificially intelligent means. Artificially intelligent means are those that are not only intelligent (collecting and applying insight) but also artificial (acting on intelligence in a way that humans cannot). Without human intervention, systems must learn how to represent data for themselves. Another term for this is called machine learning. There are different types of machine learning, but when it comes to the battlefield, unsupervised machine learning will become the gold standard due to its flexibility and capacity to derive outputs from unknown and unstructured information. Within this gold standard, a specific methodology called deep learning is unique in its ability to represent complex problems more precisely. Given the dynamic nature of the battlefield, the ability to represent complex problems more precisely is paramount.

Thus, algorithmic warfare can only be enabled by (a) working systems (minimally viable) capable of (b) learning on their own from unknown and unknowable scenarios (unsupervised) while (c) converting a complex battlefield environment into a useful insight (deep-learning enabled) (d) with little to no guidance.
The system is unsupervised.
The system is autonomous.
The system is battle/field ready.

In the example of translation, a natural language processing algorithm would be minimally viable if (1) industry metrics confirmed that it accurately translated ground truth data from and into the correct languages, (2) the algorithm outperformed other available algorithms in the same technical class and OE, and (3) the machine translation outperformed a human.

The competitive advantage and performance improvement factors associated with minimum viability are necessary because without them, nonalgorithmically derived warfare would be more effective—thus negating the need for operationalized AI.

Flexible and Adaptable Systems

Remember that unsupervised algorithms are ideal for live missions due to their flexibility and ability to derive insight even in unknown scenarios. In short, unsupervised

Operational Artificial Intelligence has to Work

Minimum viability tests whether algorithmic warfare positively changes the operational environment. “Positively changing the OE” means that there exists a competitive advantage and performance improvement justifying AI deployment. That justification comes from industry metrics (technical factors), ranking against similar systems, and utility to the human operator.

Figure. Measures of Effectiveness for Algorithmic (Artificially Intelligent) Warfare

(autonomous) and (e) in a live mission environment (battlefield ready). These MOEs and the architecture in the figure are the first steps in operationalizing AI; they lay the groundwork for how to coalesce technical and operational factors while also standardizing “success” across any AI program.
systems can operate without predetermined information and learn as new information becomes available.

A conventional equivalent can be drawn from an enemy engagement example. For instance, deployed service members do not know how a firefight will unfold until after it is over. Yet, they are expected to respond appropriately to enemy fire without warning and draw relevant conclusions about novel adversarial movement and activity.

Successful algorithmic warfare programs will need to exhibit the same adaptability of service members in their tactical execution and ability to learn over time.

**Reducing Mission Complexity**

Recall that deep learning reduces complexity.\textsuperscript{13} Complexity reduction in a live mission is about how information is represented and understood. Just as with humans, effective algorithmic warfare is predicated on pattern detection, reasoning, and problem-solving.

Pattern detection is essentially acquiring knowledge that can then be generalized to predict future, unknown scenarios. Suppose that a nonaviation-branch service member deployed to an airfield sees a helicopter fly overhead. That person notices the helicopter’s unique physical features, such as the overall size or a tandem rotor. The unique features differentiate the helicopter from other variations, and over time, the service member can down select the correct helicopter within an entire fleet using the learned visual cues. AI recognizes visual patterns much in the same way; helicopter characteristics are learned repetitively with subsequent sightings. Then those characteristics are
generalized to differentiate one helicopter from another or a helicopter from a nonhelicopter.

Reasoning refines that knowledge acquisition in order to detect subtleties in the environment and to logically associate those subtleties. For example, if helicopters are never seen with certain weather patterns, reasoning would deduce that weather (a secondary element of the OE) influences flyability. With AI, poor weather would add secondary confirmation that a flying object without a rotor was not a helicopter.

Finally, sequential problem-solving breaks a large problem (i.e., how to fly a helicopter) into smaller problems (i.e., what is the flight path, how much fuel is available, how many pilots are needed, etc.). Thus, without complexity reduction, algorithm warfare would lack the ability to convert information to insight.

Operating with Little to No Guidance

Since algorithmic warfare assumes that other-than-human means are leveraged, AI must independently compose and adjudicate courses of action. And AI has to complete that adjudication based on its own decision-making, responsiveness, and situational awareness.

Decision-making is a matter of developing and resolving choices within the environment. In a convention setting, a commander faced with conflicting intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance flight paths would develop an asset prioritization matrix and then deconflict based on those requirements. This is not a matter exclusively of producing viable options but also figuring out which of those options is most beneficial to the overall mission. In order to do that, the system must be able to fuse decision criteria (e.g., number of assets, collection requirements, flight times, etc.). Sensors must be present to define decision criteria (e.g., aircraft fuel gauges or human/verbal cues). Then, all available options have to be pruned. Finally, the system has to recognize changes in the current state and respond to new information generated by that change (i.e., an aerial asset’s time on station is ending so deconfliction is no longer needed).

Responsiveness complements decisiveness. That is, can the system respond appropriately to a scenario it has never seen before on the timeline required? To do so, the system has to have the requisite functions for situational awareness: ingestion, processing, iteration, and action. All indicators together ensure that operationalized AI improves decision timelines, not inhibits them.

Moving Artificial Intelligence into the Real World

Battlefield readiness is a measure of whether the system can function in live mission spaces. Since mission constraints are vast, AI cannot be developed in a laboratory without forethought on how it will operate in the real world. To be clear, the limitations of laboratory AI are not circumvented by the battlefield; they are amplified. Open architectures are restricted by military infrastructure. Agnostic pipelines are bogged by siloed, legacy systems. Pervasive, high-speed networking becomes sporadic or intermittent once deployed forward. And the uncleared experts universal to the commercial sector are replaced by access-limited user communities with little to no AI expertise.

In short, AI must complement, rather than confuse, ongoing operations. Addressing mission constraints from the onset must then include integration and communication with existing systems. Additionally, that integration should be tested or qualified so utility, and the left/right limits of that utility, is proven prior to deployment. This would occur much in the same way that military personnel are range qualified for deployability, or conversely, how poor fitness testing can result in nondeployability.

Together, the five MOEs for operationalized AI represent standard thresholds for initial and full operating...
Recommendations

Without a framework for operationalizing AI in support of algorithmic warfare, current DOD programs will fail. The framework presented in this article is the first to define success within the defense AI space and will provide necessary accountability measures for government oversight.

While the intent of this article is an agnostic solution to algorithmic warfare, additional research is necessary. Funding should be earmarked for cascading this framework to specific systems, disciplines, and programs. In support of that effort, access to both classified materials and quantitative experimentation of classified systems will be critical. Quantitative experimentation would not only serve to validate the premise of this article but also begin creating a network to compare and improve defense AI testing and evaluation. That is, continued, consistent use of the MOE architecture across multiple environments, systems, and problem sets would align AI projects under a single, common assessment framework. To that end, the MOE architecture presented in this article supports two functions: (1) to realize a more effective system by iteratively improving go-no-go decision gate results and (2) to decide between various systems by comparing respective MOEs.

Strategically, the architecture outlined in the figure (on pages 46–47) should be integrated into DOD acquisition, technology, and logistics processes. Current paradigms are not built for the exponential growth and nontraditional nature of AI programs. Calibrating current and future DOD AI solutions around prevailing evaluation criteria will enable standardization while...
speeding up time-consuming acquisition processes. Further, organizations responsible for enterprise AI activities should standardize the framework across their efforts for more rapid transition of applied research and development into operational use.

Organizational efforts should not stop at policy though. Currently, the DOD has no mechanism for leveraging military personnel for AI activities. Specifically, there is no military occupational specialty (MOS) related to artificial intelligence and also no official system for identifying and assigning skilled personnel to AI programs. The result is a lack of available hybrid talent; that is, personnel versed in both AI and the mission. Standing up a data science or AI-oriented MOS, similar to what occurred in the cyber domain, would make the operationalization of AI capabilities more sustainable. It would also augment the small pool of cleared AI professionals with an increasing number of qualified military personnel. Alternatively, the traditional MOS could adapt to the modern characteristics of warfare. For example, discipline-specific intelligence analysts may not be relevant in a world where multi-intelligence fusion is pervasive. Modifying or adding AI skills identifiers or specializations would curb MOS relevancy decline.

Tactically, the Pentagon’s push for AI needs to be accompanied by a ground-up movement so that adopting organizations are not simply handed a capability without context. Instead, they should have an active voice in the offsets they bring to the fight. Grassroots efforts may include conducting impact analyses and stress tests at the unit level prior to IOC/FOC design plans to understand vulnerabilities and prioritize requirements.

Conclusion

Operationalizing AI is an inherently mission-centric endeavor that must make sense tactically for there to be any strategic impact. Until there is tangible return on investment for units on the ground, widespread hesitation around the value of algorithmic warfare will persist; as a result, adversarial overmatch will become an increasingly unwinnable reality.

The DOD cannot continue to execute AI programs without a framework for operationalizing those programs. The architecture presented in this article does just that by accelerating and standardizing the government’s efforts to develop AI capabilities through highly inventive, operationally appealing technology.

Notes
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Ensuring the Political Loyalty of the Russian Soldier

Maj. Ray C. Finch, U.S. Army, Retired

A good Cause puts life and courage into mens Hearts.  
— The Souldiers Catchisme, 1644

Ever since returning to the Russian presidency in 2012, Vladimir Putin has placed patriotic renewal at the top of the Kremlin’s agenda. Nationalist rhetoric escalated after the country’s armed annexation of Crimea in 2014 and its military involvement in both southeast Ukraine and Syria. During his annual press conference in December 2019, Putin suggested that “patriotism is the only possible ideology in the modern democratic society.”1 Although the Kremlin practices a peculiar brand of democracy, there is no question that patriotism has become its new ideological centerpiece. The ideological void that developed after the collapse of communism, and the subsequent failure of liberal democracy to take hold during the economically painful 1990s, has been partially filled with a renewed sense of patriotism.

Reflecting on or wary of its communist past, the Russian constitution prohibits a state ideology. However, there is an emerging formula that captures Russia’s developing dogma: Russia was, is, and will remain a great power, reflected in the country’s history, culture, size (resources), people, and military prowess.2 The Soviet Union’s victory in the Great Patriotic War during World War II has become the focal point and defining characteristic of this new ideology. While the country celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of this victory in June 2020, the memory of this horrific war remains the prism through which Russians understand their world today. As Deputy Defence Minister Col.-Gen. Andrei Kartapolov recently suggested, “the victory of the USSR [Union of Soviet Socialist Republics] over fascist Germany should become the basis of the national identity of the Russians.”3

Religion makes up another potent ingredient in the Kremlin’s patriotic recipe. For instance, the traditional close association between the Russian Orthodox Church and the Kremlin leadership has correlated a divine sanction to its understanding of patriotism: God is on Russia’s side. The construction of a huge military-themed cathedral at Patriot Park, located outside of Moscow, is an apt metaphor for this heavenly support. This state-sponsored, religiously sanctioned patriotism has helped to compensate for the Kremlin’s greater authoritarian tendencies, slower economic growth, and domestic political repression. It has also helped to drive a more aggressive foreign policy.

Over the past decade, alongside the patriotic rhetoric, the Kremlin leadership has worked to ensure the loyalty and devotion of those charged with defending the Russian state. Despite pressing domestic needs (e.g., mediocre schools, housing, roads, medical care, etc.), funding for military and internal security forces remains high. The Kremlin-sponsored media continues to blanket the information space with praiseworthy coverage of every military and security achievement. The formation of the Russian National Guard in 2016 and the continued
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development of a nationwide patriotic youth group (Юнармия, or Young Army) have strengthened domestic security while enlisting the loyalty of younger Russians to the Kremlin’s patriotic cause.

Against this backdrop of rising (managed) patriotism, in early 2018, the Russian Ministry of Defence (MOD) announced the reintroduction of the Main Military-Political Directorate (MPD) into the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. This Soviet-era organization was originally designed to guarantee that the military remain devoted to the Communist Party and to help with morale, discipline, and education. The organization fell into disrepair after the collapse of the USSR in 1991, when a newly independent Russia ostensibly depoliticized the military.

According to the head of the new MPD, Col.-Gen. Andrei V. Kartapolov, the main goal of this organization today “is to form a warrior-statesman, a reliable and loyal defender of the Fatherland, a bearer of the traditional spiritual and moral values of Russian society: spirituality and patriotism.”

Background

Russians celebrate “Defender of the Fatherland Day” (День защитника Отечества, or Den’ zashchitnika Otechestva) on 23 February, where the nation honors those who have defended the country or anyone who wears a uniform today. The holiday was first observed during the Russian Civil War (1917–22) by Bolshevik leaders who were celebrating the first mass conscription of Russian men into the recently created Red Army, which was fighting (among others) former tsarist soldiers of the White Army. This red “workers’ army” would ultimately prevail in crushing its domestic opponents in the civil war and would later serve as the nucleus of the Soviet military that defeated the Nazi threat some twenty years later.

Since many former tsarist officers had been dragooned into fighting for the Red Army cause, there were doubts surrounding their political loyalty. There were strong grounds for concern, since many former tsarist officers had pledged “to defend the [tsarist] dynasty to his
last drop of blood" and where many had taken up arms against the new Bolshevik leadership. The institution of political commissars was created to ensure tsarist officer allegiance, to maintain discipline, and to boost morale. These commissars were responsible for making sure the party’s orders were carried out as well as handling propaganda and education (less than half of the Russian population was literate in 1920).7

The role of these political commissars fluctuated over time. Once the Bolshevik leadership prevailed in the civil war, the commissars’ role was reduced, and they focused more on propaganda and education. Commissars were no longer required to cosign a commander’s orders. During the latter portion of the Great Terror in the 1930s when the Kremlin leadership purged the upper ranks of the military and every officer’s loyalty was in question, the commissar’s role again became more controlling. After the initial fiasco in the Soviet-Finnish War of 1939–40, the party leadership temporarily reduced the authority of the commissar. The commissar’s authority was reinstated after the devastating losses in 1941–42 when Nazi forces reached the Moscow city limits. Once the Red Army turned the tide after the Battle of Stalingrad, however, commanders were able to issue orders without the commissar’s approval once again.

The Soviet victory in World War II had “proven” the rectitude of the communist cause. After the war, the role of the commissar was formalized within the MPD of the Soviet army and navy (GlavPUR). It has been described as “the channel through which the Party influences all aspects of the Armed Forces’ life and activity, enhances their combat readiness, strengthens military discipline, raises the personnel’s political level and boosts their morale.”8 A major part of their work dealt with “ensuring the ideological purity of the Soviet Armed Forces. Political officers prepare and teach Marxist-Leninist studies to all personnel and also supervise the educational system throughout the military structure.”9

The Main Cathedral of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation, Cathedral of the Resurrection of Christ, under construction 28 April 2020 in Patriot Park outside of Moscow. (Photo courtesy of the Russian Ministry of Defence)
Like the Communist Party structure in the wider Soviet society, GlavPUR grew into an enormous organization within the armed forces with its own “Military-Political Academy named after Lenin and 14 higher military-political schools.” GlavPUR was also represented in “the Department of Social Sciences at twenty military academies and more than 150 higher military schools.” Besides producing trained political officers and huge quantities of military-political literature, GlavPUR managed a variety of cultural detachments that dealt with music, theater, art, and film, as well as museums and cultural centers. According to Lt.-Gen. (reserve) Victor Buslovsky, who served as lead author of a recently completed book describing the history and achievements of GlavPUR, “If the General Staff is the brain of the army, then the Main Political Directorate was the face, soul and parental home of the Soviet Armed Forces.”

In the Soviet military, trained political officers were assigned down to the company level to inculcate Marxist-Leninist dogma, and they were also trained by type of service and branch. They could theoretically fill in “to carry out training and combat missions for the purpose of their unit,” whether driving a tank or performing “combat duty in the Strategic Rocket Forces.” In actual practice, political workers focused more on propaganda and morale.

While an integral part of the Soviet military, GlavPUR had its own personnel department with its own measure of officer effectiveness. These political deputies played a key role within the regular officer promotion system. Without their strong recommendation, an officer would not likely advance in rank. Given their separate management system and influence over officer advancement, political officers were often not highly respected by their regular officer comrades. The anecdotal evidence corroborates this poor reputation.

In the Soviet army, which many of us found in all its glory and all its grim grandeur, the political officers were a special and most despised caste among officers. With rare exceptions, they

Russian Minister of Defence Sergei Shoigu (foreground) checks on the construction progress of the Main Cathedral of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation 22 April 2020 at Patriot Park outside of Moscow. (Photo courtesy of the Russian Ministry of Defence)
did not enjoy any respect in the troops—and this sharply contrasted with their official position and conceit. The political instructor was, of course, not a commander—but someone who was standing very close to him, and yet without experience in leading troops, without real military training, without a real understanding of the personnel. Their privileges were almost the highest, and the benefits of them to the troops were truly the smallest.\footnote{15}

Not surprisingly, as faith in the communist system began to wane, the role of the political officers in the military became even more problematic. They had the unenviable task of defending and promoting an ideology that simply was not working. Attempting to revive the floundering communist economy, the last Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, introduced reforms that inadvertently both weakened party control and the Soviet military. Glasnost, or openness, revealed several serious problems within the hitherto secretive military (e.g., personnel losses in Afghanistan, hazing, corruption, etc.). Gorbachev’s decision to radically downsize the military and convert a portion of the Soviet industrial complex toward civilian production caused considerable grumbling within the ranks, further exacerbating the mission of GlavPUR.

Were they themselves role models? Not at all. Political leaders were spokesmen, as they would say today, of double standards. For this, they were hated. Amidst these political leaders there were plenty of alcoholics, womanizers, and swindlers, but they, unlike many others of that ilk, were always covered by the party. It is not surprising that such two-faced creatures instantly changed rhetoric after the country’s collapse, or that they began to sing the praises of democracy using the same pathos once reserved for communism.\footnote{16}

The Soviet military played an ambiguous role during the dramatic political events of August 1991, when a handful of Soviet hardliners (to include the minister of defense) attempted to seize power and use force to reestablish party control over the splintering country. Military units were sent into the streets of Moscow as a show of force and to isolate the country’s popular president, Boris Yeltsin. However, when the order finally came to seize the building where Yeltsin and his followers were defying the coup, these military personnel lacked the zeal or determination to carry out their mission.\footnote{17}

Some of the military’s hesitation to use force likely stemmed from a sense of betrayal resulting from the country’s political authorities that had developed earlier under Gorbachev. As the nationalist seams of the USSR were beginning to fray, the party leadership had ordered the military to intervene to neutralize or crush ethnic tensions. In the process of restoring order throughout the crumbling Soviet Union, many civilians had been killed or injured. When confronted by the country’s more independent media or Western leaders to explain why force was employed, the Kremlin leadership disavowed its political involvement, blaming instead the military.\footnote{18}

After the unsuccessful coup attempt of August 1991, Gorbachev signed a decree to eliminate all the
military-political organs in the USSR armed forces. In December 1991, when the Soviet flag was lowered over the Kremlin, there were no protests either in the streets or within the military ranks. Despite the massive investment in propaganda, most Russians welcomed the dissolution of the USSR, along with the denunciation of the Communist Party and its leadership. The lack of any protest may have partially stemmed from near economic collapse, as the new independent countries of the former Soviet Union wrestled with challenges of moving from a centralized economy toward something resembling a market-driven model. Former Soviet republics were also challenged with developing their own governments, bureaucracies, and militaries.

Former political workers in the Soviet military were rebranded as education officers in the newly formed Russian military, and they were assigned to assist with education, morale, and psychological training. Over the next twenty years, as the military tried to figure out how to use these assets, its exact mission remained ill-defined and was not helped by numerous organizational changes. In 2010, as part of reforms to streamline the military education system, many of the former political officers’ billets were finally eliminated and the educational structure received a new name—the Main Directorate for Work with Personnel of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. This organization would serve as the precursor to the MPD, which was officially reconstituted in July 2018.

**Why Reactivate the Main Political Directorate?**

There has been considerable conjecture as to what prompted the MOD to reestablish the MPD. Recall that in early 2018, Putin was reelected to another (and presumably final) six-year presidential term. Prior to this “election,” there had been relatively large protests in Moscow and other major cities, where Russians (many from the younger generation) protested government corruption and the country’s faux democracy. The Kremlin leadership likely determined that the West was either responsible for sparking or exploiting these protests. As the first line of defense against any foreign threat, in reconstituting the MPD, the military leadership moved to ensure that its personnel would not fall prey to such attacks.

Although presidential elections are not slated until 2024, the military (and those who control it) may have also felt the need to begin preparing for the possible transfer of power. Throughout history, the transition of Kremlin authority has often been fraught with tension, and the return of a political branch within the military could help ensure the loyalty of the rank and file. This may have also been a contributing motive behind the creation of the Russian National Guard. Similarly, it should be noted that the MOD is just one of many power ministries under Kremlin control. In the struggle for budget resources, creating a department designed to strengthen political loyalty could translate into greater appropriations.

A couple months after his appointment to head the MPD, Kartapolov confirmed that the primary reason for reconstituting political training within the ranks was predicated upon a need to defend against external information attacks “to counteract the many lies and slander” that were trying to corrupt Russian youth with “extremist ideologies.” The MOD has written extensively on the dangers of defending against what it terms as “color revolutions.” Kartapolov warned that this information onslaught can “change the political consciousness of society, which in modern conditions can lead to very serious consequences. With some of our neighboring states, this is clearly visible.”

In the same interview, Kartapolov explained that “the main goal of the newly created military-political bodies is to form a warrior-statesman, a reliable and loyal defender of the Fatherland, a bearer of the traditional spiritual and moral values of Russian society: spirituality and patriotism.” The objective is not only to raise the “patriotic consciousness of military personnel and civilian personnel of the RF [Russian Federation] Armed Forces” but also includes “military-patriotic work with all citizens of Russia, especially youth.” In a later interview, Kartapolov insisted that “depoliticization was a mistake” and that “it has become obvious that without an effective system of forming the political consciousness of military personnel it is impossible to solve the tasks of ensuring military security.”

Kartapolov’s rationale was echoed by Russian Minister of Defence Sergei Shoigu in September 2019, when Shoigu stated that re-creating the Main Political Directorate “became apparent when we saw how actively the West is meddling in the affairs of the army—they are interfering completely—ceremoniously and shamelessly.” Shoigu went on to assert that the West is making up fake stories about the Russian military and trying to hack
into the Russian military’s communication networks. He pointed to the new NATO strategic communications center operating in Riga, which he claimed is applying a “psychological pressure on the military.”

Less ominously, some have pointed to the education tasks assigned to the MPD. The chairman of the State Duma Committee on Defence and former commander of the airborne forces, retired Col.-Gen. Vladimir Shamanov, suggested that given the higher ratio of contract soldiers in the Russian military, these new political deputies would serve as something like “non-commissioned officers between the soldiers and the officer corps who [would help] to solve educational problems and deal with domestic problems.”

One source claimed that “discussions about the revival of political officers have been going on for a long time, since it became apparent that the greatly curtailed function of the educational system in the military has ceased to cope with new tasks in the face of constantly growing threats and deepening military confrontation.” The source goes on to suggest that the ongoing Russian military involvement in Syria demonstrated the “need to intensify the political, educational, moral and psychological training of all categories of military personnel.”

Analysts and pundits have proposed other reasons as to what prompted the return of the MPD. There is a widespread belief among older Russians that the younger generation is not well versed in the country’s history and traditions, particularly within the military realm. Besides giving young soldiers the basics of military training, the MPD will allow the Kremlin to inculcate its patriotic message within the annual conscript pool.

Other observers suggest that as Russia moves toward creating a professional military, mere material benefits alone will not motivate soldiers to make the ultimate sacrifice to defend their country. They echo what Kartapolov has stated regarding the mistake in depoliticizing the military in the early 1990s, and that it is incumbent upon the military leadership to explain to soldiers today why they are defending their country.

A recent article from the liberal news source, Obschaya Gazeta, describes two other possible reasons...
behind reactivating this directorate. It suggests that “the project is needed to provide generals with career growth,” since staffing the new MPD will entail an increase in senior officer billets. The article also posits that the new MPD could provide employment to the thousands of “staff officers [among them, former education officers] who were dismissed from military service” under the previous defense minister.

Soviet nostalgia may have also played a role. Over the past twenty years, the Kremlin-supported media has worked hard to discredit the democratic changes that the country experienced during the 1990s, praising instead the stability, security, and great power reputation the country enjoyed during the Soviet Union. In reestablishing the MPD, the Kremlin may be hoping that it can replicate the sense of solidarity and purpose depicted in communist party literature.

As mentioned previously, this initiative also aligns with a wider focus on patriotism throughout all Russian society. Over the past decade, the Russian authorities have expended considerable effort and resources in improving patriotic awareness among the younger generation. The Юнармия (Young Army) movement now boasts over six hundred thousand members (ages eight to seventeen) throughout all of Russia and in other countries, where it provides both patriotic training and the fundamentals of military service as well as other educational, sporting, and cultural opportunities. A similar organization, DOSAAF (Volunteer Society for Cooperation with the Army, Aviation and Navy) that dates from the Soviet period, provides additional training and vocational opportunities (many related to the military) for young Russians.

Now that the MPD has been reactivated, young Russians who missed out on earlier opportunities for patriotic indoctrination will learn the basics while serving as conscripts in the military. Besides studying the basics of soldiering, the annual military-draft
Curriculum: Military-Political Training (MPT) (for conscripts)

Section I
State and military structure (26 hours total)

- Russia in the modern world and the main priorities of its military policy. Tasks of soldiers (sailors) of a military unit (4 hours)
- Government structure and system of state power in the Russian Federation (4 hours)
- President of the Russian Federation - Head of State, Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (2 hours)
- Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (2 hours)

Section II
Patriotic education, military history of Russia, traditions of the army and navy, days of Russian military glory (66 hours total)

- Wars and battles of the 19th century (2 hours)
- Hero cities and cities of military glory are symbols of courage and steadfastness of the people and army in the Great Patriotic War of 1941–1945 (4 hours)
- XVIII century—the century of Russian military glory (4 hours)
- The most important battles of the Great Patriotic War of 1941–1945. World historical significance of the Victory of the Soviet people in the Great Patriotic War of 1941–1945 (8 hours)
- Russia in the era of wars and revolutions (1914–1922) (6 hours)
- Traditional religious associations of the Russian Federation. The interaction of the Russian army and navy with traditional religious associations: history and modernity (2 hours)
- The army of Russia and the Russian state in the struggle for independence and territorial integrity of the Fatherland in the IX–XVII centuries (4 hours)
- History of state and military symbols of Russia (2 hours)
- Military reforms of Peter I, strengthening Russian statehood (2 hours)
- Glorious victory of Russian weapons in the Russian-Turkish war of 1877–1878 (2 hours)

Section III
Legal basis for military service (12 hours total)

- Responsibility of the military (4 hours)
- Russian legislation on freedom of conscience and religious freedom. Features of the implementation of religious needs of military personnel (2 hours)
- The basics of conscript military service in the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. Social guarantees and compensations provided to conscripts (4 hours)

Section IV
The moral, political and psychological foundations of military service (16 hours total)

- The military collective and the rules of conduct of servicemen (4 hours)
- Modern combat and its impact on the psyche of military personnel (4 hours)
- Psychological training of military personnel during active hostilities (4 hours)

Section V
Training and education (18 hours total)

- Defense of the Fatherland is the duty of a citizen of the Russian Federation. Worldview, moral and spiritual foundations of dedicated service to the Fatherland (2 hours)
- Military etiquette and the culture of communication of military personnel (4 hours)
- Know and strictly comply with security measures during combat training and daily activities of the unit (4 hours)
- Discipline is the most important quality of a warrior’s personality (4 hours)
- Social and medical consequences of the use of narcotic and psychotropic substances. Criminal and administrative liability for drug-related offenses (2 hours)

Section VI
International humanitarian law, human rights (6 hours total)

- Key provisions of international humanitarian law (6 hours)

Review and testing (16 hours total)

contingent (approximately 250,000 men) will be exposed to the Kremlin’s view of history, Russia’s place in the world, the role the military plays, and similar subjects designed to create stronger patriots. While the training is not quite as extensive, officers and contract soldiers will receive similar MPD training.

Establishing the MainPolitical Directorate

Kartapolov described a three-phase approach toward building the new MPD. The first two phases have already been completed; that is, to create the central apparatus and to identify MPD slots down to the regiment and separate unit levels. The third, and likely most challenging phase, is training the requisite number of personnel to staff these billets.

Since the new MPD will not have its own separate personnel system, questions have arisen regarding what type of officers will man these billets. Once trained, former education officers will likely fill some of the positions, but it is not clear where the remainder will come from. In a recent interview, Kartapolov proposed that filling an MPD billet would be, if not mandatory, then a “desirable step in the formation of the future great military leader.”

The Actual Duties of the NewMilitary-Political Deputies

While it will likely be contingent upon the actual billet, open sources suggest that the average political officer will be responsible for “military-political training; propaganda and informational work; moral and psychological preparation; spiritual and patriotic work; military-legal work to strengthen military discipline and the rule of law; military-social work with all categories of personnel and members of their families; individual educational work with all categories of military personnel; cultural and educational work in places of constant deployment and in the field.”

In addition to the tasks above, the political officer “is expected to maintain ties with parents and relatives of military personnel, interact with religious representatives of traditional faiths, participate in military-patriotic education of civilian youth, [and] study and disseminate the best practices of the top military specialists who have
distinguished themselves in military training and during exercises or training sessions.\textsuperscript{41}

A journalist from Obschaya Gazeta posited that “the political officers will replace the current deputies for educational work, who are engaged exclusively in discipline in the armed forces. The return of political officers to the army has a much wider range of responsibilities—they will deal with ‘military-political information’ of the personnel, will monitor the ‘moral-political and psychological state’ of the fighters, report to the leadership (writing petty complaints and denunciations) about the situation in the military unit, keep track of crews ‘taking into account their psychological compatibility, religiosity and attitude to service,’ fight drug addiction and extremism, and even organize leisure activities for military personnel.”\textsuperscript{42}

According to published guidance in Armeiskiy Sbornik for 2019, military-political training comprises “one of the main subjects of training for the personnel of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation and the most important form of military-political, state-patriotic, spiritual, moral, military and legal education of military personnel.”\textsuperscript{43} The training is designed to strengthen “spiritual and moral readiness and psychological ability of military personnel to selflessly and courageously fulfill military duty.”\textsuperscript{44}

The training is broken down into separate curricula designed for officers, contract soldiers, and conscripts. Officers receive upward of 60 hours of training and discussion; contract soldiers receive about 80 hours, and conscripts receive about 160 hours.\textsuperscript{45} The accompanying sidebar (on page 61) breaks down the major categories for the conscript soldier. It is not clear whether these categories are merely guidelines or whether commanders and the political deputy are required to schedule the full 160-hour course load during the conscript’s single year of service.

**Positive Implications**

After the sharp decline of patriotic sentiments in the traumatic 1990s, over the past two decades, patriotic sentiments among Russians have gradually increased. Today, the overwhelming majority of Russians regard themselves as patriots.\textsuperscript{46} This positive attitude toward the country is also reflected among those who serve in the military. While the Kremlin’s patriotic rhetoric has played a role, so too have higher military wages, improved living conditions, a shorter period of conscription, and greater funding for training and equipment.

Positive Implications

The Russian military role in regaining Crimea and successful intervention in Syria have also helped to improve the image of the Russian armed forces. In 2018, the approval rating for the Russian military reached its highest level within post-Soviet Russia, and today, trust in the military is higher than that of the president.\textsuperscript{47}

The MPD, capitalizing on these widespread patriotic sentiments, will likely have an easier time with instilling positive military morale within the ranks. This morale-building process among soldiers will likely be aided by the country’s Kremlin-supported media juggernaut and greater restrictions on military personnel in accessing alternate sources of information. Besides providing the soldier with practical lessons in financial literacy, the MPD instruction will inculcate information that highlights the military’s rich history and prowess as well as the belief that the Russian cause is just.

The strength in the Kremlin’s ability to shape the narrative has been on full display ever since Russian-supported separatists inadvertently shot down a civilian airliner over southeast Ukraine in July 2014. Instead of accepting blame for this tragic accident (the crew thought they were shooting at a Ukrainian military transport aircraft), the Kremlin has spared no time and expense to clutter the information space with alternative theories as to who was responsible. Their efforts have paid off—at least among the Russian domestic audience—where today, the majority of Russians believe that either Ukraine or the United States was responsible for this tragedy.\textsuperscript{48} This power to shape the narrative will be used as a force-multiplier for those wearing a Russian military uniform.

**Negative Implications**

While it is too early to determine the effectiveness of the new MPD, there are some negative factors that could mitigate its overall usefulness. First and foremost, should the gap continue to widen between the Kremlin’s patriotic rhetoric and the mediocre reality of the average Russian soldier and his or her family? Military personnel may think twice before fully adopting and supporting the Kremlin’s narrative. As the Soviet experience illustrated, there is a relatively short shelf life in blaming the West for all the country’s social and economic ills. While the Kremlin has proven to be extremely adept in media manipulation, sources of alternative information are increasingly available to the Russian soldier. Today’s Russian soldier may become at least as skeptical of the Kremlin’s
patriotic message as were his or her Soviet ancestors, particularly if the income divide continues to grow.

This gap between rhetoric and reality is particularly wide regarding the low number of children of the Russian elite serving today within the military. Those who enjoy high-level connections or wealth avoid conscript service or finagle a way to complete their military obligation without ever serving in the ranks. Online commentaries suggest that this lack of elite representation within the ranks has weakened the Kremlin’s patriotic message and has led to the sentiment that the common soldier is now being asked to sacrifice “to increase the wealth of oligarchs.”

There also remains a bitter residue from the Soviet period. Many senior officers in today’s Russian military have firsthand experience of working with political officers when they served in the Soviet armed forces. While some Soviet MPD officers certainly helped with training, discipline, and soldier welfare, their attempt to defend a failing political and economic system left a bad impression among a wide swath of the Soviet military. Given the number of negative anecdotes regarding MPD officers, it appears their poor reputation was well deserved. Senior military officers likely still hold an adverse attitude toward those responsible for propagating state-approved patriotic training.

Moreover, given the challenges of training one-year conscripts in basic soldier skills, commanders today may not place a high priority upon formal political training. According to the 2019 guidance, conscripts are to receive up to 160 hours of military-political training annually. As during the Soviet period, units might adopt a pro-forma, checklist mentality, treating this political training as a mere extra duty.

Despite optimistic claims by those running this department, questions and problems remain over both
the actual content of MPD training and trained cadre to carry out this mission. The huge MPD infrastructure that developed under the USSR has long been abolished, and while the new MPD now claims to have more than eleven thousand personnel, it is not clear how many are actually trained to carry out the mission.51

Conclusion

A century ago, the Bolshevik leaders instituted the system of political commissars to ensure the loyalty of those charged with defending the new workers’ state. Having achieved victory in the civil war, the commissar’s mission evolved to include training, education, and improving the morale of the Soviet soldier. While these political officers did their share in helping to defend the USSR from external aggression, their primary mission was to make sure that the military remained devoted to the communist cause. As this ideology fell into disrepute, the role of the political officer became discredited.

Reinstituting the MPD within the Russian armed forces was predicated upon many factors, but the primary reason stems from concerns that “dangerous ideas” will influence today’s Russian soldier. While radical Islamic teachings remain a concern, the most threatening appear to be those that question the political legitimacy of the ruling class. Fears that Russian society (to include those in uniform) will demand genuine political representation and a more equal distribution of the country’s wealth, via protests (color...
revolution), have caused the Kremlin to rely upon other tools of legitimacy. Chief among these tools are the glorification of the country’s history, claims of divine sanction, and assertions of foreign aggression. Somewhat like his or her communist predecessor, today’s political officer is responsible for helping to ensure that Russian military personnel are protected from “revolutionary” thoughts and subscribe instead to the patriotic dogma of the current Kremlin leadership.

Outside of political indoctrination, there are many tasks within today’s Russian military where the new political officers can make a positive difference. Whether working to solve individual personnel issues, helping to maintain discipline, or instructing young soldiers the basics of financial literacy, today’s political officer can do much to strengthen unit morale.

Learning about the exploits of great Russian military leaders like Mikhail Kutuzov, Alexander Suvorov, or Georgy Zhukhov can certainly boost morale, though such patriotic instruction presents a danger if today’s leaders pale in comparison. While there is much within the MPD curriculum that appears to support a healthy love of country, there are concerns that the new MPD could adopt the form of its Soviet predecessor. By aligning itself so closely with the current Kremlin leadership, the MPD may find itself focused more on defending a corrupt political system than with a genuine concern for the country. This will be bad for both Russia and its military.

---
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The People's Bank of China's Monetary Armament
Capabilities and Limitations of Evolving Institutional Power

Lt. Johnathan D. Falcone, U.S. Navy
Two nations, nearly seven thousand miles apart, are engaged in a great-power conflict. Many of the strategies that guide this conflict are undergoing development in the Pentagon, Arlington’s five-cornered symbol of military might, and also in its counterpart headquarters found in Beijing’s August 1st Building, a Sino-influenced yet Soviet-styled compound. However, arguably the most consequential strategic plans are being developed in the Eccles Federal Reserve Board Building in Washington, D.C., and in the People’s Bank of China’s Beijing headquarters. The economic front of the present U.S.-China conflict is being executed from these ill-recognized halls of national security policy. Although U.S. military leadership may be vaguely familiar with the consequences of American monetary policy on this conflict, the strategic potential of the monetary policy of China’s central bank is largely unknown and much underappreciated. As a result, today’s U.S. warfighters may not feel compelled to track Chinese capital flow rates with the same urgency with which they mine intelligence reports for the latest ballistic missile profiles. But given China’s central banks institutional subordination to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and increasing international impact, its actions must be interpreted as an extension of CCP strategic objectives.

Many may argue that the financial markets are not legitimate battlespaces, and that real war can only be defined as military “kinetic” conflict. Ironically, the same voices that may be willing to recognize cyber and information warfare as potent nonkinetic forms of conflict, and as new battlespaces, are reluctant to expand their conception of warlike conflict to the economic domain. However, if the consequences of a combatant’s deliberate economic actions are comparable to the consequences of kinetic engagement (e.g., social destruction, political and economic collapse, and death), then why is it not equally of concern to a military who has sworn an oath to defend American values? One has to look no further than Ukraine or those countries that experienced the Arab Spring to recognize that economic conditions can undermine society’s stability with real national security consequences. In this sense, economic actors have expanded the scope of international conflict to include institutions that can decisively affect economic conditions across borders to achieve the same kinds of political objectives formerly thought to reside exclusively in the domain of armed conflict.

The 2018 National Defense Strategy clearly alludes to this emerging warfare domain when it articulates the need for a “seamless integration of multiple elements of national power—diplomacy, information, economics, finance, intelligence, law enforcement, and military.” But in our nation’s war colleges, where current and future military leaders engage intellectually with the principles of warfare, strategy is still strictly circumscribed by the theories of such classical military thinkers as Antoine-Henri Jomini and Carl von Clausewitz with little attention given to the impact of money in conflict as propounded by economic theorists such as Karl Marx and Robert Gilpin.

In stark contrast, America’s strategic competitors including China have fostered a more inclusive understanding of strategic disciplines and warfare’s domains. For example, in the highly influential book Unrestricted Warfare, published in the 1990s, People’s Liberation Army (PLA) theorists Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui declared, “There is no longer any distinction between what is or is not the battlefield [to include] social spaces such as the military, politics, economics, culture, and the psyche.” Though decades old, this work nevertheless provides insight into the warfare principles that continue to guide the CCP and the PLA. Money flows, financial markets, and macroeconomic decisions have an impact beyond the domestic economy but are synchronized with other elements of national power to aggressively achieve international political objectives. In China, the primary forum for this centrally planned, economic line of attack is the Central Economic Work Conference.

Every December in Beijing, the unassuming Jingxi Hotel hosts CCP leadership and national economic
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experts for the Central Economic Work Conference. This annual meeting for party leaders, government officials, and economic policy makers provides a forum to discuss the national economic agenda for the following year. As the 2019 meeting approached, it became apparent that domestic economic growth and the internationalization of the Chinese currency would be the primary agenda items. CCP administrators vocally pushed for additional market-based reforms that previously drove the rise of China’s economy. Concomitantly, planners found themselves battling multiple economic headwinds to include a slowing growth rate, a weakening yuan, and continuing trade fears with the United States.

These challenges and the potential economic actions required to overcome reforms intensified the spotlight on the People’s Bank of China (PBOC), China’s central bank. Historically, the bank was tasked to simply carry out strict credit plans and ensure its provincial branches could underwrite party-directed investment projects. Today, the bank is equipped with monetary policy tools similar to those of other developed nations; yet, it remains another opaque institution employed to achieve party objectives that have the ability to affect China’s financial markets, strategic policy objectives, and markets around the world.3

Considering China’s increasing capital account liberalization and participation in international financial markets, the role and global impact of the PBOC is on the rise. As far as the CCP exerts influence over the institution, PBOC monetary policy decisions are also a reflection of the party’s near and long-term interests. From the perspective of U.S. military and political strategists, understanding the PBOC’s monetary capabilities and limitations illuminates the strategic repercussions of China’s actions in a way that is comparable to the value of tracking the development of more traditional military capabilities associated with great-power
conflict. We will assess the institution’s evolving role within the Chinese economy and the changes in its policy tool kit during the market liberalization era. The results of this analysis will show that the PBOC is sufficiently equipped to exert economic influence in international markets to achieve CCP strategic aims.

It is important to note that the lack of transparency from domestic Chinese institutions and the PBOC’s recent policy shifts create a unique challenge to gather information related to this subject. First, the nature of the CCP and Chinese authoritarian regime underlies the general lack of transparency. Second, in 2017, major doctrinal changes took place to reflect lessons learned from the 2008 financial crisis. The relatively recent advent of these changes has limited the quantitative-based analytical literature available. As a result, most of the information presented is derived from PBOC reports and documents, PBOC-released policy papers, qualitative academic articles, and Western media analysis.

(Composite graphic by Arin Burgess, Military Review)
Chinese leadership learned from Russia’s Soviet predecessors that empires can fall without direct hostile engagement. The Soviet Union’s failures during the Cold War undoubtedly informed Gerasimov’s perspective. Specifically, he alludes that the Soviet Union’s inability to compete in other arenas led to its defeat, despite advanced and capable military technology. Chinese leadership appears to view its current strategic position vis-à-vis the United States as akin to the Soviet Union’s Cold War. As such, they have internalized the Soviet Union’s failures and are crafting strategy with this lesson in mind. With a vague recognition that the cost to compete militarily with the United States may not be an effective strategy, China has sought “new concept weapons.” These weapons include “all means which transcend the military realm, but which can still be used in combat operations. As [China] sees it, a single man-made stock-market crash, a single computer virus invasion … that results in a fluctuation in the enemy country’s exchange rates … can be included in the ranks of new-concept weapons.” China’s apparent desire to weaponize economic markets highlights the need for American planners to account for all potential institutions of conflict.

Professor Harry Harding, a political scientist specializing in Chinese foreign affairs, wrote that “since the 1970s, China has called for a new international economic order, in which commodity prices, capital flows, and terms of technology transfer would be adjusted in favor of the interests of the third world.” Successfully effecting such a change would require shifting the economic landscape from a great-ocean maritime-centric order to one characterized by Eurasian land and Indian Ocean trade routes. Throughout the 1970s, China took a hard stance to bring about this alternate economic sphere outside of the U.S.-led system. The reform period and increased economic integration moderated China’s position and pushed CCP leadership, however unwillingly, to putatively operate within the present economic order. Despite its participation, Beijing remains a fierce critic of Washington’s position in the international economic landscape. It has used forums such as the World Bank and vehicles such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank to reveal its ultimate objective: to bring about a fundamental shift in the international financial system that favors its own interests and expansion of influence. Today’s PBOC operates at the frontline to achieve that ultimate objective.

Like many other central banks in the world, the PBOC is tasked to “formulate and implement monetary policies” in an effort to “maintain financial stability.” Specifically, monetary policy is employed to stabilize “the value of the currency and thereby promote economic growth.” Simply put, the bank’s policies aim to control the credit environment—the risk associated with money lending—and the money supply—the amount of money available for lending and commercial transactions. Although these policies may appear to be aimed at domestic-focused outcomes,
monetary policy actions have ripple effects abroad and impact overseas commodity prices, credit availability, and capital market access. As China’s economic influence and capacity grows, this reach suggests that Chinese monetary policy makers have become increasingly powerful international actors. The institution’s primary constraint is its subordination to the CCP by means of the State Council. In other words, the party exercises control over the central bank.

As per the “Law of the People’s Republic of China on the People’s Bank of China” (Law of the PBOC), the State Council—the executive branch of the Central People’s Government—holds authority over the PBOC. This means that the PBOC, unlike most other central banks in the world, is not an independent agency. The Law of the PBOC states that the State Council must approve most major decisions.\textsuperscript{14} This governance structure naturally tethers monetary policy to the party’s political objectives.

**The People’s Actual Bank**

Throughout the Maoist era, the PBOC was the primary financial intermediary in China. The institution was responsible for both central and commercial banking, and clientele ranged from regular citizens to state-owned enterprises (SOEs) to the government itself. This meant that not only did the PBOC apply what could only be described as rudimentary monetary policy, but it accepted household deposits as well. Above all, acting in its capacity as a central bank within a planned economy, the PBOC kept strict control over the money supply by limiting the amount of loans it underwrote.\textsuperscript{15}

When the central government demanded that its banking sector do more than tightly control the money supply, the first set of banking reforms were directly aimed at encouraging economic growth. The banking landscape transformed, and the impacts of this transformation are still seen today. First, the PBOC was separated from the Ministry of Finance in 1976.\textsuperscript{16} Then, starting in 1979, commercial banking operations were distributed among the “Big Four” state-owned banks in China: the Agricultural Bank of China was split from the PBOC to provide government financing for rural development; the Bank of China managed the state’s foreign currency portfolio and became the primary foreign financing channel; next, in 1984, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China became the financier of China’s SOEs; and finally, the China Construction Bank, formerly a separate arm in the Ministry of Finance, became operationally independent but continued to provide loans to long-term state investment projects.\textsuperscript{17} As these commercial operations rolled out of the PBOC and Ministry of Finance, a pattern began to develop. As markets reformed and opened up, economic growth was fueled by monetary policy aimed at increasing the monetary base and access to credit.

Despite these institutional reforms, central planners continued to conduct control over the money supply through “direct credit control” and apply quantitative-based measures rather than market-based measures. Specifically, these measures dictated the amount of financing that was available at the national, provincial, and sectoral levels. This type of control enabled planners to support growth in predetermined regions and business sectors. More than just control the amount of financing available, planners—by way of the PBOC—also dictated the allocation of financing between working capital and fixed-asset investments.\textsuperscript{18} Annually, the State Council would codify these financing determinations in a “national credit plan.” At that time, this rather blunt policy measure represented the sharpest monetary tool granted to the PBOC.

In 1995, banking operations underwent reform as a result of a rapidly expanding monetary base and inflationary pressures.\textsuperscript{19} By 1998, credit ceilings were phased out and an indirect management framework was established. At this point, the central bank began to apply monetary instruments to manage base money and credit to achieve intermediate goals and ultimately policy objectives.\textsuperscript{20}

**Party Control of the Central Bank**

Though somewhat liberalized to provide additional flexibility in terms of bank administration, the PBOC still does not have the freedom to employ monetary strategies outside the purview of government and party leadership. So how is this relationship defined? In 1995, when the PBOC was codified in law, article 5 of the Law of the PBOC states, the People’s Bank of China shall report its decisions to the State Council for approval concerning the annual money supply, interest rate, foreign exchange rates and other important matters specified by the State Council before they are implemented.\textsuperscript{21}
The State Council consists of thirty-five members and is chaired by the premier. The premier is also the second-highest ranking member of the Politburo Standing Committee, subordinate only to the Party General Secretary. Although the PBOC administratively sits in the Chinese government, guidance and influence still originates from the CCP. In fact, the PBOC 2017 Annual Report acknowledges that PBOC actions were “under the leadership of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council.” This influence manifests itself in the bank’s policy decision-making process, as described by Professor Yiping Huang of Peking University and former member of the Monetary Policy Committee at the PBOC. Most likely, this process begins with the State Council deciding upon key economic policy objectives. Then, the PBOC will follow up with proposed monetary actions to achieve these targets, and finally the State Council will approve or veto this proposal.

Professor Victor Shih, University of California San Diego, adds that “despite the establishment of institutions that resemble those seen in a Western banking system, administrative decrees rather than monetary instruments … still played the dominant role in controlling the money supply.” These “decrees” are aimed at achieving economic policy objectives, which include rapid economic growth, a stable currency, and a balanced external account. In the Chinese view, pursuing these objectives has been fundamental to their growth and development. Given the stakes, it is likely that Chinese leadership will continue to exercise political control over the central bank as they perceive it to be imperative to achieving national goals.
Exploiting the U.S.-Led Financial System

Today, the PBOC—much like all other institutions in China—focuses on implementing “Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era” (or Xi Jinping Thought).26 As it impacts economic policy practice, this thought has called for the application of a “double-pillar framework combining monetary and macro-prudential policy.”27 Similar to past objectives of the PBOC, the focus of monetary policy is liquidity in the banking system. But many analysts are now trying to understand this new buzzword, “macro-prudential policy,” and what it means for the economy.

The Macro Prudential Assessment (MPA) framework was introduced during the 19th National Congress of the CCP and describes PBOC operations today. It represents China’s attempt to balance market reforms and capital liberalization with the exposure to systemic risks that participating in the global economy entails.28 Fundamentally, Chinese officials are asking how China continues to open up its economy while hedging against uncertainties in the global marketplace.29 In more direct strategic terms, how China can lean on the structures held in place by the U.S.-led financial system for its present benefit, minimize exposure to risk, and pursue its structural economic objectives. To answer these questions, the MPA framework directly contradicts economic dogma that has been held in place by the U.S.-led system: the policy trilemma, or impossible trinity.

The impossible trinity is a concept in international economics that an economy cannot simultaneously maintain the following three policies: a fixed foreign exchange rate, free capital flows, and an independent monetary policy. In theory, countries choose two of the...
aforementioned characteristics but cannot apply all three and maintain economic stability.

For example, an analysis of a country that chooses to have free capital flows and a fixed foreign exchange rate could be useful. According to the impossible trinity, this country has surrendered its ability to conduct independent monetary policy. We see this is true if we consider what would happen if such a country faced inflationary pressures and raised interest rates. An increase in national interest rates would draw investors to purchase the currency because of its higher yielding returns. The increased demand would place appreciation pressures on the fixed currency. Although policymakers could conduct open-market operations or sell foreign exchange reserves to ease this pressure, eventually policymakers would have to give in and allow the currency to appreciate. If they do not, domestic prices would rise, goods would become more expensive relative to the rest of the world, and domestic economic performance would be hampered. When policymakers give way to the pressures created by their independent monetary policy, exchange rate stability will be lost, illustrating the trinity in action.

Three types of policy regimes are born from these compromises:

**Free float system.** If a central bank wishes to have an independent monetary policy and capital flows (as in the United States), then it cannot have a fixed foreign exchange rate.

**Monetary standard.** The Eurozone is an example of a group of countries that maintain a fixed, single currency and have free capital flows, but each state is beholden to the standardized monetary policy decided upon by the European Central Bank.

**Capital controls system.** This system attempts to maintain control over the exchange rate and have monetary autonomy. This is the regime type that the PBOC is currently battling by controlling the amount of capital flows into and out of the Chinese economy. China’s “double-pillar” framework, comprised of macro-prudential and monetary policy as described by Xi Jinping Thought, is an attempt to maneuver around the “impossible.”

China’s central bank has pushed back against this trilemma—typically depicted as an equilateral triangle with equal consideration given to free capital flows, floating exchange rates, and independent policy. Instead, policymakers at the bank believe that balancing monetary policy making against a “scalene trinity”—placing greater emphasis on cross-border capital flows—would promote greater stability. In other words, China is choosing not to commit to two of the aforementioned factors as a true free-market participant and would rather implement a dynamic policy that observes and reacts to global conditions. Concretely,
it suggests that Chinese policy makers believe that if a country institutes no capital controls (free capital flow), “it could only achieve relatively stable exchange rate and relatively independent monetary policy” because it is impacted by the decision-making of other international players.31

China’s MPA framework accounts for this reality, and theoretically, has devised a monetary model that can optimize the amount of capital flows, reacting as needed to global market conditions. Party leadership believes that the “double-pillar” framework enables China’s financial system to liberalize while protecting its domestic economy from shock.

Undoubtedly, if this alternative monetary model were to succeed, the PBOC will have achieved a true operational success. However, the opportunity for success takes advantage of the U.S.-led, rules-based financial system. Unlike the U.S. dollar, the yuan does not currently impact worldwide flows at the systemic level. It is neither a major reserve currency nor considered a global currency. As such, China can engage in this capital controls experimentation with minimal consequences. If unsuccessful, the CCP and the PBOC can reinstate capital flow restrictions and hedge against any detrimental domestic effects. If successful, the

**Economic Warfare in a Nutshell**

As a condition for admission to the International Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization, prospective members agree not to artificially manipulate their national currencies in order to gain an unfair trade advantage in world markets. This is a commitment that China has regularly ignored since admission to those organizations. In order to lower the cost of China’s products sold overseas, The Bank of China, which is an appendage of the People’s Liberation Army and government, has periodically weakened the value of its currency artificially as an expedient measure to gain trade advantages. The graphic on page 77 highlights that throughout 2019, in response to U.S. efforts to hold China accountable to past trade agreements as well as force compliance with other agreements such as not providing state sponsorship to industrial espionage, it artificially lowered the value of the yuan (basic Chinese unit of money) to make it equate to more than seven yuan to the U.S. dollar making Chinese products much cheaper in the global market. (Graphic by Arin Burgess, Military Review)
Chinese monetary model may offer an alternative for developing countries to follow. This may result in an increase in the yuan’s global prominence, bolster China’s position in international institutions, and undermine U.S. economic influence among developing countries. The irony is that without the present-day stability that the United States affords, the PBOC would be unable to engage in such experimentation. As described in previous sections, the PBOC does not execute monetary policy as an independent institution. Rather, CCP leadership oversees it to support the party’s strategic objectives. In turn, its policies drive to achieve the shift in the international economic order that China has desired since the 1970s.

**Inside the Monetary Armory**

Domestically, the PBOC aims to manage the growth of the money supply and credit to produce conditions that are conducive to “high-quality economic growth.” To achieve influence and prosperity through international markets, the PBOC ensures the exchange rate and capital flows promote stability in trade and foreign investment. The bank’s website lists the available monetary tools to achieve these objectives. These monetary policy instruments “include reserve requirement ratio, central bank base interest rate, rediscounting, central bank lending, open market operation, and other policy instruments specified by the State Council.” Some of these are applied more than others, but they all work in concert to target liquidity, credit, and flows in the system.

**Reserve requirement ratio.** The reserve requirement ratio (RRR) is the least complicated and most blunt instrument available to the bank. This ratio dictates the amount of deposits that banks must hold relative to their loans outstanding. Through the money multiplier effect, a lower ratio would expand the state’s money supply and a higher ratio would reduce it. If the RRR was lowered, liquidity increases because commercial banks have to hold less money in reserves and can lend this to people or businesses. The CPC and the PBOC may want to encourage more lending to combat slowing growth or to make more money available for state-sponsored projects. The PBOC is able to affect this ratio for all financial institutions or for a targeted group.

China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) is an infrastructure project aimed at establishing a new “silk road” across the Eurasian landmass. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, “the vast collection of development and investment initiatives significantly expands China’s economic and political influence.” The United States and other Asian nations have expressed fear “that the BRI could be a Trojan horse for China-led regional development and military expansion.” At a minimum, the fundraising and development of these trade routes helps to increase the use of yuan globally.

Unlike the United States, commercial banking in China is dominated by the “Big Four” state-owned banks established during earlier reforms. To finance the BRI, China’s SOEs have turned to these state-owned banks for the bulk of their financing. This creates the opportunity to deploy banking tools such as the RRR to help finance these strategic projects. If party officials determine that they want to fund more BRI projects, the PBOC policy makers could be directed to lower the RRR to increase the amount of money available, thus enabling the state-owned banks to lend to SOEs to complete BRI-related projects. Since 2018, the RRR has been cut eight times, and the January 2020 cut released $115 billion into the economy.

The most infamous BRI project was the Hambantota Port Development Project in Sri Lanka that was financed by China’s Export Import Bank, a policy bank subordinated to the State Council. This port is strategically located at the southern end of Sri Lanka with access to the Indian Ocean. Although other lenders refused to fund the project citing financial viability concerns, China was willing to provide the loans necessary to complete it. The project, as expected, was a commercial failure, and Sri Lanka could not make its debt payments. As a result of a negotiated deal, China now owns the port and fifteen thousand acres of surrounding land for the next ninety-nine years. Currently, Beijing touts additional large development projects in developing countries such as the Maldives and Djibouti, whose outstanding debt owed to China stands at 30 percent and 80 percent of their national GDPs, respectively.

**Central bank loan prime rate and other lending rates.** Starting in August 2019, the PBOC announced the loan prime rate (LPR) formation mechanism “to deepen reform to strengthen the market’s role in setting interest rates, raise the efficiency of interest rate transmission and lower financing costs.” This rate is set by state-owned banks, rural banks, and foreign-funded
banks in a manner similar to other interbank rates. Although this may give the appearance of greater market exposure, banks must submit LPR quotations within a few basis points of the medium-term lending facility (MLF), which is set by the PBOC. In reality, the LPR acts as coordinated guidance to lenders, serving as the primary reference for bank loans and a pricing benchmark for floating-rate contracts.

In addition to the LPR, the PBOC affects facility instruments that have an impact on rates system-wide. These forms of central bank lending include the standing lending facility, MLF, and pledged lending facility. The primary difference between them is time-to-maturity. The standing lending facility is meant to meet the temporary liquidity demands of commercial institutions, similar to the Federal Reserve's discount window, with overnight, seven-day, or one-month maturities. The MLF aims to provide base money to commercial or policy banks. These three-month to one-year facilities help adjust medium-term funding costs of financial institutions and in turn the real economy. Finally, the pledged lending facility is a long-term lending instrument that provides large amounts of financing to support key economic areas and prop up laggards.43

Whereas the Federal Reserve interest rate (colloquially, the Fed Rate) is the primary monetary tool in the U.S. armament, this is not the case in China. As just one tool available to the PBOC, adjustments to China’s LPR may not connote the same message that an equivalent change in the Fed Rate might. Changes in the Fed Rate may be applied to spur or cool down investment both domestically and internationally. However, because the LPR and other facilities are just one tool available to the PBOC, smaller changes can be made in a more-targeted attempt to encourage small business lending or to affect the exchange rate.

As opposed to the more offensive-minded example in the previous section, rate changes can contribute to an effective defensive economic posture. Consider today’s trade tensions. Among the challenges in the U.S.-China trade relationship, one of the most relevant to this discussion is intellectual property theft in key future industries that includes robotics and satellite communications and imagery.44 In an effort to effect behavioral change, President Donald Trump’s administration implemented tariffs on billions of dollars’ worth of Chinese goods during trade negotiations.

Through changes in the LPR and other rates, Beijing can attempt to offset the impact of American tariffs. For example, if the PBOC lowered the LPR, investors would seek higher interest-bearing instruments elsewhere, which would weaken the yuan relative to other currencies. If the yuan is weaker, Chinese goods become relatively cheaper to the outside world, creating favorable conditions for Chinese exporters. Additionally, the PBOC has the ability to offer target-ed preferential rates to affected companies to create favorable internal lending conditions for these domestic businesses. In total, the LPR and other facility rates offer a mechanism to evade the tariffs’ effects meant to deter China’s economic espionage.

Open market operations. Open market operations (OMO) consist of short-term collateralized loans and borrowing. These operations are conducted via repurchase, sometimes called “repo,” or reverse repo agreements to adjust reserve money supply. Repurchases are when the PBOC sells short-term bonds, removing liquidity from the market. Reverse repos do the opposite, adding liquidity to the market through the purchase of short-term bonds from commercial banks. Whereas changes to the RRR are considered blunt actions, OMO is more precise and has an impact on a shorter time horizon. Currently, the seven-day reverse repo is the most frequently used in practice. These operations have a direct and immediate impact on the interbank liquidity conditions and are conducted on a near daily basis.45

Through the first two months of 2020, the PBOC has conducted reverse repo operations on eleven different dates injecting over $5.5 trillion worth of yuan into the Chinese economy.46 The U.S. Federal Reserve also conducts OMO, but these sales and purchases are directly aimed at maintaining the Fed Rate, which has been set. In China, the LPR and OMO are independent monetary functions. As such, when analyzing PBOC actions, it is necessary to observe changes across the toolkit and consider their net effects. In other words, what may appear to be only a moderate change in one instrument might be coupled with a large change in another, significantly impacting any analysis. OMO tends to be that auxiliary monetary tool that amplifies modest changes elsewhere.

In the past, the PBOC conducted OMO only twice per week. Today, OMO can occur daily.47
Among many economic initiatives, China is developing a Beijing-based cryptocurrency system that it hopes will undermine and replace the current global monetary system that is based on the U.S. dollar. (Graphic elements courtesy of Freepik, www.freepik.com; composite graphic by Arin Burgess, Military Review)

encourages us to ask why the PBOC needs to conduct these more frequently. Some suggestions are related to China’s increased capital outflows, market interventions to stabilize the yuan, and consistent attempts to internationalize the currency.\textsuperscript{48} Capital outflows, when domestic Chinese money goes out to foreign markets while inflows are restricted, causes China’s money supply to shrink. Similarly, as the PBOC attempts to stabilize the yuan against inflationary pressures, the central bank will sell dollars from its foreign exchange reserves and buy yuan. Again, this action shrinks the money supply. Without compensating action to increase liquidity, credit markets would be impacted, and domestic growth could be stifled. From China’s perspective, appropriately managing capital outflows and stabilizing its exchange rates without disrupting the domestic economy is critical to the CCP’s long-term objective to increase the yuan’s global role. OMO is the most-targeted monetary instrument to accomplish this.

The aforementioned policy tools form the crux of the PBOC’s monetary tool kit. The examples illustrate some of the direct impacts that these tools have on financial markets in an effort to undermine or directly strike against the U.S.-led financial order. Predatory lending practices in developing countries undermine the role of Western development banks and grant China access to militarily strategic ports and regions. Currency manipulation enables Beijing to evade consequences of its actions and limits the effectiveness of American economic diplomacy efforts. Market liberalization reforms that take advantage of the opportunities offered by the world’s open markets while limiting access to Chinese markets lean on the rules-based system to introduce fractures in the world economy for China’s great power benefit.

The derivative effects of simultaneously taking advantage of and undermining free market principles, which helped propel China to the world’s second largest economy, must be acknowledged as well. Chinese sovereign wealth funds, funded by the excess foreign exchange reserves built largely through admittance to the World Trade Organization, act as vehicles to capture access to U.S. technology and intellectual property.\textsuperscript{49} The development and funding of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank challenge the World Bank’s role in China’s near-abroad.\textsuperscript{50} Closer to the U.S. home front, preferential financial terms granted to Chinese “national champions” in the steel industry have incentivized overproduction and have impacted American manufacturing jobs and steel prices.\textsuperscript{51} Real estate purchases by wealthy Chinese citizens, totaling over $30 billion in 2018, have distorted housing prices in many American communities.\textsuperscript{52} Finally, the Chinese Ministry of Education currently funds eighty-six Confucius Institutes at U.S. colleges to “teach Chinese language and promote culture,” a critical soft power tool.\textsuperscript{53}

In total, the PBOC’s monetary armament has demonstrated the capacity to “weaponize” policy, funding, and economic power across multiple domains. Effectively translating this information into intelligence requires American strategists to look at the sum total of China’s economic actions as opposed to evaluating individual policy pursuits. It would be a challenging and foolhardy exercise to analyze PBOC actions in isolation. Further complicating this analysis, the PBOC has historically used multiple monetary instruments to affect single policy objectives. However, context provided by CCP statements, the international financial environment, and regional economic aims may help
transform seemingly innocuous monetary policy action into insights on larger strategic visions.

**Strategic Outlook**

The international financial system is characterized by economic actors and institutions that facilitate capital flows and global trade. Ostensibly leading and regulating this system are institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the World Trade Organization. In reality, however, the U.S. Federal Reserve and its monetary policy decisions wield awesome authority in this arena. The U.S. dollar’s role as “a key marker in exchange rate regimes and as an essential reserve currency” has elevated the United States’ ability to exert its influence and protect its national security interests through financial markets. Fundamental to the dollar’s power is its role and hegemony over oil markets.

After past failed attempts, China successfully launched a crude oil futures contract (colloquially termed the petroyuan). It was introduced on the Shanghai International Energy Exchange in March 2018, and it appears that international traders have been receptive to the instrument. In Singapore and Dubai, the petroyuan’s trading volume has surpassed dollar-denominated oil futures. For now, this trade volume remains well below Brent and the West Texas Intermediate crude futures, but it does signal traction in China’s efforts to compete in dollar-denominated and dominated oil markets.

The natural result of increasingly traded yuan-denominated oil futures is the further internationalization of the yuan and a rising challenge to the dollar-denominated economic order. A more globally traded yuan would give China more control over its economy and the economies in its near-abroad. Today, the dollar’s near-hegemonic status allows it to serve as the world’s global currency. As such, many of China’s exports are priced in U.S. dollar contracts, and its offshore investment funds are raised in dollars. But if Beijing is successful in making the yuan a global currency through efforts such as the petroyuan, it would offer an even greater economic boost to the world’s second-largest economy. Transaction costs for Chinese businesses would be cut, China’s economic influence relative to the United States would increase, and Beijing would be empowered and better equipped to offer an alternative to the international financial system currently grounded in U.S. and Western rules. To this end, tracking and identifying PBOC monetary policy initiatives that impact capital flows—making the yuan more attractive to investors, growing use in commodity markets, or increasing the amount of trade denominated in yuan—all indicate China’s intention to undermine the current financial system over time.

Fortunately, this is not a simple undertaking. For instance, let us examine a scenario where the CCP directs the PBOC to make the yuan more attractive to foreign investors. To accomplish this, the PBOC must decrease the money supply to create an appreciation of the exchange rate. The specific monetary policy tools employed would be a higher reserve requirement ratio or open market repurchases. At first, the currency would become more attractive and appreciate, resulting in a positive capital flow. Then, due to an appreciating currency, exports will become relatively expensive to foreign consumers and could adversely impact the domestic economy, requiring more action to counter these policies. Constant manipulation by the PBOC, however, will have unintended market consequences outside of the CCP’s control. Namely, yuan instability in exchange markets will weaken investor confidence. This weakening will subvert the CCP and the PBOC’s larger ambitions to internationalize the yuan, despite their intentions to the contrary.

Another factor in the United States’ favor is that, for now, the Chinese yuan is not in a position to be a

To preserve America’s power, it is strategically necessary for the United States and Federal Reserve to maintain influence over the international financial system.
viable alternative to the dollar. First, the yuan sits sixth among global currency reserves, comprising only about 2 percent of global reserves. Second, Chinese domestic markets are “not deep or liquid enough to absorb vast global flows.” In order for the yuan to become a global currency, the PBOC and Chinese system would have to undergo much greater market and governance reforms. At the same time, the United States continues to be considered the world’s strongest economy. Ninety percent of foreign exchange trading involves the dollar, nearly 40 percent of the world’s debt is dollar denominated, and one-third of global GDP is generated by countries with currencies fixed to the dollar. As such, an effort by the Chinese to use monetary policy to bifurcate the world financial system, one overseen in part by the United States and the other overseen by China, in a single economic assault would be severely limited by the world’s entrenchment in the U.S.-led system. More likely, China will tactically and operationally employ the totality of its monetary armament over a long time period to gradually shift the international economic center of gravity.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, the battlespace in modern warfare has expanded to the economic domain. In order to preserve America’s power, it is strategically necessary for the United States and the Federal Reserve to maintain influence over the international financial system. Further, as suggested by this article, minding the PBOC’s actions relative to sustaining or undermining the international economic system’s structure may signal the CCP’s intentions to apply monetary policy for strategic purposes. For the moment, it is likely that America will continue to be in control. Maintaining this in the long term will require forward-leaning action on the international scene. To accomplish this, the United States must be the leading proponent of open markets and fair trade practices, and it must foster existing and new trade relationships. Retracting, or even the appearance of stepping back, from the global marketplace would yield space for alternative leadership to emerge. Military leadership must be ready to define their operations to support these strategic necessities. To be capable of developing operations in these terms, rising and current leaders must be versed in the tenants of economic warfare. PLA commanders have written that the new concept of weapons will cause ordinary people and military men alike to be greatly astonished at the fact that commonplace things that are close to them can also become weapons with which to engage in war. They believe that some morning people will awake to discover with surprise that quite a few gentle and kind things have begun to have offensive and lethal characteristics.

If states in the global market believe that America is no longer providing economic leadership, the same structures that have established and financed America’s power may be weaponized against it. Next December’s Central Economic Work Conference could be used by the CCP and the PBOC to plan and cultivate the economic relationships to launch and sustain an alternative financial channel. Without a shot fired, America could wake up to a system that is corrosive to its economic, social, and political way of life.
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The Ejército de Liberación Nacional (National Liberation Army, or ELN) is one of the most prominent and virulent guerrilla force structures in northern South America. The ELN is in ascendance, but it should not be analyzed as though it were an independent entity. Instead, it should be considered as one of the armed units, on par with the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC), within the greater Bolivarian hierarchy. While the ELN’s subunits and lesser associates exercise some autonomy of action, the ELN as a cohesive identity is subordinate strategically to the Partido Comunista de Cuba (Communist Party of Cuba, or PCC) and to the Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela (United Socialist Party of Venezuela, or PSUV). The PSUV, in any case, is a subordinate sister of the PCC, which is the apex geopolitical organization.¹

Members of the Ernesto Che Guevara Front, belonging to the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (National Liberation Army, or ELN) guerrillas, shoot 26 May 2019 during a training exercise in the Chocó jungle, Colombia. The ELN is Colombia’s last rebel army and one of the oldest guerrilla groups in Latin America. (Photo by Raul Arboleda, Agence France-Presse)
The ELN is currently the go-to Bolivarian assault force that has been and will increasingly be used to attack targets within Colombian territory. These attacks are part of a multifaceted war waged by the PCC and the PSUV to gain control over most of northern South America. The PCC has effectively consolidated strategic control over Venezuelan geography, at least in terms of international interference with that control. The principal theater of war is now Colombia. The Bolivarian military operational modus operandi appears to be to raid into Colombia with the ELN’s light infantry forces while using the more highly capitalized forces (such as antiaircraft missile batteries) of Venezuela’s Fuerza Armada Nacional Bolivariana (Bolivarian Armed Forces, or FANB) to provide the ELN’s withdrawing subunits sanctuary inside Venezuela. The intermediate geographic objective of the military portion of the strategy is the lines of communication (smuggling routes) from and through Colombia. Securing these lines against effective interference and interdiction assures a major stream of income and financial sustainability. An emerging tactical concern is the possible use of armed aerial drones by the FARC or ELN against targets inside Colombia.

**The Relationships**

Members of the ELN recently celebrated the guerrilla organization’s fifty-fifth anniversary. The Colombian army had all but wiped the ELN out in the 1970s; in 1978, the strength of the ELN...
was said to be little more than thirty compañeros divided in two locations in Colombia. It survived on a thread, however, and today is prospering as a dominant armed force in a region crisscrossed by an array of other iniquitous outlaw groups. At its inception, the ELN was “implanted” into Colombia through Cuban effort as an extension of the Cuban revolution. It does not appear that the link between the ELN and the Cuban communist revolutionary vanguard was lost. Today, the ELN headquarters is effectively in Havana. Meanwhile, Colombia’s other major communist guerrilla organization, the FARC, which entered into a peace agreement with the Colombian government in 2016, appears to have never really abandoned its military cadre or intentions. In step with the ELN, the FARC now has a more clearly subordinate relationship to the Bolivarian hierarchy. Not surprisingly, given the greater influence of the PCC and PSUV over senior leaders of the two Colombian groups, relations today between the FARC and the ELN subunits are marked less by confrontation and more by collaboration as sister units under the Bolivarian coordinating umbrella.

A recent military intelligence report confirms that the processes of alliance between the FARC and the ELN have arrived at unheard of levels. ... At this time an agreement exists among members of the so-called dissident groups of the FARC, or armed wing of the FARC, and the guerrilla of the ELN, in order to try and begin to hit politically and militarily, the Caquetá Putumayo y Guaviare regions.

Their is not just an alliance but an alliance within a larger movement and common strategic project. General Navarro said, “There are more or less some 1,000 men in arms and terrorist support networks that are found in the border states of Venezuela with Colombia,” and also assured that, “the connivance and complicity of the Venezuelan [National] Guard is total and absolute, and I’m not saying it, the inhabitants and authorities of the local zones are saying it, and this is totally confirmed.” The relationship between the ELN and regular formations of the Bolivarian armed forces of Venezuela is concordant. In mid-2019, a major article was published in Colombia’s Semana magazine to this effect. A follow-up interview published by the newspaper El Tiempo states the following:

**Interviewer María Isabel Rueda:**
General Navarro, although we all knew that Venezuela protected guerrillas of the FARC and ELN, this is the first time that we are presented documents with the proof, like what Semana magazine just did in its last issue. Do those orders surprise you, or are the nothing new for you?

**Colombian Armed Forces Commander, General Luis Fernando Navarro:**
We ourselves, since the government of Hugo Chávez, have been familiar with this type of information. The Colombian guerrilla has considered Venezuela its rearguard area. But in this new stage, when the FARC is in the peace process with the Colombian State and is now demobilizing, turning in weapons, there remains a group of residuals that park themselves in Venezuela, where they begin an important growth and development while protected in that territory. [President Nicolás] Maduro said it in the framework of the Forum of Sao Paulo: “Welcome ‘Santrich’ and welcome ‘Márquez.’” But, obviously, they have been there since long ago. “Iván Márquez has hailed from Venezuela since the year 2004, 2005.”

Like the FARC, the ELN for a long time has been given sanctuary in Venezuelan and Cuban territory by the Bolivarian parties. It seems now, however, that hushed impunity has evolved through occasioned
cooperation to open incorporation into the overall Bolivarian project.17

The Physical Geography

The geographic prizes and physical centers of gravity of the region’s organized armed competition are the systems of smuggling corridors, routes, and trochas (border-crossing alleys). Colombian export products vary over time, and their markets evolve, but the geography of the clandestine movement of things—smuggling—is generally more stable. The specific locations within that geography change somewhat in accordance with the intensity of violent competition for the routes and for the most valuable nodes thereon. While lesser criminal gangs may have to satisfy themselves with localized cultivation, extraction, processing, theft of valuables, or the direct action of kidnapping, the more dominant armed organizations can specialize as toll road operators and wholesalers. Heightened THC content marijuana is a recent example.18 The genetically modified strain called “creepy marijuana” is a desirable hybrid that requires some technically sophisticated greenhouse cultivation, which means that the smuggling begins at specific growth locations. A distinct or fixed route protection may be needed near the new sources, but routes through and out of the country for the new product will be the same as for heroin, cocaine, or any of a number of other established commodities. In relationship to these routes, the ELN logically benefits to the extent it maintains comparative advantages in mobility, firepower (in correlations of force on contact), extent of historical presence, leadership experience, and transnational alliances. It can afford to avoid upstream management problems of illicit activities (e.g., ecological damage of illegal mining activities), which facilitate legal impunity for some of its leaders, even while such impunity has become a national political issue.19

A measure of success regarding these smuggling routes is their relevant commodity flow. According to the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, Colombia’s export-quality cocaine production more than tripled between 2012 and 2017, and more than 90 percent of the supply of cocaine in the United States is of Colombian origin.20

While smuggling routes are a main prize, there is great value in controlling commodity source areas, as
that leads to territorial political control. Such territorial control is also harder to accomplish, especially where more locally knowledgeable and family-connected gangs contest control. InSight Crime, a non-profit journalism and investigative organization, has done considerable work monitoring lawlessness within Colombia, which has necessarily included an occasional focus on the ELN. A well-presented interactive map (see static version on page 91) on InSight Crime’s Colombian Organized Crime Observatory webpage displays an estimate of the geographic extents within Colombia of the ELN, the FARC, “mafias,” and coca cultivation concentration areas circa 2017. The map suggests by geographic proximity that the ELN and FARC are for the most part separated according to who dominates what geographic territory within Colombia; the ELN is mostly in the north along the border with Venezuela, across the northern corridor and in the Pacific region, especially in the Chocó Department. (Colombian departments are similar to states.) It appears to have a growing influence in the southwest, including in the long-conflictive Cauca and Putumayo Departments. However, the ELN is in a few places as the only outlaw force, especially in the Catatumbo border area in northeastern Colombia, where the ELN maintains valuable cocaine infrastructure. According to Luis Alberto Acevedo, the secretary of government of North Santander Department, “All the illegal groups converge here, all of them are in opposition in the Catatumbo zone.” In the Pacific region, the ELN is facing mortal competition from the Gulf Clan, an organization that derives considerable strength from legacy parts of the dismantled autodefensas, a paramilitary drug trafficking group, birthed in that region decades ago.

Also from InSight Crime, in an article by Juan Bautista Díaz, a map displays in general terms the geographic presence of the ELN inside Venezuelan territory. The ELN leaders, perhaps coaxed by their Bolivarian overlords, have not limited themselves to route rents and extortions, or “organizing” peasant farmers and artisanal miners. Over the past couple of years, their role within the Bolivarian scheme has evidently expanded along with the geographic depth of their units’ presence inside Venezuelan territory. It appears they have also been used as organizational disciplinarians in some of the illicit extraction activities, a function that the Bolivarians perhaps feel unsuitable for regular units of the FANB.

The Kind of War

A 2002 anthology produced by American military scholars at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, titled Compound Warfare: That Fatal Knot, proffered the term “compound warfare,” or “the simultaneous use of a regular or main force and an irregular or guerrilla force against an enemy.” The book makes a sweep of several historical cases from the Napoleonic War through Vietnam, then to the Russian experience in Afghanistan. The upshot is expressed clearly by Professor Robert Baumann: “A guerrilla campaign waged without the benefit of conventional support or geographical sanctuary can be defeated by a power possessing superior resources and sufficient resolve to use them.” The statement is surrounded by a tacit corollary that a geographical sanctuary, a rebalancing of resources, or insufficient resolve might upend the assertion. Professor Thomas Huber makes a more detailed description of the form as follows:

Historically, two conditions occurring together seem usually to guarantee main-force invulnerability: safe haven and a major-power ally. If the CW [compound warfare] operator has a safe haven where his regular force can shelter, and a major ally that is at least a peer of his major-power adversary, then in theory the CW operator can keep his regular force in being indefinitely. The main force can thus also protect and nourish the CW operator’s guerrilla force in a similar fashion. Almost always the major power adversary, faced with these simultaneous pressures indefinitely, sees his campaign to be futile.
or too costly and eventually abandons it. In other words, the adversary is defeated. Fortified compound warfare in its original formulation thus features four elements that sustain a minor power conducting an FCW [fortified compound warfare] defense: (1) a regular or main force, (2) an irregular or guerrilla force, (3) a safe haven for the regular force, and (4) a major-power ally. (The most advantageous position in an FCW situation is that of the major-power ally of the minor-power FCW operator. The major-power ally enjoys extravagant leverage on his strategic rival at little cost to himself.) Fortification makes the difference between compound warfare, which is difficult to defeat, and fortified compound warfare, which is nearly impossible to defeat.32

“Compound warfare” is a useful descriptor in addressing the Colombian military challenge, at least at the operational level along the border, in that it highlights the use of conventional units to shield guerrilla units from intervention by an adversary’s conventional units. That is to say, the PCC and the PSUV can deploy conventional units with sophisticated weaponry to provide a level of protection for ELN and FARC units from interdiction by Colombian forces, especially aerial forces. The ELN makes raids into Colombian territory and then, as necessary, withdraws back across the border to enjoy the protection of Bolivarian air defense and other formations.33 Still, the term compound warfare also might limit understanding in that, as in the case of the Bolivarian posture toward Colombia, the prosecutors of the war are not simply applying two dimensions—conventional and guerrilla—but an entire
array of means that support one another.

Eduardo Mackenzie is a scholar and journalist based in Paris. He is probably the world’s foremost scholar on the history of the FARC and is perhaps the best informed, clearest thinking, and most prolific writer among those who address conflict in northern South America. A comment he published on 20 September 2019 was inspired by the drone attacks against the oil fields in Saudi Arabia of the month prior, as well as by the return-to-war announcement of FARC leaders at the beginning of the same month. Mackenzie notes that several top leaders of the FARC had announced from Venezuela that they “are ready to continue attacking Colombia by all methods in order to build a ‘Bolivarian’ regime. To do that, they say they are going to employ a ‘new operational method’ of armed struggle.”

Mackenzie speculates the FARC leaders might only have been referring to the installation of clandestine cells in all spheres of the Colombian State and of the society. It could be that (the pseudo party lead by aka Timochenko is the embryo of that operation), and it could be something worse: a new type of war of attrition in which they will have a new type of weaponry at their disposition including armed drones and medium-range missiles.
There is evidence that the FARC (at least) has been toying with drones. Although the recent reportage suggests that the use of drones by the guerrillas is a new phenomenon, that assertion is not entirely correct; it is more of an evolved desire. In 2002, the FARC conducted an indirect fire attack on the inauguration of President Alvaro Uribe. These were rockets and not drones, but radio-controlled model airplanes, one loaded with explosives, were later found in at least one guerrilla encampment.

The war is best described as a multiform war, recognizing the combination of all means of struggle. To use “proxy war” suggests that somehow the ELN is a proxy of Venezuela’s Maduro regime or of the Cuban government, or perhaps Cubans or Venezuelans are proxies of China, Russia, or Iran. All of that may be true, but it is simultaneously misleading. Leaders of the Communist Party of Cuba have long dominated regional strategy in the long, irregular war. Various actors, including the PSUV and other political parties, the ELN, FARC, ex-regional governments, several international organizations, lesser drug cartels, local colectivo (paramilitary) gangs, and other organizational identities, each wields some power to influence the others. One could reasonably assert that several of these groups are proxies of other of the groups.

**Strategic Narrative**

A key element of strategy in irregular war is control of the basic grammar (both vocabulary and organizational theory) for analysis and diplomacy. The Bolivarian apparatus employs what we might call grammatical camouflage, and it does so today on the back of years of preparation of the public narrative. It has never gone unnoticed.

Intimidation is a hallmark tactical modus operandi in lawless areas, and the ELN certainly exercises the form. On the strategic scale as well, the ELN protection racket has a record of success. As I wrote in a 2002 *Military Review* article,

> By 2001, Pastrana [then Colombian President Andrés Pastrana Arango] was pressing for a [zone similar to that granted to the FARC] for the smaller ELN. The area chosen lies along the middle reaches of the Magdalena River. Aside from dominating the most strategically important line of communication in the country, the proposed zone includes a major coca crop concentration as well as oil industry infrastructure. The *Semana* interviewer questions Pastrana about ongoing negotiations with local residents who were opposed to the proposed accord. The interviewer asks, “And if there is no agreement, are you going to continue with the clearance zone in that area?” The frank answer is troublesome, its logic perhaps the first public expression, beyond reciting abstractions, of the president’s reasoning: “The country needs to understand that the ELN is prepared to make peace, but if it doesn’t happen, it is prepared to make war. And it has a great terrorist capability.”

[“My only priority is not peace,”*Semana* interview with President Andres Pastrana, 26 February 2001] In a nutshell, a president is stating that his country must understand that if he does not give an armed outlaw group strategically important land the group will hurt the country. To avoid violent harm, the president advises the country that it must yield its wealth and accept strategic risk. How did Colombia arrive at a point where its president would make an unvarnished plea in favor of appeasement to a violent band? Part of the reason was the preparation of the logic of and justification for criminality. A few years prior, Professor Mauricio Rubio brilliantly and completely described the semantic deception in a book titled *Crime and Impunity*. Kidnapping was and is a scourge in Colombia. It is the basic protection racket and as fundamental a crime as murder and rape. Loved ones of the taken are told that for a fee, the captors will keep the hostage safe. It would seem there is no way to justify kidnapping, but in Colombia the communist left found a logical fallacy that could be effective when repeated enough. They would distinguish kidnapping from “retention” and give retention a political pass:

> The practitioners of this activity [kidnapping] have suggested, in perfect concordance with the theories’ script, how to differentiate between kidnapping and “retention for economic ends” the fact that on
the first a personal interest is satisfied while the second responds to collective interests. There exists a difference between kidnapping and retention that is essential to specify: kidnapping is an act, criminal, conducted by common delinquency that has as its end the personal interest of whoever commits the infraction; retention is fundamentally a political act, whose ultimate purpose is determined by objectives of collective welfare, in the framework of an historic project of social transformation led by a revolutionary organization. This is where we find Colombia in its public discourse today as to all manner of crimes including environmental depredation, massacres, and drug trafficking. The far left has convinced enough people that in the name of what is essentially the Cuban revolution, all things are politically forgivable. In that narrative context, horrors in Colombian territory are given a pass but only if committed by a revolutionary organization. In a June 2019 article titled “Crimes without Punishment,” Javier Ignacio Mayorca launches discussion from the deep corruption of the Venezuelan national oil company to the impunity enjoyed by illegal armed groups generally. His summary of the public’s consternation and complaint about this condition also defines the strategic challenge in a nutshell: “They get away with it.”

In mid-August 2019, FARC leaders stated they were taking at least part of the FARC back to war. For the ELN, this has evidently had the effect of more deeply burying the prospect of some sort of negotiation between the government of Colombia and its own leadership. We would suppose that the ELN is not going to enjoy the same breadth in its forms of struggle, not have a legal political party, and not enjoy impunity turned into immunity (as many FARC leaders currently enjoy as a result of their negotiation round). Leaders of the ELN are not likely to gain added impunity through negotiations with the Colombian government. Their sponsors for impunity are all the more likely to be Cuban and Venezuelan.

Beating the ELN on the battlefield, tactically, means beating them as often as possible in contacts, but at the operational level, it has to mean cutting off their lines of communication.

Prospects

For reasons of historical, geographical, and cultural reach, and due to an intense and complex relationship, Venezuela finds itself deeply involved in the Colombian internal conflict. Both countries are currently going through critical circumstances in their divergent systems, derived in the case of Colombia from the relapse of its armed conflict and of the fight against drug trafficking, and in the case of Venezuela in its collapse of governability, result of the uncompleted political-institutional transition and the rethinking of civil-military relations.

The above comment, though vague, appears to be a reasonable description of conditions today, but it is from the 2003 book *The Colombian Conflict and Its Impact in the Andean Countries*. Accepting for argument that the scholar’s comment was accurate at the time, it seems that things have not changed much in a decade and a half. Still, the idea that there is a “collapse” of governability would not fit well. The Bolivarian regime is solidified, stable, and facing no viable threat. It may not be governing gently, generously, or competently, but as a state, it is not collapsing. Hopes of a civil-military crisis leading to a coup were probably formed in misrecognition of the effective difference between uniformed and nonuniformed leaders within the Bolivarian system. Also dubious is the idea that Colombia has an internal conflict in which Venezuela is interested. A more durable and useful description is that in 2003 (and in increasing
increments since), the conflict is transnational, with its lines of communication stretching across numerous countries in the circum-Caribbean. Bolivarian political organs now in control of national-level assets and structures inside Venezuela (led by the Communist Party of Cuba with the obedient aid of the United Socialist Party of Venezuela) have been prosecuting a war against or in defiance of the Colombian national government. The war in Colombia is as international as it is internal and has been for some time. The lines of communication lead to and from the points of engagement inside Colombia. The reason is not a puzzle: Colombia is the geographic and geopolitical objective.

As the Wall Street Journal editorial board opined recently,

It’s doubtful there was ever a FARC commitment to peace. A better read is that the guerrillas took a deal that included amnesty and 10 unelected seats in Congress, but that they had no intention of giving up the lucrative cocaine business or their dream of bringing down Colombia’s democracy. 46

Even that blunt comment seems cloudy upon analysis of its assumptions. The FARC may indeed have been committed to peace but only peace as defined by them—a definition in which they are politically dominant. The ELN, meanwhile, has always been the more ideologically intransigent of the two, and it has been more connected to the PCC.

Conclusion

The consequence for the future of regional geopolitics was matter-of-factly stated September 2019 by a leader of the Venezuelan opposition party Vente Venezuela: “The region is at risk that Maduro’s criminal State expands.”47 That is the perspective of someone looking from inside Venezuela. From Colombia, the problem must be more daunting still. Beating the ELN on the battlefield, tactically, means beating them as often as possible in contacts, but at the operational level, it has to mean cutting off their lines of communication. At the strategic level, it means going to their headquarters and destroying the leadership there; that is, denying them sanctuary. Most of the ELN’s lines of communication lead into and through Venezuela. The ELN headquarters sanctuaries are in Venezuela and Cuba. Simply put, while Colombia can degrade the ELN, it cannot defeat the ELN (or for that matter the FARC) without confronting the whole enemy and without physically entering Venezuelan territory to do so.
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Great-power competition and the struggle among states, nonstate actors, and lesser politics require a sound understanding of strategic theoretical concepts. Commenting on the relevance of strategic armed conflict to solve international political problems, British historian Sir Michael Howard wrote, “There is, unfortunately, little reason to suppose that this process, of creating and preserving states by the use...
or threat of armed force, belongs to a bygone era from which no conclusion can be derived applicable to the contemporary international system. "

Despite the continued relevance of armed conflict in the international system, the United States is regularly caught strategically flat-footed in modern conflicts.

Author Tom Ricks’s germane study of U.S. senior military leadership captured across the breadth of three works—Fiasco, The Gamble, and The Generals—highlights the strategic depravity that dominated the U.S. military in the years following the Soviet Union’s demise. Ricks was one of the first in the post-9/11 era to bring this point to light, but he certainly was not the last. In recent years, a cavalcade of reporting, reflecting the United States’ inability to achieve its political and strategic aims in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, and elsewhere, illustrates this point.

Much of the contemporary writing on this situation argues that the problem lies in poor strategic thought. Arguably, this is largely the result of insufficient and antiquated theoretical models. In turn, this results in misunderstanding the strategic environment, which undercuts the ability to properly see relationships, methods of warfare, and an actor’s objectives. For example, historian Donald Stoker argues, "We see a dangerous example of clarity in U.S. thinking in regard to war and strategic issues … too many defense and security intellectuals do not understand the differences between tactics, operations, strategy, and the political aim."  

Meanwhile, strategic theorist Sean McFate contends that the West has been losing wars because it suffers from strategic atrophy. The atrophy he describes is the byproduct of antiquated notions about strategy and outsourcing of strategic thinking to false prophets and PhDs who have never smelled gun smoke in battle.

Today’s era of great-power competition requires a sound understanding of strategic theoretical concepts. It does so because a solid theoretical base allows an actor to better navigate and manipulate the strategic environment. This work uses a metaphor, a game of tic-tac-toe between a father and his daughter, to draw
out several key strategic concepts that are often overlooked in discussions of strategy.

**The Tic-Tac-Toe Metaphor**

A father comes home from a long day at work and sits down to spend time with his daughter. The father, a dedicated professional with over fifteen years in his chosen field, does not have a lot of discretionary time because of the demands of his job. At the same time, he is dedicated to his family and puts forth his best effort to find a balance between the demands at work and being the husband and father that he wants to be.

Tic-tac-toe is one of his daughter’s favorite games. Thus, he is not surprised when the daughter asks to play when he is home from work. Over the years, the father has learned that he can extend the amount of time spent with his daughter if he willingly loses more than he wins. Extending the duration of the game is important to the father because doing so provides him more one-on-one time with his daughter. In fact, maximizing the time spent with his daughter is his real objective; the game is just the vehicle by which he accomplishes that aim.

The deliberate losses, the father’s tactical approach, are not agreed to when each party sits down, but instead, they are a critical piece of private information. Private information is any information that a player or actor possesses that is not common knowledge among the other actors within a given context. When multiple actors meet in an adversarial context, the convergence of each party’s private information results in what game theorists call incomplete information. Incomplete information, or information not available to all players or actors in each situation, is fundamentally important in the father and daughter’s tic-tac-toe dynamic.

The father keeps his private information close to the vest in order to achieve his real objective. The father’s private information is his tactical approach’s substratum because it best advances him toward his strategic objective. He employs a negative tactical approach in order to achieve a positive objective. Or, to put it another way, the father wins through what an onlooker would perceive as a loss.

Over the years, the father has played innumerable rounds of tic-tac-toe with his daughter. In her younger years, he taught his daughter the rules of the game, and she quickly took to them. He was always blue Os and she was always red Xs, and three red Xs or three blue Os in a row meant victory (see figure 1). However, in recent months, he perceives regression in her play. For instance, she will announce, “I win!” at illogical times. On occasion, the daughter’s erratic play irritated her father. His irritation usually manifested in a lecture on the rules of the game, followed by a game or two in which he thoroughly reviewed those rules with his daughter. The father assumed that his daughter either did not understand the rules of the game or was not following them. Nevertheless, in the father’s eyes, the daughter must follow the rules and faithfully play the game.

Yet, what the father did not realize is that his daughter was playing the game with her own private information. The daughter, a creative little girl who loved to spend time with her father, realized years before that quick traditional victories result in her father leaving the game sooner than what she would like. Further, the game allowed her to experiment and create different pattern and color arrangements on the board with her and her father’s colored icons.

For the daughter, continued time with her father and experimentation were the true objectives of the game, not getting three red Xs in a row. As a result, she began to play the game by her own rules, which she did not share with her father, in order to allow her to accomplish her own objectives.

---

**Figure 1. Traditional Rules**

(Figure by author)
objectives. For instance, she began the game in a variety of ways that included aligning her Xs into a variety of shapes on the board, using her shape to create unique color patterns (see figures 2 and 3). Further, getting a rise out of her father also guaranteed at least an additional two games with him, thereby adding to the time they spent together.

Inevitably, another business trip rolled around for the father. He kissed his daughter goodbye yet again, happy that he got to spend time with her. As he departed, he pondered the latest round of tic-tac-toe, curious about why his daughter seemed to no longer understand the game’s rules.

The purpose of the tic-tac-toe metaphor is to help illuminate three strategic concepts often lost in today’s discussions of strategy, and which are often dominated by Arthur Lykke’s formulaic interpretation of strategy and Lawrence Freedman’s emotive interpretations of “good” or “bad” strategy. In this work, three concepts are proffered as important components of effective strategy. First, private and incomplete information dominate strategic interaction because they protect one’s strategy from defeat. Second, strategic gain through tactical loss is a viable method for advancing one’s strategic agenda. Finally, obedience to a rules-based system leaves one open to nonlinear strategies that are purpose-built around exploiting those rules to further one’s aims.

Protecting against the Decisive Blow

Twentieth-century Russian strategist Aleksandr Svechin offers what is arguably the most sagacious advice for any strategist. He asserts that the first rule of war is to protect oneself from the decisive blow: British theorist J. F. C. Fuller offers a similar argument, stating, “Self-preservation is the keystone in the arch of war.” The postulate shared by Svechin and Fuller seems simple enough but is often overlooked in strategic discourse. One can assume that this is overlooked because strategists are too eager to make their strategy work and therefore shoehorn the enemy’s course of action into their strategy.

Svechin and Fuller’s principle is the first step in understanding the importance of private and incomplete information. Possessing private information—any information that a player or actor possesses that is not common

![Figure 2. Nontraditional Definition of Victory (Pattern Victory)](image)

![Figure 3. Nontraditional Rules (Stonewall without Win)](image)
knowledge among the other actors within a given context—is vital to protecting one’s strategy from an adversary’s deleterious intent. While goals or aims might be openly discussed, the method by which one pursues that goal is often camouflaged.

Tying this to the tic-tac-toe metaphor, the father and the daughter both tacitly agreed to play the game in pursuit of victory, but neither actor openly stated their definition of victory nor did they state how they intended to pursue victory. Both the father and daughter possessed private information, which in turn resulted in incomplete information.

Private and incomplete information dominate strategic intercourse. Private and incomplete information serve as an invisible hand that manipulates the competitive environment from the strategic to the tactical levels of conflict. Failure to appreciate and incorporate private and incomplete information into strategic renderings can result in misleading analysis, much like the father misunderstanding his daughter’s game play, and missteps that ripple up and down the levels of war. As a result, strategic discourse, even among friends or allies, must not be taken on face value. Strategic discourse and strategic analysis must look beyond what is publicly stated and read between the lines of an actor’s pronouncements, operations, and tactics to discern their intent.

Moreover, strategic actors, or at least those interested in continued relevance, must keep international and domestic audiences pacified while pursuing their aims. At times, they will do so by offering narratives that appear misaligned, stating one argument outwardly while domestically arguing something else. For instance, a strategic actor might state that it is committed to a partner in the pursuit of defeating a common enemy, while domestically arguing that that enemy is defeated and that it is time to discontinue the operation. Political theorist Robert Putnam defines this situation as a “two-level game,” and it is essential in understanding strategic interaction because it complements the ideas of private and incomplete information in strategic theory.¹¹

Strategic Subtractiveism—The Art of Gain through Perceived Loss

In the tic-tac-toe metaphor, both the daughter and the father played the game in several ways. The father would intentionally lose in order to keep his daughter’s interest, subsequently increasing the duration of time they spent together, thereby accomplishing his true intention. The daughter, on the other hand, sometimes also played for time. In many instances, unbeknownst to her father, she also played with the goal of creating shapes and aligning colors. In both cases, perceived rules-based tactical loss dominated the game play between the two. However, the praxis of their strategic interaction illustrated that perceived loss was often irrelevant to the overall strategic aim. In fact, tactical loss became a tool toward the attainment and maintenance of their aims.

At this point, it is instructive to borrow a concept from sculpting. Subtractive sculpting is a technique in which an artist starts with an aim in mind and a medium in hand. The artist then uses physical force to erode pieces of the medium until it attains the desired shape—the artist gains his or her objective through loss. It is not a stretch to see a parallel between the “winning strategically through tactical loss” scenario described in the tic-tac-toe game and the subtractive sculpting method. In turn, this idea—gaining operational and strategic aims through perceived or real tactical loss—is best classified as strategic subtractivism. One only needs to look at Russia’s recent activities in Eastern Europe to see strategic subtractivism at work.

Many strategic analysts argue that Russia’s approach in Ukraine (to include Crimea) failed because it did not achieve a decisive political victory and has resulted in a stalemate in the Donbas.¹² However, if one keeps in mind strategic subtractivism, or gaining through perceived loss, and Russia’s strategic goals for Ukraine, then it seems far more plausible that Russia is on positive footing.

To the onlooker, Russia accomplishes its goals vis-à-vis Ukraine through tactical destruction, occupying territory, and a deterrent cross-border.
capability. For instance, if Russia’s strategic goals focus on keeping Ukraine weak, discrediting Kyiv, and keeping the country out of NATO, then Russia accomplished its goals (and continues to do so). Russia accomplished this by creating a rebel proxy army in the Donbas, leading that army in a regional coup against Kyiv, destroying infrastructure in Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, physically occupying prodigious swaths of land therein, killing a substantial number of Ukrainian soldiers, and maintaining first-rate forces in Rostov and other border oblasts that can and have been used to interdict Ukrainian attempts to defeat the rebels and retake territory.13

This concept, subtractivism, can be scaled down to the operational and tactical level too. For example, the destruction of the Luhansk and Donetsk airports in 2014 and 2015, respectively, ensured that the Ukrainian armed forces will not again attempt to retake those airports, thereby solidifying rebel proxy and Russian territorial gains in Ukraine.14 Moreover, the Russian and proxy victory further discredits the Ukrainian government by demonstrating Kyiv’s inability to put credible force in the field, develop an effective military plan to defeat the Russian and proxy forces, and protect the people and infrastructure against death and destruction.

Russia’s strategy turns victory on its head. For Russia to lose, Ukraine has to overturn the status quo—it must defeat the rebel army, evict Russian forces from the Donbas and Crimea, be able to thwart a cross-border Russian counterattack, and mend the political and domestic situation that allowed Russia to develop a rebel movement.

To summarize, tactical wins and losses are often just a tool for the strategist in pursuit of their true objective. Like the father that intentionally lost at tic-tac-toe in order to maintain his daughter’s interest and hence increased the time they spent together (i.e., his true objective), perceived loss is often a useful tool in strategic subtractivism. Accordingly, it is important to not mirror one’s own strategy or employ emotive terms like “good” or “bad” when assessing another actor’s strategy but to assess whether what they are doing is in fact accomplishing the desired goal.

Rules-Based Environments—
A Framework for Exploitation

In strategic environments, actors play to win. To be sure, historian Donald Stoker argues, “Victory is achieving the political objective or objectives for which one is fighting, whether these are offensive or defensive, and hopefully at an acceptable cost ... Victory—winning—is the point of the war.”15 Winning is not determined by one’s adversaries, although they certainly play a role in whether victory is achieved. However, victory is determined by an actor that willingly or unwillingly joins a given conflict. Victory is tied to the actors’ aims but also to their operational approach, or how they align their tactics to support the attainment and maintenance of their aims.

Harkening back to the tic-tac-toe metaphor, the father overlooks how his daughter defined victory—that is, a mix of time, color patterns, shape arrangement—because he assumes that she is playing the game by its generally accepted rules and by the traditional definition of victory. The daughter, playing to win, intentionally kept that information from her father to prevent him from using that information against her. As a result, the father projects his own definition of victory and “good” strategy on how his daughter is playing the game and hence misses the fact that his daughter is achieving victory according to her own metrics. The point is that the “rules of the game,” or a rules-based system, create opportunities for exploitation by adroit belligerents bent on attaining and maintaining their respective aims.

This idea is important to note because as a recent report argues, realpolitik did not die with the Cold War.16 Nor did Western values and a rules-based system triumph in the Cold War’s wake, but instead, great-power politics and great-power competition continue to dominate the international system.17 Russia’s militaristic and quasi-imperial resurgence in recent years coupled with China’s Belt and Road initiative and continued militarization, and Iranian meddling across the Middle East, support this supposition. More to the point, Russia, China, and Iran regularly demonstrate a propensity to bend and manipulate the rules of the rules-based international system to their advantage and to use those rules as a handrail for exploitation. In today’s era of great-power politics and great-power competition, it is vital to understand that the rules of international order, while idealistic, are often irrelevant.

Few strategic theorists capture the potential pitfalls of believing that all strategic actors will adhere to the rules-based international system better than Everett Dolman. In his seminal work Pure Strategy: Power and Principle in the Space and Information Age, Dolman contends that playing by the rules decreases an actor’s
options, therefore making it predictable and far more susceptible to strategic defeat.\textsuperscript{18}

Instead, Dolman posits that pure strategy hinges upon a few tenets. Dolman’s central argument is that maintaining access and influence is the most important strategic goal for any actor.\textsuperscript{19} To put it another way, if strategy were equated to a game of poker, the strategist’s primary focus should be on maintaining a seat at the table and maintaining the ability to keep playing the game. He argues that the essence of strategy is the pursuit, and subsequent maintenance, of continued strategic advantage. Because of this, tactical victories are often irrelevant. Instead, a successful strategist finds opportunities to manipulate the rules, boundaries, and context of the strategic game being played to advance his or her position relative to other strategic actors. Strategists do so in order to increase the quantity of options available to them in relation to their adversary.\textsuperscript{20}

International relations theorist Thomas Schelling provides another perspective on this point. He states, War appears to be, or threatens to be, not so much a contest of strength as one of endurance, nerve, obstinacy, and pain. It appears to be, or threatens to be, not so much a contest of military strength as a bargaining process—dirty, extortionate, and often quite reluctant bargaining on one side or both— nevertheless a bargaining process.\textsuperscript{21}

Political scientist Dan Altman contends that the accepted rules on the use of force and red lines create a framework that can easily be outflanked by belligerents unwilling or disinterested in the rules. Altman posits that advancing without attacking is the primary method for creating options, bending the rules, and expanding the margins to one’s advantage. He continues, stating that fait accompli—or taking control of an objective with overwhelming force before an adversary has time or will to counteract—and employing proxy forces are the primary methods to advance without attacking.\textsuperscript{22} Russia’s annexation of Crimea and invasion of Ukraine’s Donets River Basin in 2014 provides instructive example that illustrates the interplay of these ideas and clearly demonstrates the utility of advancing without attacking, the fait accompli, and the usefulness of proxy warfare.

More importantly, Russia’s Ukraine expedition illustrates that traditional definitions of victory and
adherence to a rules-based mental framework are not necessarily useful tools for understanding the how and the why of an actor’s strategy. Therefore, it follows that one should not measure strategy using emotive terms like good and bad but instead in terms of effective or ineffective. Further, one should not look to rules as a guide but as a means for manipulation.

**Conclusion**

The United States’ inability to successfully conclude its recent wars reflects an immature appreciation and application of strategy. In order to remedy the undertow of strategic depravity, American military leaders must transcend simplistic views of strategy that boil the process down to an unsophisticated linear equation. Further, they must think beyond emotive quantifying terms such as good and bad. Instead, they must define feasible goals and then establish an arrangement of operations to accomplish or attain that goal. To this point, early twentieth-century Russian strategist Aleksandr Svechin argues, “Strategic thinking begins when one in the course of military operations begins to see a certain path that must be traveled in order to achieve the goals of the war.”

The arrangement of operations must account for each actor’s unique station, allies, and partners—active and latent—and incomplete information. In doing so, inconvenient assumptions must not be brushed aside but be accounted for. More to the point, strategy development must include freethinkers, doctrinal and theoretical charlatans, and statisticians to help offset the groupthink that often dominates strategic planning.

It is also instructive to understand that potential adversaries are actively working to advance their own strategies. For instance, Russian Chief of the General Staff General Valery Gerasimov recently stated, “We must outstrip the enemy in the development of military strategy and move one step ahead.”

Lastly, it is important to understand that strategy drives tactics. This assertion is nothing new, but it is important to understand that strategy can cast a long shadow, heavily influencing the associated operations and tactics. If the strategy is meant to mislead and misinform, like strategic subtractivism, one can expect the operations and tactics to echo this approach.

Just as useful doctrine requires a mixture of tactical and operational theories and concepts, so too does strategy. To be sure, American strategic theorist J. C. Wylie argues that a diverse understanding—not a dogmatic, mirroring mindset on strategy—is required for effective strategy because a “limitation to intuitive appreciation of one’s own theory of strategy almost automatically inhibits adequate appreciation of any others.”

A special thank you is due to Maj. Bill Murray, who lit the spark for this article during a preclass discussion at the U.S. Army’s School of Advanced Military Studies in the winter of 2016. That discussion, tied to the metaphor listed herein, was the impetus for this work. Without that discussion, this article would not have been written.
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REMEMBERING ALEPPO? COUNTING ON THE STRATEGIC AMNESIA OF ADVERSARIES

Operating under the assumption that Western powers would do little to challenge its military intervention in Syria beyond making threats, Russia risked a well-planned and sophisticated military campaign aimed at rapidly achieving destruction of opponents to the Syrian regime that would enable the Syrian government to reassert sovereign control over most of its territory. In doing so, Russia ignored widespread global media and diplomatic condemnation of its actions—particularly those resulting in widespread loss of civilian life—anticipating that global interest in Aleppo would be quickly forgotten if relative stability to Syria were achieved by decisive and swift military action. Though regionally focused, Russia’s successful strategic gamble in Syria greatly enhanced its standing as a great power not only in the Middle East but also throughout the world.

Residents walk through the rubble of the once rebel-held Salaheddine neighborhood 20 January 2017 in eastern Aleppo, Syria. (Photo by Hassan Ammar, Associated Press)
The doctrine of unified land operations states that in both offensive and defensive operations, Army ground forces “seize, retain, and exploit the initiative to gain and maintain a position of relative advantage.” The ways in which different kinds of land forces do this, however, vary greatly. Light infantry battalions achieve relative advantage over their adversaries in very different ways than combined arms battalions. These formations are optimized for different doctrinal templates, and those templates are best applied in certain types of
terrain. When these formations combine the right tactics in the right terrain, they maximize their effectiveness.

The infantry squadrons of the 2nd Cavalry Regiment (2CR) occupy the middle ground between light and mechanized forces. With the firepower upgrades of 2018, the range of threats and environments in which these squadrons can effectively conduct land operations has expanded dramatically. 2CR’s unique task organization has generated new tactics that, when applied in the right terrain, allow it to fight as no other infantry formation in the U.S. Army.

As a result of these upgrades and innovations, a 2CR infantry squadron is most effective against superior forces when it initiates contact with the enemy in terrain that prevents the enemy from massing combat power. Whether in the offense or defense, sequencing indirect, missile, and direct fires enables a squadron to disrupt, fix, and then destroy enemy armored formations. Following engagement, it then moves its combat power to another position of relative advantage and repeats the process in depth either forward on the offense or rearward in the defense.

To be clear, this article is far from authoritative. It is simply a summary of the innovation and training currently underway in 2CR and their potential implications. These concepts were developed and tested during platoon, troop, and squadron live-fire and situational training exercises from September 2018 to June 2019, including Dragoon Ready 19 and Saber Guardian 19. Initial results are promising. In the offense and the defense, 2CR infantry squadrons applying these tactics experienced great success against opposition forces fighting with a variety of tactics and with systems ranging from BTR-70 armored personnel carriers to M1A2 Abrams tanks. While much more testing is required, it appears that 2CR’s combination of tactics, firepower, and mobility increases the range of threats against which it can effectively fight. Therefore, 2CR is uniquely suited to respond to crisis against the broad spectrum of near-peer adversaries in the European theater—more so than light, armored, or even other Stryker brigades.

Overview

With the firepower upgrades of 2018, 2CR’s infantry squadrons possess unique capabilities that enable them to seize initiative and gain positions of relative advantage, yet much remains unchanged. The centerpiece of an infantry squadron remains the Stryker vehicle and the infantry squad it contains. The Stryker vehicle provides superior tactical and operational mobility while each squad carries one M148 Javelin antitank guided missile (ATGM) and two AT4 antitank rockets; each platoon also has one M3 Carl Gustav recoilless rifle. 2CR infantry squadrons possess more dismounted firepower than any other organization in the U.S. Army. They are supported at the troop and squadron level by ten 120 mm mortars, four 81 mm mortars, six 60 mm mortars, and small unmanned-aircraft-system capability.

The truly unique capability of a 2CR infantry squadron is its mounted antitank systems. In 2018, 2CR fielded the Infantry Carrier Vehicle–Dragoon (ICV-D) and the Infantry Carrier Vehicle–Javelin (ICV-J), the newest combat systems in the U.S. Army.
The ICV-D replaces the standard armament of the ICV with a 30 mm autocannon, bringing responsive, mounted antitank fire to the platoon level. Similarly, the ICV-J brings a remote weapons station that not only fires the MK19 automatic grenade launcher or the M2 .50 caliber machine gun but also launches Javelin missiles from the same platform. Together, these systems provide mounted firepower that can defeat armored threats in multiple ways.

Despite these upgrades, the regiment’s Strykers retain some of their critical vulnerabilities. To preserve mobility and dismounted firepower, the Stryker remains a lightly armored vehicle. It offers protection against direct fire up to heavy machine guns and against fragmentation from indirect fire, but it remains vulnerable to larger caliber guns, rockets, and ATGMs. Additionally, unlike mechanized forces that possess both autocannon and ATGM fires on a single platform, a 2CR infantry platoon’s mounted firepower is split between two ICV-Ds and two ICV-Js. Third, firepower in each platoon is further distributed across mounted and dismounted systems. Massing firepower requires a combination of both dismounted ATGMs and rockets with mounted ATGMs and 30 mm cannons.

Given its capabilities and limitations, 2CR’s infantry squadrons cannot rely on the tactics used by heavier mechanized and armored forces. Such forces have the armor and firepower to survive chance contact, seize the initiative, and defeat peer forces. They can assault established defenses, conduct combined arms breaches, and clear heavily fortified positions. In the defense, mechanized/armed teams can utilize fixed positions and strongpoint defenses to defeat enemy assaults. The Stryker does none of this well.

Alternatively, using the Stryker only as a mobility platform and fighting exclusively dismounted forces fails to leverage the ICV-D/J’s significant firepower upgrades. Fighting as light infantry leaves the majority of the squadron’s antiarmor firepower out of the fight, effectively limiting the spectrum of threats against which it can realistically compete. To maximize a 2CR infantry squadron’s effectiveness, new tactics are required that leverage its increased firepower while limiting exposure of the Stryker vehicle and its light armor. An infantry squadron in 2CR can, and must, fight differently.

How We Fight

2CR is most effective when its infantry squadrons select the time and place of engagement with the enemy. Ideally, the squadrons fight in terrain that favors their strengths and minimizes their weaknesses. By doing so, they can seize the initiative and gain a relative advantage over mechanized and armored forces but only for a limited period of time. In either the offense or the defense, relative advantage is gained by sequencing indirect, missile, and direct fires to disrupt, fix, and then destroy enemy combat power in places where the enemy is unable to mass its forces. Once an enemy formation is destroyed, the squadron moves its combat power to another position of relative advantage and repeats the process in depth, either forward on the offense or rearward in the defense. A 2CR infantry squadron can combine tactics, firepower, and mobility to fight a wider range of mechanized and armored forces than what has been previously considered for Stryker-based organizations.

There are three principles that govern 2CR’s tactics. First, a 2CR infantry squadron is most successful when it initiates contact, rather than reacts
to it. Lacking the armor and firepower of mechanized formations, these squadrons struggle to regain the initiative after it is lost. As such, a 2CR squadron maneuvers to and establishes positions of relative advantage prior to contact with the enemy; these positions allow the squadron to array both mounted and dismounted forces in terrain that eliminates the range advantages of threat weapons systems while massing the effects of the squadron’s firepower at critical points. The squadron can decide where, when, and for how long it fights, achieving both surprise and simultaneity when it engages the enemy.

Second, 2CR infantry squadrons must mass firepower against the enemy. This is a challenge, however, as the infantry squadron’s firepower is distributed among its dismounted ATGMs and rockets, mounted ATGMs and 30 mm cannons, and indirect fire systems (mortars). Both mounted and dismounted firepower lack protection, and massed effects are only gained by a deliberate sequencing of indirect, missile, and direct fires. This sequencing enables infantry squadrons to engage far more capable platforms and formations while minimizing risk to force.

Third, infantry squadrons must leverage their mobility to prevent the enemy from exploiting the Stryker’s lack of survivability. Specifically, a 2CR squadron must fight in depth. If squadrons become fixed, the enemy can maneuver into position to mass the effects of its firepower. To avoid such a circumstance, squadrons must rapidly reposition forces prior to losing their advantage.

In the defense, repositioning forces often means defending in depth, commonly referred to as trading space for time. To do so, it is preferable to engage the enemy in accordance with limited engagement criteria such as destroying one or two vehicles or causing enemies to dismount. Once achieved, the unit breaks contact and moves to a subsequent engagement area to repeat the process. It is more difficult for a squadron to succeed if it attempts to kill all of the enemy in
one or two large engagement areas. Such an approach encourages the enemy to mass the effects of its weapons systems and fails to take advantage of the asymmetric mobility advantages of the Stryker in the defense.

In the offense, squadrons can attack at a place of their choosing and then continue to move to the next position of advantage rather than waiting on resupply or mobility support to arrive. Unlike light formations that rely on external support for rapid mobility, 2CR can fight from ridgeline to ridgeline, terrain feature to terrain feature, at the speed of the fight.

The amount of depth in which 2CR can fight varies significantly by terrain. In some circumstances, such as open terrain with rolling hills, a unit might displace hundreds of meters from intervisibility line to intervisibility line, extending the defense over multiple kilometers. In other cases, it could mean displacing from one position in a village to another position or village many kilometers away. It could mean clearing forces out of restrictive terrain with engagements at fifty to one hundred meters before seizing a ridgeline to establish a support-by-fire position on an objective 1,500 meters away. Once the far objective is cleared, the unit could bound forward and do it again. Light forces lack the mobility to operate in this kind of depth, while mechanized forces have higher sustainment requirements that limit their speed and tempo over time. Fighting in varying depths against armored threats is a capability unique to 2CR.

**How We Fight in the Offense: The Antitank Battle Drill**

These concepts, when applied in the offense, take the form of the antitank battle drill, a series of steps that sequence combat power against an enemy position at the squad, platoon, and troop levels. This battle drill can be applied at any time during an offensive operation, and it does not require a deliberate decision-making process. As depicted in table 1 (on page 113), the drill is conducted in seven steps.

**Step 1. Identify enemy composition, disposition, and strength on the objective.** The first step of the battle drill is fundamental to any offensive operation (i.e., conduct reconnaissance), but it is especially critical in this battle drill. First, reconnaissance of the objective determines whether the battle drill is required in the first place. If there are no antiarmor threats, this deliberate echeloning of antitank systems is not necessary. However, if there are threats that can defeat a Stryker vehicle, failing to identify them prior to making contact provides a significant advantage to the enemy.

Second, threat identification allows the leader to determine how many and what type of dismounted antitank systems are necessary to address the enemy threat. He or she can then allocate the right assets and give refined engagement criteria to the leaders of the support-by-fire element. Third, the leader can use the information gathered in the reconnaissance to determine what conditions must be set by the dismounted systems before transitioning to mounted antitank systems.

Knowledge of the enemy composition, disposition, and strength on the objective gained by reconnaissance has a direct impact on these decisions, and one can use a variety of resources to collect this intelligence. If available, scouts can be used to reconnoiter the objective, sketch the layout, then guide the support-by-fire elements into position. Unmanned aerial vehicles, whether Ravens, Pumas, or other similar aircraft, can accomplish the same effect, though their noise signatures can potentially compromise the attack. Joint fixed-wing assets can be employed, as can satellite imagery. Although all approaches have risks and limitations, some form of reconnaissance is necessary. At a minimum, the commander should gather enough intelligence to determine the greatest possible threats on the objective, as that will dictate where he or she must deploy his or her formation (i.e., the line of contact).

**Step 2. Identify probable line of contact.** Retaining the initiative and engaging the enemy on friendly terms are core tenets of this battle drill. In order to achieve them, the attacking force must identify where it will most likely make contact with the enemy and then stop short of that point and set conditions for its attack. If the unit fails to do so, pushing past this point and into contact, it cedes the initiative to the enemy, as the unit has likely entered an engagement area where the enemy has set the conditions for enemy success.

It is important to note that there are, by doctrine, eight forms of contact: visual; direct fire; indirect fire; aircraft; obstacles; chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear; electronic; and nonhostile. For the purposes of this drill, audio contact ought to be considered as well. If the enemy can hear vehicles approach, ramps
Table 1. 2CR Antitank Battle Drill

1. Identify enemy composition, disposition, and strength on the objective, specifically known, likely, and suspected positions of:
   a. Armor—tanks, armored personnel carriers, armored reconnaissance vehicles
   b. Anti-tank systems—mounted and dismounted ATGMs and rockets
   c. Hardened positions, e.g., bunkers
2. Identify probable line of contact (LC)*
3. Determine a probable line of deployment prior to reaching the line of contact:
   a. Initiate indirect fires to fix the enemy in defensive positions and degrade his observation/optics/sensors
   b. Dismount infantry squads/platoons and initiate movement to support by fire and assault positions
4. Occupy support-by-fire positions
   a. Infiltrate dismounted anti-tank systems (M148 Javelin, M3 Carl Gustaf, AT4)
   b. Move ICV-Ds into last covered and/or concealed position short of the support by fire position
5. Engage enemy anti-tank capabilities (those that can defeat Stryker vehicles) with dismounted systems according to the following priority of engagement:
   a. Armored vehicles
   b. Dismounted anti-tank systems
   c. Heavy machine guns
   Likely in survivability positions such as trenches or bunkers, if present
6. Immediately following the dismounted AT engagement, move ICV-Ds into support by fire to destroy, neutralize, or suppress high threat systems
   a. Once high-threat systems are destroyed, initiate movement from the assault position toward the objective
   b. Re-engage with dismounted or mounted ATGMs as the situation demands
7. Echelon indirect fire systems (155 mm, 120 mm, 81 mm, 60 mm) and direct fire systems (30 mm ICV-D, MK19 ICV-J, .50 caliber ICV-J, M240 coax ICV-D, dismounted M240B) to facilitate isolation, breach, assault, and clearance of the objective
   a. Infiltrate dismounted anti-tank systems (M148 Javelin, M3 Carl Gustaf, AT4)
   b. Dismount infantry squads/platoons and initiate movement to support by fire and assault positions.
   c. Initiate indirect fires to fix the enemy in defensive positions and degrade his observation/optics/sensors
   d. Hardened positions, e.g., bunkers
   e. Anti-tank systems—mounted and dismounted ATGMs and rockets
   f. Armor—tanks, armored personnel carriers, armored reconnaissance vehicles
   g. Likely in survivability positions such as trenches or bunkers, if present

*Forms of contact include visual, direct, indirect, aircraft, obstacles, CBRN, EW, and non-hostile

Drop, and squads dismount, the unit will cede the initiative just as if it had made another form of contact.

Step 3. Determine a probable line of deployment prior to reaching the line of contact. Once the line of contact is determined, the leader can begin to set the conditions for the attack. The first step is to determine where to deploy friendly forces. They must halt short of the line of contact to deploy so that they can move into positions of advantage against the enemy. This takes time and requires a deliberate and rehearsed plan, and it must be done out of contact with the enemy.

When ready to move past the line of deployment, the leader initiates indirect fires on the objective. This creates several beneficial effects. Most importantly, it fixes the enemy on the objective. Under artillery or mortar fire, dismounted forces either remount or huddle down inside trenches or bunkers. Mounted forces button up and pick up scanning. These actions degrade the enemy. These fires may cause casualties, though trenches, bunkers, and battle positions reduce the likelihood of mass casualties among dismounts. Indirect fire is unlikely to destroy tanks and armored personnel carriers, but it will likely degrade optics and sensors and may cause mobility kills.

Regardless of the physical damage, all of these effects make it much more difficult for the enemy to detect the advance of friendly forces and to identify support-by-fire and assault positions. This is the essential effect: initiation of effective and sustained indirect fire facilitates friendly forces’ dismounted infiltration to positions of relative advantage over the enemy (e.g., the support-by-fire and assault positions).

Step 4. Occupy support-by-fire positions. The leader must now array the friendly forces so that they can effectively mass fires on the enemy’s highest threat systems—its armor and antitank capabilities (see figure 1, page 114). To do so, the leader leads with dismounted antitank systems first. They infiltrate to covered and concealed positions that give them both maximum cover and stand-off from the objective. From this forward position, the leader or commander confirms the disposition of enemy threats and allocates combat systems accordingly. For example, if facing tanks on the objective, he or she may want them completely destroyed by Javelin missiles before bringing Strykers into the support-by-fire position. Likewise, if facing a lightly armored combat vehicle and dismounted AT systems in restrictive terrain, the leader may decide to use a volley of AT-4s on all bunkers and then immediately bring ICV-Ds into the fight.

While the dismounted antiarmor systems are infiltrating to their support-by-fire position under the cover of indirect fire, the platoon’s ICV-Ds move to their last covered or concealed position short of their own support-by-fire positions. This may be within audio contact with the enemy but outside of the other forms of contact. If so, indirect fires may mitigate the risk of compromise. Ideally, this is a position of defilade where,
on their leader’s order, they can rapidly gain direct fire contact with the enemy. Once in position, the leader relays the location of enemy threats to the ICV-Ds, giving each platform an initial target allocation. This reduces their engagement time once they move into position and can be done using polar coordinates, a quadrant system, or some similar method.

**Step 5. Engage enemy antitank capabilities with dismounted systems.**

Steps 5 and 6 are the essential steps of the battle drill. The goal of this progression is to employ the most effective antitank systems in the Stryker formation in ways that give them the greatest effect with the least risk: dismounted antitank systems first, immediately followed by ICV-Ds, to destroy, neutralize, or suppress enemy antitank systems. At this point in the drill, indirect fire is landing on the objective. The leader has identified the highest threats on the objective and communicated them to the dismounted gunners and ICV-Ds. Dismounted antitank teams have identified, locked on, and prepared to engage their designated targets. ICV-Ds are in their last covered and concealed position short of their support-by-fire positions with target locations designated.

On the leader’s command, Javelins, Carl Gustavs, and/or AT-4s simultaneously fire on the objective. As they impact, these missiles and rockets have multiple effects. The first effect initiates fire with the platoon’s most effective systems that also have the smallest signature. In a second effect, missiles ideally kill at least some if not all of the enemy’s antiarmor systems. At a minimum, multiple missiles and rockets on the objective simultaneously will stun the enemy and force that enemy to focus on assessing damage, regaining communication, and searching for the location of the missile teams. A third effect attracts attention to the dismounted fires. Even if the platoon fails to destroy all of the antiarmor threats on the objective, this engagement effectively neutralizes or suppresses the objective for a short period of time while the enemy attempts to recover.

**Step 6. Move ICV-Ds into support-by-fire positions to destroy, neutralize, or suppress high-threat systems.** To take advantage of the window immediately following the dismounted antitank engagement, the leader moves the platoon’s ICV-Ds into their support-by-fire position immediately after the missiles leave their tubes (see figure 2, page 115). As they move into their position,
the ICV-Ds immediately acquire and engage the tanks, armored personnel carriers, and antiarmor positions. ICV-Ds can acquire and engage targets much more rapidly than a Javelin missile, and their goal is to destroy the enemy’s systems that can defeat a Stryker’s armor. The ICV-Ds’ 30 mm cannon has proved effective against all but the most recent generations of threat tanks. If only light to medium armored personnel carriers, earlier generation tanks, or smaller armored vehicles remain on the objective, the ICV-Ds can destroy these systems on their own. If tanks survive the initial missile engagement, the ICV-Ds can suppress those targets until either dismounted Javelins reload or ICV-Js can enter the fight and fire from a position of defilade. Third, if the initial engagements did not destroy bunkers with ATGMs in them on the objective, the ICV-Ds can effectively suppress those positions until maneuver forces can clear them later in the fight.

With antiarmor threats neutralized, the leader can mass the full effects of the unit’s weapons systems from the support-by-fire position as the risk to Stryker vehicles is now low. This is the key condition that must be set to initiate the assault on the objective. The commander can now initiate movement of his or her dismounted assault.

**Step 7. Echelon indirect and direct fire systems to facilitate isolation, breach, assault, and clearance of the objective.** To support the movement of the assault force, the leader must echelon indirect fires and direct fires (see figure 3, page 116). Without antiarmor systems, the enemy poses little threat to the Stryker platform. The leader is now free to occupy the support-by-fire position with both mounted and dismounted direct-fire weapons systems. As the assault moves closer to the objective, the leader can shift or lift fires as necessary, echeloning direct fires from the ICV-Ds’ 30 mm cannons and the ICV-Js’ 40 mm MK-19 grenade launchers to the ICV-Js’ M2 .50 caliber machine guns and the ICV-Ds’ 7.62 coax machine guns, all the way down to M240B squad automatic weapons on tripods. Simultaneously, the leader must also echelon fires from his or her 120 mm mortars to 81 mm and 60 mm mortars. If

![Figure 2. Move Infantry Carrier Vehicle-Dragoons into Support-by-Fire Positions](https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pub/DR_a/pdf/web/ARN20083_ADP%201-02%20C1%20FINAL%20WEB.pdf)
available, fires from M777 howitzers, AH64 Apaches, or joint fixed-wing aircraft are integrated as well.

**How We Fight in the Defense: Defense in Depth**

To seize the initiative and gain a relative advantage in the defense, 2CR’s infantry squadrons are most effective when they conduct an area defense in depth. As previously stated, infantry squadrons can establish a position of relative advantage over forces that enjoy greater firepower and survivability than the Stryker but only for a limited period of time. The longer a Stryker formation fights from a fixed position, the greater the probability of the enemy massing the effects of its combat power on that formation. It is therefore essential that squads and platoons avoid decisive engagement, instead trading space for time once specific enemy and/or friendly criteria are met. In doing so, these formations can attrit superior forces and successfully defend over time. As shown in table 2 (on page 117), the defense in depth is accomplished in seven steps.

**Step 1. Analyze avenues of approach and enemy scheme of maneuver.** As with any defense, the seven steps of engagement area development are essential for success. The process has special considerations for the infantry squadrons in 2CR. Identification of locations where it is difficult for the enemy to mass combat power is essential for a successful defense. An infantry squadron can most effectively kill the enemy in these locations, especially when a squadron is augmented with a manmade obstacle effort, indirect fires, and direct fires. There are a number of characteristics that make massing combat power difficult. Canalizing terrain—such as wet-gap crossings, mountain passes, or the borders of forested areas—that prevent the enemy from bringing more than one vehicle abreast or establishing an overwatch position is ideal for a 2CR engagement area. These areas mask the enemy’s firepower and prevent them from effectively maneuvering on defensive positions.

Infantry squadrons seek terrain that shortens the engagement range of direct-fire weapons systems. Nearly every threat platform possesses some antiarmor capability that outranges the Javelin or the 30 mm cannon. Restrictive terrain, vegetation, rolling terrain,
Table 2. 2CR Defense in Depth

1. Analyze avenues of approach and enemy scheme of maneuver to determine the optimal terrain in which to kill the enemy *
   a. Canalized terrain and/or areas with natural obstacles that prevent him from transitioning from movement to maneuver
   b. Terrain and/or vegetation that shortens direct fire engagements, taking away his range advantage and enabling engagement from our systems
   c. Terrain that facilitates friendly battle positions in depth
      1) Multiple positions that have effects in the same engagement area
      2) Subsequent engagement areas and battle positions
      3) Mounted/dismounted routes between positions that enable rapid displacement and re-engagement
2. Integrate obstacles, indirect fires (mortars), missile/rocket fires (M148 Javelin, M3 Carl Gustaf, AT4), and direct fires (30mm, MK19/M2, dismounted machine guns) that enhance canalization, slow enemy movement, and facilitate limited engagements
   a. Fires integrated at the point where obstacles and terrain have effect, rather than the obstacle itself
   b. Account for enemy mounted and dismounted scheme of maneuver, i.e. protect antitank assets with dismounted security to prevent ambush/envelopment of battle positions
3. As the enemy approaches, utilize sensors linked to shooters to engage and disrupt the enemy outside of direct fire range
   a. Sensors: Puma, Raven, signal detection and direction finding, scout/troop observation posts, higher IC assets
   b. Shooters: 120 mm mortars, 81 mm mortars, regiment or higher artillery/rockets, attack aviation
4. Engage enemy with missile, rocket, and 30 mm fire in accordance with specific criteria
   a. Sequence missile/rocket fire with 30 mm against the highest threat systems
   b. Utilize the system that best matches the threat, preserving most effective systems for highest threats
   c. Where possible, destroy vehicles in locations that increase obstacle effects
5. Disengage in accordance with specific criteria, trading space for time and moving to subsequent positions that repeat this process
   a. Enemy conditions – destruction of certain vehicles, enemy reaches a certain location, enemy achieves a specific movement formation or brings multiple vehicles to bear on a position
   b. Friendly conditions – specific amount of combat power remaining, specific ammunition levels, or time triggers based on events in other areas
   c. Short engagements in small engagement areas arrayed in depth preserve combat power, enable repeated seizure of initiative, and preserve relative advantages
   d. Time needed to reload and re-acquire targets with Javelin systems likely limit repeated engagements from the same position
   e. Preservation of depth facilitates continued engagement/disengagement while preventing enemy penetration
6. Utilize superior mobility to counterattack and disrupt the enemy’s attack
   a. Retake previously abandoned battle positions
   b. Strike enemy’s flank or rear to present multiple dilemmas at the same time, disrupt his tempo, and destroy his command and control
7. Pass remaining enemy forces on to subsequent forces.

* Key condition: locations where the enemy cannot mass his combat power

(masked by the forward slop, serve a similar purpose. The closer the engagement ranges, the greater effect Stryker weapons will have relative to their adversaries. As a general rule, the more capable the adversary platform, the shorter the desired engagement range and the more restrictive terrain should be sought.

Friendly considerations factor into the decision on where to kill the enemy. As stated previously, an infantry squadron prefers multiple, smaller engagement areas arrayed in depth over fewer large engagement areas. Ideal terrain supports either multiple battle positions in depth that allow for massed fires in the same engagement area or subsequent engagement areas and supporting battle positions. Regardless of the array of engagement areas, routes that adequately support mounted and dismounted retrograde are essential. 2CR units strive to have at least two positions set and ready to engage the enemy while one is repositioning. Linear arrays of battle positions are avoided as they encourage massing of enemy combat power and penetration of friendly lines.

Lastly, strong consideration should be given to the size of the opposing enemy force and how many engagements it will take to cause the enemy to break off the attack or to destroy the enemy forces entirely. Starting from the last position, units should assess what they can realistically kill in each battle position. Unlike an armored unit that can fire tank-killing munitions from multiple platforms in rapid succession, 2CR units lack responsive tank-killing capability. The 30 mm cannon provides highly responsive and effective fires against armored personnel...
carriers, but it lacks the armor to survive an extended exchange of fire. Therefore, by the time the enemy reaches the final battle positions, they must be attrited to a manageable level. It is safe to assume that the final position will struggle to succeed if it is asked to destroy the majority of the enemy’s combat power. Therefore, units must determine how much of the enemy must be destroyed prior to the final position and build engagement areas that support those requirements. Failing to allocate enough engagement areas, the required firepower in each, the effect that each position must have on the enemy, or any combination of the three will make success difficult.

**Step 2. Integrate obstacles, indirect fires, missile/rocket fires, and direct fires that enhance canalization, slow enemy movement, and facilitate limited engagements.** As with any defense, integration of obstacles, indirect, and direct fires is essential for success (see figure 4, page 119). 2CR infantry squadrons must set specific conditions prior to initiating contact with the enemy. First, given that 2CR units are fighting a defense in depth, it is difficult to effectively block in forward positions. It is more realistic to emplace obstacles that simply disrupt, or at maximum, fix enemy forces. Units overwatching forward obstacles will rarely stay in position long enough to prevent the enemy from eventually breaching. It is more important that the obstacle cause the enemy to take predictable action, rather than truly prevent it from moving forward. Therefore, obstacle efforts forward that slow the enemy or make it deploy its forces earlier than it wanted are preferred over complex obstacles forward. Such efforts are best conserved for final positions or no-penetration lines.

Second, indirect, missile and rocket, and direct fires should be integrated on the location where the enemy will change its movement in response to the obstacle, rather than on the obstacle itself. For example, if the enemy identifies an eleven-row concertina obstacle on a single lane dirt road, it is unlikely it will drive directly up to the obstacle and look at it. Most likely, they will identify the obstacle as the enemy crests an intervisibility line or comes around a corner in the road. Once identified, it will likely back out of visual contact, dismount infantry, and attempt to clear around the obstacle to the next intervisibility line. Friendly fires should be targeted on the suspected dismount location. Ambushing the enemy during their dismount drill is a way to seize initiative.

Finally, 2CR units must be prepared for the enemy’s mounted and dismounted schemes of maneuver. Though the greatest threat to 2CR units are the enemy’s mounted systems, it is important to remain vigilant against the enemy’s dismounted infantry. The enemy will attempt to protect its mounted systems by clearing restrictive terrain with infantry—2CR units must secure their antiarmor systems (mounted and dismounted) against such maneuver, ambush, or envelopment. In fact, if properly accounted for, 2CR units prefer to fight armored forces dismounted. Given 2CR’s dismounted firepower, larger basic load of ammunition, and defensive posture, if the enemy leaves its vehicles’ firepower and protection, 2CR units gain a significant tactical advantage.

**Step 3. Utilize sensors linked to shooters to engage and disrupt the enemy in a forward security area.** According to Army Techniques Publication 3-21.21, *Stryker Infantry Battalion*, establishing a forward security area is optional. However, for an infantry squadron in 2CR, the forward security area is an important element of the defense in depth. First, it enables squadrons to make contact with the enemy as far forward as possible, disrupt its formations, and begin to destroy enemy combat power outside of direct fire contact. This is accomplished, at a minimum, by linking organic reconnaissance assets (Puma, Raven) and forces (scouts, snipers) with the robust mortar capability resident in a Stryker battalion out to five kilometers. When supported with higher echelon reconnaissance (Shadow, Gray Eagle, Prophet/Trojan, or even the regiment’s cavalry squadron) and fires (M777 howitzers, rocket artillery, attack aviation), this forward security area can triple in size.

Second, the use of a forward security area enables 2CR units to achieve greater success against the enemy’s reconnaissance forces. Counterreconnaissance is essential in this fight because early identification of friendly defensive positions enables the enemy to target them with indirect fires prior to direct fire engagement. Such engagements could force forward units to retrograde earlier than desired, reducing the depth of the defense. An effective and robust counterreconnaissance fight retains the element of surprise for the defenders and enables 2CR units to seize the initiative in the fight.

**Step 4. Engage enemy with missile, rocket, and 30 mm fire in accordance with specific criteria.**
Once the enemy has entered the main battle area, battle positions sequence missile, rocket, and 30 mm fires to achieve massed effects on the enemy (see figure 5, page 120). 2CR has antiarmor capacity that can have significant effects on a wide range of threat systems, but there are a number of employment considerations for these systems. As this firepower is distributed amongst dismounted infantry and vehicle platforms, units must make deliberate choices about how they engage. Ideally, units use obstacles and indirect fires to slow or disrupt enemy movement in designated areas. They then use dismounted or mounted ATGMs or, at close range, shoulder-fired rockets to degrade or destroy mounted systems from small, concealed locations. After the initial volley is fired, mounted direct-fire systems (30 mm, MK19, or M2) follow to complete the destruction of the enemy.

If such deliberate sequencing is not possible due to terrain, defenders should look to engage threats with the smallest weapon possible that still yields the desired effect. When engaging tanks, the Javelin missile is the most appropriate system. When dealing with the variety of threat armored fighting vehicles and infantry carriers, M3 Gustav, AT4s, and 30 mm cannons can

---

**Figure 4. Integrate Obstacles, Indirect Fires, Missile/Rocket Fires, and Direct Fires**
all destroy those systems. Strykers cannot carry unlimited ammunition for all weapons systems, so it is important to match the right weapon to the right threat.

Regardless of the system or the methods used, infantry squadrons in 2CR must strive to achieve maximum effects on the initial engagement. As time goes on from the first engagement and positions are compromised, it becomes harder and harder to retain the relative advantage. Therefore, it is important for units to set and describe specific engagement criteria that trigger the use of direct fires. These criteria vary with the situation, but in many cases, targeting the first vehicle in restrictive terrain has benefit, as a destroyed vehicle can block a route and facilitate disengagement. However, if a position is conducive to multiple simultaneous engagements, it may be desirable to allow some number of vehicles to enter the engagement area to maximize the effectiveness of the position prior to withdrawal. Regardless of the conditions, engagement criteria must be disseminated and understood so that the relative advantage gained by surprise is used to its greatest effect.

**Step 5. Disengage in accordance with specific criteria and move to subsequent positions to repeat this process.** For a defense in depth to be effective, units must trade space for time. This means that they must deliberately disengage from contact, move to a subsequent position of advantage, then reengage the enemy. Clear disengagement criteria for each position most efficiently triggers displacement. Criteria can be based on enemy conditions: destruction of certain vehicles, the enemy reaches a certain location, it achieves a specific movement formation, or it brings multiple vehicles to bear on the defensive position. Friendly conditions, such as combat power reduced to a certain level, key munitions remaining, time triggers, or conditions in other areas of the fight that make current positions untenable, can also trigger withdrawal. In particular, the reload and reacquire time for the Javelin missile system, which can extend over a minute whether mounted or dismounted, makes it difficult for that system to have multiple successful engagements from the same position, especially at short range or in restrictive terrain. A Javelin engagement may be the condition for a withdrawal. No matter what condition triggers disengagement, it must be rehearsed at echelon (repeatedly, if possible) prior to engagement with the enemy.

![Figure 5. Engage Enemy with Missile, Rocket, and 30 mm Fire](https://armypubs.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/files/ARM3008083_ADPI-02@0C%20FINAL%20WEB.pdf)
Regardless of the trigger, once it is reached, the unit must disengage. Ideally, units should strive to have at least two elements in set positions engaged or ready to engage the enemy while a third is moving. Having only one position set or allowing set positions to become linear is less optimal as such circumstances increase the probability of enemy penetration. As previously stated, each element must prepare multiple engagements in depth and fully understand the effects they must have on the enemy at each position. By doing so, 2CR units gradually attrit the enemy so that by the time it reaches 2CR’s final battle positions, it lacks the ability to mass fires or effectively maneuver and are destroyed.

**Step 6. Utilize superior mobility to counterattack and disrupt the enemy’s attack.** The mobility of the Stryker platform provides the flexibility for maneuver units to not only withdraw but to also counterattack, either locally or in depth. Responding to changes in the enemy scheme of maneuver, disruption of its tempo, or unexpected openings, 2CR maneuver units should stay alert for opportunities to retake lost battle positions. In doing so, they appear in unexpected locations and can present the enemy with dilemmas from locations the enemy assumed to be abandoned.

Similarly, units should look for opportunities to launch elements of combat power at the flanks or in the rear of the enemy’s attack. Making the battlefield nonlinear; disrupting enemy lines of communication; or destroying their command, control, support, or indirect fire positions can achieve outsized effects and reduce the effectiveness of their attack. Counterattacks should be considered in every defense in depth.

**Step 7. Pass remaining enemy forces on to subsequent forces.** In a large-scale operation, it is likely the enemy will have large numbers of forces in multiple echelons. Though a single maneuver squadron may successfully halt an enemy’s attack or even trigger a withdrawal temporarily, defeating the enemy in one engagement is unlikely. Once the squadron’s position is compromised, the relative advantage decreases. The squadron must disengage before the enemy can target the position directly with additional
forces in echelon or indirectly with mortars, artillery, or missiles. Disengagement can take multiple forms. The same squadron can disengage and move to subsequent positions. The regiment can defend with squadrons in depth and hand the enemy from one maneuver squadron to the next. The fight could be handed over to more heavily armored combined arms battalions or brigades that have established defensive positions in other areas.

**Implications**

When combined with the tactical approach above, the firepower upgrades of 2018 have significantly expanded the threats against which the 2nd Cavalry Regiment can effectively fight and win. Stryker units have always excelled against dismounted threats. The mobility, firepower, and sustainment resident in any Stryker battalion already overmatch any such adversary. In 2CR, however, the Stryker infantry squadron now has the firepower to effectively fight armored, mobile threats. It enjoys overmatch against light-armed reconnaissance forces. With the right tactics, 2CR is also well matched against medium-armed assault forces or mechanized infantry forces equipped with earlier-generation armored vehicles. That said, 2CR infantry squadrons are still challenged to defeat vehicles equipped with longer-range, faster-firing main weapons systems and protected by modern reactive armor. While 2CR can effectively delay these modernized armored and mechanized units, it is difficult for 2CR to defeat these forces.

Therefore, 2CR can effectively deploy to a crisis and then establish a defense in depth to either defeat or delay a wide variety of armored threats. This capability is essential in the European theater, as 2CR is the most responsive and operationally mobile ground force on the continent. In the event of a crisis, especially one where threat integrated air defense systems deny access to aerial platforms, 2CR can alert, marshal, and deploy faster than any other NATO force. Once in the crisis area, 2CR can gain and maintain contact with the enemy while establishing an area defense in depth. Against mechanized airborne or assault forces, this kind of a defense can defeat their attack. Against more heavily armored forces, 2CR can delay the enemy’s advance, buying space and time for U.S. and NATO armored forces to arrive in the region and enter the fight.

Going forward, these tactics and procedures should inform 2CR training in theater. The current training glide path of the regiment fully supports the further development of these tactics and preparation for their employment in theater. U.S. and German training areas facilitate building these skills at the squad, platoon, and troop levels, while the major theater exercises (e.g., Saber Guardian, Saber Strike, Defender 2020, Noble Partner) provide opportunities for squadrons to apply these tactics in a crisis scenario. Furthermore, partnerships and exercises should be leveraged toward interoperability with allied nations that possess similar experience and weapons platforms such as the Boxer armored fighting vehicles of Germany and the United Kingdom, the BTR armored personnel carriers in Eastern Europe, or the Polish army’s Rosomak wheeled armored vehicles. Combat training center rotations to the Joint Multinational Readiness Center validate the regiment’s ability to employ maneuver squadrons using these tactics in a regimental-level operation.

Despite its suitability for Europe, the efficacy of 2CR’s firepower upgrades, its new tactics, and the expanded effectiveness of the Stryker formation are not limited to this theater. These innovations enable Stryker units to fully realize the potential of the platform and to expand their utility for the Army. Increasing the firepower of the other Stryker brigade combat teams in the Army and further developing these tactics could create a more flexible force, blending both mounted and dismounted maneuver to achieve outsized effects against a wider range of threats. It would allow the Stryker to better fulfill its role as the U.S. Army’s medium force.

---

**Notes**

1. Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, *Operations* (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Publishing Office, July 2019), 4-1. The significance and role of positions of relative advantage and initiatives are introduced in ADP 3-0 on pages 1-9 and 1-11, respectively.


4. This is in accordance with Army Techniques Publication 3-21.21, *SBCT Infantry Battalion* (Washington, DC: U.S. GPO, March 2016), chap. 5, sec. II.

5. Ibid., para. 5-78.
Tactital Data Science

Col. Harry D. Tunnell IV, PhD, U.S. Army, Retired

Shortly after I returned from a combat deployment to Afghanistan in 2010, I commented to an interviewer that “the institution [U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command] is putting out a good rifleman. What they are not doing is putting out a good rifleman for the digital age.” Despite a decade’s passage, there appears to have been little progress. It seems that the military education and training system continues to emphasize industrial age information management practices in tactical units. This approach ultimately hampers military operations at the tactical level of war in today’s information age.

The lack of progress is unfortunate because special skills and competencies are required for digital transformations. This article proposes a set of skills and competencies for digital transformation at the tactical level of war that can easily be taught by the institutional Army and be sustained with small-unit training. The result will be a data science discipline customized for personnel in tactical units.
The U.S. Army needs a specialized data science discipline to help leaders transform raw data captured by myriad systems in small units and other sources into useful tactical information. A lack of knowledge in small units about digital data (hereinafter data) and the tools to capture, manage, and analyze data locally inhibits a battle staff’s ability to gain tactical insights from data. Soldiers need more than mere competency with tactical information systems such as FBCB2 (Force XXI Battle Command, Brigade and Below, a command and control system in command posts [CPs] and combat vehicles). They need to understand the capture, management, and analysis of data, which I call tactical data science.

**Using Data in Decision-Making**

Data-driven decision-making is the practice of making decisions based more upon the analysis of data than intuition. Today, writing about using data to inform decision-making is almost cliché. Yet the reality is that in the twenty-first century, small-unit leaders still use physical artifacts and static electronic data rather than dynamic or streaming data for tactical planning and decision-making. As a practical matter, this means that leaders rely on artifacts informed by someone else’s intuition rather than using data to inform their own coup d’oeil.

In today’s era of big data (data that requires high-performance processing and large computational infrastructure, and is characterized by its volume, velocity, and variety at scale), there are tools designed for insight generation from data. What is missing for tactical leaders are soldiers trained to use the tools to exploit today’s modern data-rich tactical environment. Unfortunately, even when a battle staff has the right tools (and they do), soldiers do not have the training to use them well, and leaders do not have the background to ensure that the battle staff is focused on the right data to solve the tactical problem at hand.

Leaders need to ask questions with data in mind. They must frame their questions to the battle staff in ways that can be tested with data. Let us use a hypothetical intelligence briefing (based upon a 5th Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 2nd Infantry Division, CP practice in Afghanistan) as an example. The briefing is conducted using dynamic data stored in databases that can be queried during the briefing:

1. The commander identifies a topic that he or she wants more detail about and begins to ask questions.
2. The commander and staff brainstorm and shape the commander’s questions into four hypothesis statements.
3. The intelligence section queries databases and creates visualizations. Enough data is available to test the first two hypothesis statements and decisions are made based upon these data.
4. After seeing the visualizations, the commander decides that the third hypothesis statement is not relevant. It is discarded, and the staff clearly understands that they do not need to follow up on the hypothesis.
5. The commander and staff revise the fourth hypothesis statement. Databases are queried, but acceptable data is not available.
6. The commander and staff craft priority intelligence requirements (PIR) and information requirements (IR) that are designed to gather the right data to test the final hypothesis.

The example highlights that commanders are an integral part of crafting hypothesis statements and making visualization decisions. To participate effectively, commanders must understand data and the tools and processes used to interact with data. The PIR and IR in the example are forms of research questions used to frame future data collection.

**Vignettes**

In this section, I provide a few real-world examples of generating insights from data to inform tactical decisions. The vignettes are all from combat and are filtered through the lens of my postmilitary work as an information technology professional and informatics educator.
Thinking out loud. During briefings, the practice of “thinking out loud” caused unnecessary work for the brigade staff. During a briefing, I might ask a series of questions about something I thought was interesting. In a nondigital environment, a staff officer would do a quick search of internal references (e.g., staff duty journal entries, situation reports, intelligence presentations, doctrinal manuals) and provide feedback. I would then decide if additional investigation was merited. I had seen many commanders use a similar approach throughout my career.

I did not comprehend that digital systems and data required analytical processes that were much different from those for an analysis using traditional physical documents and electronic data. Data scientists spend an extraordinary amount of time preparing data; by some estimates, about 80 percent of their time is spent on such tasks. My lack of understanding about data and modern information systems slowed down processes within the CP. My questions were constructed for an “old school” analysis. I soon realized that I was the delay and had caused the staff to spend days and weeks on data preparation whenever I asked a question because they were using data science techniques to interact with data. I had created many inefficiencies for a staff working hard to respond to their commander, and I needed to correct the situation.

After realizing that I was the bottleneck, I asked the staff to tutor me. I learned about the different information systems, databases, data formats, and data retrieval practices common in the CP. This helped me to anticipate what would be required from a technical perspective to answer my questions. The result was that I asked questions differently, and I began to give the staff parameters for data collection and analysis. This led to our practice of data derived PIRs and IRs.
Digital overlays. Figure 1 depicts the enemy situation in the brigade’s area of operation combined with a historical drawing of a mujahideen defense in the same area during the Soviet-Afghan War (1979–1989). Intelligence analysts came up with the idea to use historical artifacts to explore previously established patterns. The pattern that the drawing in figure 1 describes is that the mujahideen did not conduct military operations in the northeastern quadrant (bounded by Highway 617) because they used it as a living area for their families.7

The analyst’s approach was brilliant. By incorporating historical drawings, we could watch for indicators of a previously established pattern (or the absence of indicators). These indicators allowed us to apply maneuver resources more efficiently. What figure 1 showed us was that enemy activity was unlikely to manifest in the northeastern quadrant.8 When our own tactical data supported the pattern (red icons are enemy contact), we began to make decisions based upon the pattern.

We were interested in correlations and not causality. Consequently, we never investigated why the Taliban did not fight in this area. Once the historical pattern manifested, we surmised the area was secure enough for development resources (e.g., U.S. Agency for International Development). This allowed us to shift the main effort in this area to civil-military operations. We then refocused maneuver forces in other areas so that we could continue our hunt for enemy tactical formations and complete their destruction.

A battle captain’s initiative. Unmanned aircraft system (UAS) streaming video would typically be displayed on a large plasma screen near other tactical displays at the front of the CP. While this provided excellent observation of a very localized area, it lacked tactical context because the surrounding environment could not be viewed.

Capt. Shaun Young, a battle captain, integrated observation and position location data from the UAS airborne assets in Regional Command–South (RC-S) into one view that was then combined with other tactical information. He integrated Land Warrior (a personal fighting system for infantry soldiers that includes a tactical computer that shows position location...
information for those wearing the system) and FBCB2 information. His visualization also included position location information from fighter aircraft that was integrated into our FBCB2 network. Leaders could now see all UAS locations in RC-S and click an aircraft icon to see the camera feed. Consequently, a leader could see a UAS feed in context with other tactical information. (If a leader decided to observe a specific feed in detail, he or she could still view the large single-feed screen.) The solution was not perfect as there was approximately nineteen seconds of latency; however, this was acceptable because of the benefit of the additional context.

**Honesty trace.** During our deployment, I read an article in Stars and Stripes about a technique that U.S. Marine Corps units in Helmand Province were using to avoid getting blown up by improvised explosive devices. Dismounted patrols tracked their actual patrol routes using commercial handheld GPS devices. When a patrol returned to base, the data from their route was retrieved and posted on a physical map. This was known as an honesty trace. Once the Marines knew the patterns they were setting, they could design patrol routes to frustrate enemy improvised explosive device teams. The method was manual and local to individual small units. I asked the brigade staff to learn more about the approach.

When I followed up with the staff, I was told that they thought they could create digital honesty traces. The operations research and systems analysis (ORSA) personnel in the intelligence section had taken the lead and developed a solution. The procedure that emerged was that the intelligence section took all FBCB2 data in the brigade and created features to show honesty traces for every brigade company-size unit.

The effort resulted in a digital overlay that was updated frequently and was sent out on a routine basis to every unit in the brigade. This would ensure that when one unit was operating in another unit’s area, they were able to review patterns set by any brigade unit traversing the area. If a commander noticed a pattern or choke point, he or she could simply draw a box around the area on a digital overlay, send it to his or her subordinates, and direct them to stay out of the area for an extended period (e.g., ninety days) to disrupt an emerging pattern for the enemy.

Before implementing honesty traces, Stryker vehicle drivers were approximately 66 percent of the brigade’s killed in action. After honesty traces, no Stryker drivers were killed.

**Predictive intelligence.** Once the brigade learned to use FBCB2 data in visualizations, there were other innovations. FBCB2 time series vehicle data was combined with other time stamped data to create interactive visualizations. For example, information about enemy communication and FBCB2 movement data were integrated into a single animation displaying the intersection of friendly movement patterns and suspicious communication patterns.

As the animation of friendly movement occurred, communication activities were displayed. The animation was critically reviewed to assess whether the communicator was in a position (based upon terrain analysis using other tools) to see the column. This assessment resulted in a predictive intelligence product to identify possible Taliban observation posts and plan countermeasures accordingly.

**Killer data.** Maj. Derek McClain, the brigade intelligence officer, asked to do a brigade data collection concept of operations (CONOP, a type of tactical plan in RC-S that had to be approved before large-scale operations could be conducted). The idea was to conduct tactical operations and focus intelligence assets on the area of an ongoing operation to collect data about the enemy. A detailed digital overlay of the enemy...
situation could then be created. The initial data capture was so successful that a second brigade CONOP for data collection was conducted.\textsuperscript{13}

The payoff for the brigade came toward the end of the deployment. The Taliban was massing a large force in the Task Force (TF) Buffalo area to attack a Stryker platoon vehicle patrol base. As intelligence methodology and their method can be used to inform a tactical data science practice.

**Data science methods.** Data scientists begin with a research question or hypothesis, which leads to finding relevant data. Once they have the data, it is preprocessed (e.g., data cleaning) using a variety of techniques to make the raw data suitable for analysis.

\begin{quote}
Industrial-age thinking assumes that there is a lack of data while information-age thinking is the opposite. The challenge today is not the absence of data, it is the lack of knowledge about how to acquire, manage, and analyze data.
\end{quote}

on the situation began to develop, I ordered a cavalry troop to reinforce TF Buffalo.

As part of the reinforcement, the brigade intelligence section began to forward intelligence products derived from the two CONOPs to TF Buffalo. As TF Buffalo consumed the data, I received a call from the commander, Lt. Col. Jonathan Neumann. He believed that the intelligence was precise enough for an offensive operation and requested permission to attack. I approved the plan, and the task force conducted a preemptive attack on the Taliban. Simultaneously, Maj. Michael Gephart, the brigade fusion chief, provided intelligence products to Australian and Dutch special operations forces operating in the area and coordinated for attacks on the Taliban flanks and rear.

The destruction of the enemy force was complete. Intelligence reporting indicated that the Taliban issued orders to not assemble in groups larger than three to five personnel for fear of renewed attacks.\textsuperscript{14} All of this occurred while the brigade was in redeployment operations. Killer data combined with tactically savvy leaders and courageous soldiers ensured that redeployment continued unabated.

**Tactical Data Science Framework**

The vignettes are examples of using data to gain a maneuver advantage. But before similar successes with data can be efficiently adapted by other organizations to their tactical problems, a repeatable framework is necessary. Data scientists follow a methodology and their method can be used to inform a tactical data science practice.

After preprocessing, the data is explored to understand its usefulness, and data scientists refine their research questions and hypothesis statements, develop ideas about variables, and decide how to transform or combine data to create features.

Machine learning models are built for classification and prediction. This is a resource intensive activity because data must be labeled for model training.\textsuperscript{15} Once the model is trained and the analysis is completed, the results are disseminated. If the output is not going to be consumed by data scientists, it is usually shared as reports, summaries, and visualizations.

**Tactical data science methods.** Traditional data science methods are at the core of tactical data science. These methods are surrounded by a military context so they can be applied to solve tactical problems in combat. For example, data-derived PIRs and IRs feed into the formal tactical planning process. And CP personnel can assist with data labeling using modern tools such as Amazon SageMaker Ground Truth.

During planning, each staff element does its own estimate. This includes retrieving data from known sources and identifying previously unknown but existing sources with potentially relevant data. If the staff estimates find adequate data to answer the PIRs and IRs, a data capture plan is unnecessary. If they do not, then a plan for data capture is created (plans can include activities in the physical or digital space, e.g., capturing prisoners or identifying resources to convert interrogation notes into a specific digital format).
Even with such a framework, common digital skills are required. If one believes that data can lead to important insights, then every soldier and leader in the Army should have the basic skills to support tactical data science. (Not everyone will be a data scientist. The skills must be matched to the expected level of training and education for soldiers in a particular role.)

Tactical data science supports network-centric operations. Consequently, a fully implemented tactical data science practice occurs at the brigade level and above because battalion and below units do not have the resources for network-centric operations. Even with this observation, a core set of digital skills is necessary throughout the Army because data is managed at all echelons (e.g., digital photos taken on patrol, squad patrol reports, CP staff journals).

### Tactical Data Science Skills in Training and Education

It is unlikely that tactical leaders will have a deep understanding of big data from their military education and training. Developing such knowledge requires specialized skills and years of education. Fortunately, there are transferable skills learned by using small data (small data has characteristics like big data, but datasets are small enough to be held in memory on a local machine). Learning how to use small data can be trained in the current military education and training system.

Education is used to develop critical thinking skills, which can be advanced using the military university system. Training focuses on repetitive tasks. Tasks, conditions, and standards should be written for tactical data science activities and be evaluated during field training. Education and training will ensure that soldiers understand data management and can perform duties such as data preprocessing.

### Table 1. Summary of Tactical Data Science Skills That Should Be Taught to Enlisted Personnel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Skills and Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial entry</td>
<td>Basic battlefield data management (images, storyboards, etc.). Static data such as patrol reports and presentations should be managed with metadata. Labeling data for machine learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle staff noncommissioned officer and similar courses</td>
<td>Manage data in command posts (CP). Basic knowledge of managing small information systems (e.g., platoon or company CP). Labeling data for machine learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced noncommissioned officer courses</td>
<td>Advanced data management skills in CPs. Supervising data preparation teams. Competence with managing intermediate information systems (e.g., battalion CP or brigade or higher staff section).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergeants Major Academy</td>
<td>Manage brigade and higher CPs as complete information systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having a battle staff that can perform exploratory analysis with small datasets is important. It lowers the burden on what will be a small tactical data science team, and it lessens the need to request intelligence products from another headquarters. With the right skills, battle staff personnel will be able to explore the data themselves; they will be able to answer many PIR and IR locally.

### Training for Tactical Data Science

Industrial-age thinking assumes that there is a lack of data while information-age thinking is the opposite. The challenge today is not the absence of data, it is the lack of knowledge about how to acquire, manage, and analyze data. This is a reason that core skills at all echelons are important. Table 1 and table 2 (on page 130) depict tactical data science skills that should be taught to enlisted soldiers and officers, respectively, at each level of professional military education.

In addition to programs devoted to new skills, there are opportunities to modify currently existing
skills. For example, ORSA personnel have skills that can transfer to a data scientist role. In fact, ORSA personnel often serve as proxy data scientists. Specialists in simulations may also have crossover skills. Giving ORSA personnel and other specialists opportunities to transition to a data scientist role can quickly advance a tactical data science capability.

**Tactical Data Science Example**

The following example demonstrates the difference between how commanders consume information today and how they could possibly use it within a tactical data science practice. The scenario is that a brigade commander is reviewing reports of what has happened in his or her area of responsibility. Currently, such reports are typically captured on Department of the Army (DA) Form 1594, “Daily Staff Journal or Duty Officer’s Log,” by the brigade battle captain and members of his or her shift. The same general version of the form has been in use since the early 1960s.

**The current way to manage shift data.** During a shift, several DA Forms 1594 are completed. The forms are used to record the date and time of an incident, a description of an incident and the action taken in response, and the initials of the person making the journal entry. Completed forms are often placed in a three-ring binder so that they can be reviewed by the commander at his or her workstation. Additionally, each staff section of a brigade battle staff keeps records using DA Form 1594. These records are maintained by an individual staff section and are not combined with the records from the battle captain’s shift. Finally, subordinate units down to company level manage information using DA Form 1594. This methodology is common.

In the current practice, information for the commander is often in a single physical location and in a format that precludes widespread dissemination or integration with other data. Even when electronic versions of the form are used, the entries are typed and stored in a shared folder on a drive, or the form is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Summary of Tactical Data Science Skills That Should Be Taught to Officers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precommissioning sources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A basic understanding of statistical analysis and data science tools. Competence with basic programming skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic course</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic battlefield data management (images, storyboards, etc.). Static data such as patrol reports and presentations should be managed with metadata. Supervising data preparation teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Career course</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined Arms Services Staff School</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This school should be revived. It should teach officers to manage staff sections and command posts as information systems. Graduates of this course should be able to perform data preprocessing, conduct tactical analysis with business analytics tools, and use GIS. Basic programming skills refresher. Students should be introduced to research questions and hypotheses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Command and General Staff College</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to build bespoke information systems. Programming skills refresher. Competence with project management tools (consider tactical planning a project). Skilled use of GIS and the integration of GIS with other systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>War College</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced education about research questions and hypothesis statements. Application of the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom hierarchy and network-centric warfare theory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table by author)
printed and placed in a three-ring binder. Regardless of what happens to the form, this is static data that lacks context. The commander receives information that is fragmented because of these data silos. He or she only sees what the battle captain's shift has recorded and placed at his or her workstation.

A modern way to manage shift data. In a digital environment, the organization, storage, and use of data should be much different. Rather than using physical or electronic forms, the battle staff could enter data into a relational database management system (RDBMS). To support this, standardized reporting formats should be updated to enhance management and search of data in an RDBMS. A platform that takes advantage of machine learning could then be used to interact with the data.

Using an RDBMS provides structured data that is more useful for analysis with modern tools. Furthermore, data is available from all staff sections and subordinate units since they can use the same RDBMS. (And vice versa, the brigade battle captain shift data is available to others.) Finally, if the commander, after an initial personal exploration, decides that he or she wants a deeper analysis, then he or she can task the tactical data science team.

To highlight how such a process should work, a prototype RDBMS DA Form 1594 (DA 1594 Prototype) was created. The prototype is a combination of selected attributes from the DA Form 1594 and U.S. Army Spot Report format as well as attributes for additional tactical context. The prototype is a Microsoft Access RDBMS, which is commonly available in CPs due to the dominance of the Microsoft Office suite of products for office productivity tasks throughout the Army.

The data for the prototype represents reports in a fictional brigade CP. The data was created for illustrative purposes and does not represent the real activities of any Army unit. The dataset combined fictional headings, fictional reporting by units, and fictional attack times with 551 records of real terrorist attacks from the Global Terrorism Database. The DA 1594 Prototype (see figure 2, page 131) demonstrates how a modern staff tool should look.

An advantage of using an RDBMS rather than a three-ring binder is that leaders can interact with the
Data differently. For example, one can apply filters. This allows users to explore data in ways that are impossible to do with printed forms in three-ring binders or forms stored as static electronic data.

Another advantage of an RDBMS is that the data is easily accessed with business intelligence (BI) tools. The advantage of BI tools is that they are designed for laypeople and often include an embedded machine learning capability, which is a powerful technology for gaining insights from data. This approach is novel for small-unit CP data, which is typically not analyzed at all. Microsoft Power BI Desktop is the BI tool used for this example.

There are many options when using BI tools. For example, one can visualize data as geospatial data. By using the map functionality, patterns about the proximity of attacks to one another are discernible. Making such connections from individual staff duty journal pages in a three-ring binder or forms stored as static electronic data is impossible for most people.

Using a BI tool to visualize position location data can be done in seconds, while transcribing the same data from a written form to a physical or digital map takes much longer and is rife with opportunities for transcription errors. Another option with a BI tool is the reports functionality. This is useful for summarizing data in charts, graphs, and other formats. Figure 3 (on page 133) is an example of the different reports that can be created from data stored in the DA 1594 Prototype.

Making sense of tactical data. What is noteworthy about the example to this point is that any commander or member of a battle staff would have the skills to interact with the data. Even more noteworthy is that this level of analysis could be done in a few minutes. (Trying to create such ad hoc reports using

A soldier attached to 2nd Battalion, 1st Infantry Regiment, 5th Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 2nd Infantry Division, uses a Handheld Inter-agency Identification Detection Equipment (HIIDE) device 16 January 2010 during a cooperative medical engagement in the Maiwand District, Hatal, Afghanistan. The HIIDE system is a multimodal biometric system that collects and compares fingerprints, iris images, and facial photos against an internally downloaded biometric watch list. (Photo by Staff Sgt. Dayton Mitchell, U.S. Air Force)
traditional resources and methods takes hours or days.) Furthermore, another advantage of modern tools is that the analysis can be set up as standard reports and the data will be refreshed as the data changes.

Handoff to the tactical data science team. The bar chart in figure 3 shows that the bombing/explosion attack is the most successful enemy operation. Consequently, it is a good topic for deeper analysis. Once the commander has identified this, he engages the tactical data science team. The team uses different tools with more capability (that also require more education and training). Even though they may start with the same dataset, the tactical data science team uses it differently and for a different purpose. The research question for the tactical data science team is, “What characteristics of the bombing/explosion attack can be analyzed for potential countermeasures?”

This type of research question is salient because the data available from a battle captain shift is inherently limited due to the nature of recordkeeping in a CP. Consequently, even with the enhancement of an RDBMS, there are limitations to such data. Rather, the dataset is used by tactical data scientists to identify ideas for new data sources to mine for different insights.

IBM SPSS Statistics is a statistical analysis tool that many ORSA personnel use, and it is the application used for this part of the example. To focus the analysis, the success of the bombing/explosion attack was redefined as the total number of casualties rather than the attributes of count by type (killed in action and wounded in action) used in the DA 1594 Prototype. The SPSS transform function was used to combine the \texttt{LINE9\_KIA} and \texttt{LINE10\_WIA} variables and create the \texttt{Casualties} feature for the analysis.

The descriptive statistics of \texttt{Casualties} in table 3 provide interesting insights. First, there are three cases of missing data, which means that 98.72\% of the data is present.
percent of the reports include casualty data. One can infer from this statistic that units are trained on the reporting format, and they are following the reporting procedure correctly. Second, the mean ($M = 8.21$) and standard deviation ($SD = 16.47$) indicate quite a bit of dispersion around the mean. This can be an indicator of a lack of consistency or outliers in the data. This could imply a need to validate any conclusions from the analysis with multiple techniques. Third, the median ($Mdn = 3$) indicates that 50 percent of attacks result in three casualties or less. This suggests that there might be opportunities to isolate attack results with a low number of casualties and learn from them.

Visualizing the data as a histogram (as shown in figure 4, page 135) can help one understand the mean and median results. For example, not only does the median indicate that 50 percent of the attacks result in three casualties or less, but most of them also do not result in any casualties. If the tactical data science team can identify patterns for no-casualty attacks, they can share them throughout the force, and units can update their tactics.

The histogram can also be used to home in on high-casualty attacks. In this scenario, the commander decided that thirty casualties in a single incident is a high-casualty attack because the loss of a platoon can make a company ineffective. (A platoon is approximately thirty to forty people, and a company is approximately 80 to 170 people.) If the data science team identifies patterns for attacks with thirty or more casualties, it could be possible to design countermeasures to reduce enemy opportunities to attack.

Finally, by conducting a crosstabs analysis (see table 4, page 136), it is possible to explore the frequency of unit reporting. Three units (Company A, 1st Battalion, 9th Infantry Regiment; Headquarters and Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, 508th Parachute Infantry Regiment; and 2nd Battalion, 1st Infantry Regiment) report 41.2 percent of the attacks. Analyzing operations and casualties in these unit areas is an opportunity to understand enemy and friendly tactics related to bombing/explosion attacks.

This part of the example has demonstrated how to explore the data. This is an early step in any analysis. Among the next steps are to use advanced techniques such as machine learning to conduct an analysis or if the data is insufficient, to identify additional data sources. A search for more data could result in extremely large

### Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Bombing/Explosion Attack Casualties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bombing/Explosion</th>
<th>Casualties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variance</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>271.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum</strong></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table by author)
datasets for a small tactical data science team to prepare. Fortunately, since all soldiers in the CP have a core set of skills, the battle captain shift can be used to help with basic data preprocessing tasks and data labeling.

**Discussion**

A tactical data science practice within CPs allows units to take advantage of locally generated raw data and other sources of raw data. The example demonstrates that meaningful insights are possible with the data managed in small units. This affords leaders better opportunities than the ones they currently have when they must rely on external resources that they do not control. This is not to imply that only locally sourced or managed data is useful. Rather, it shows how commanders can directly interact with data and use it to inform their own decisions and guidance to the battle staff. Furthermore, it prevents the battle staff from being left at the mercy of the external agencies that generate operations and intelligence products that may or may not be timely or solve the local tactical problem.

The Army has one of the most extensive university-level education systems in the United States (based upon the combination of colleges, universities, and scholarships). There is no excuse for such educational potential to be wasted teaching old processes. To gain the most benefit from data, people doing an analysis should be as knowledgeable about the people, process, and technology required for a true digital transformation as they are about fighting.

Ideas about modern technology, data, and fighting should be integrated and complementary. This is in contrast to the construct proposed by some military
intellectuals that they are distinct, competitive, and undesirable at the tactical level of war. Military students can, and should, be required to take classes that will teach them how to capture, manage, and analyze killer data as small-unit leaders.

Today, data from the vast collection of DA Forms 1594 are not useful for analysis because the content of these forms is simply not available. The forms are maintained as handwritten or printed papers or electronic static documents on storage devices. The United States has been at war in Afghanistan since 2001. Every deployed Army unit kept records using the DA Form 1594. This means that nearly two decades of organizable, searchable, and maintainable small-unit data have been kept from deploying units.

Conclusion

Managing data in a CP is the first echelon of a tactical data science practice. The second is having trained data scientists as part of the modified table of organization and equipment. CP personnel should manage and explore routine data while data scientists transform and combine it for a deeper and more robust analysis. Data scientists also have skills to create data pipelines that automate processing and moving data.

Creating a tactical data science discipline provides commanders with an ability to use advanced techniques with data for tactical decision-making in combat. A great deal about the environment and enemy can be derived from data that are readily available from the tactical information systems common in small units. However, leaders are missing opportunities to use these data. Tactical data science corrects this and provides the Army with an opportunity to gain a maneuver advantage through the smart use of locally captured and managed data and raw data from other sources.

Finally, in looking toward the future, having tactical leaders who understand data science can alleviate challenges in emerging artificial intelligence programs, such as bias in machine learning models. For example, factors that contribute to model bias are selecting the wrong data to train the model and building models that do not reflect environmental realities as they are based upon incorrect assumptions. To mitigate this, some researchers are creating

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-17 IN</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-1 IN</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-17 FA</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-23 IN</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/1-9 IN</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/1-9 IN</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSTB/5/2 SBCT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/1-9 IN</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>86.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHC/1-508 IN</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>233</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table by author)
audit systems to scrutinize predictive models before they are deployed. Building a tactical data science capability ensures that combat leaders at the tactical level of war understand the basic principles of machine learning and are available to knowledgeably help with the development or governance of artificial intelligence programs.

The author would like to thank Col. Scott Nestler, PhD, U.S. Army, retired, for his review of an early draft of the manuscript.

Notes

4. Dynamic data is data that is updated, streaming data is a constant flow of data, and static data is unchanging. Data can be digital and electronic. We are interested in digital data, which has elements that can be extracted and shared across diverse systems. Some digital artifacts are also electronic data, such as a PDF locked for editing, which is ultimately static data. Metadata is available for all forms of data (dynamic, streaming, and electronic). It can be managed and analyzed using the techniques described in this article.
8. 5th Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 2nd Infantry Division, “Governance Then and Now” (Joint Base Lewis-McChord, WA: Governance, Reconstruction, and Development Fusion Cell, 2010), slide 1.
13. Ibid.
15. Supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning are popular machine learning techniques. Supervised learning requires data to be labeled. Unsupervised learning does not require labeled data. Reinforcement learning has an agent interact with the environment and learn based upon rewards. Supervised learning is arguably the most common machine learning approach.
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A study of the twenty-first century provides numerous examples of how extraordinary changes in society and technology shape humanity’s rapidly changing world. These advances deliver the ability for any individual to communicate effectively with large numbers of people at a scale greater than previously imagined — with unprecedented effect. Reports of incidents occurring within a limited area can reach regional, national, or even global significance within minutes of occurrence by electronic means, and those reports often reflect the bias of the distributor. Advances in technology also make it easier to deceive individuals and groups of people, and to interfere in various aspects of their lives. Narratives of events circulate biased, selective, and even false information to reinforce or attack views and opinions worldwide, something previously reserved for select individuals or groups.

Meanwhile, many nations are reexamining the utility of legacy alliances and global or regional institutions within the context of new challenges and threats for support, protection, and safety; they are questioning these bonds and looking internally or to new partnerships for solutions to secure their futures. Economies have become interdependent and competitive, yet at the same time, nations are engaging in economic disputes that are reshaping the production and trading of goods and services. The amount of information available has grown exponentially, along with the speed at which many events occur. A convergence of multiple technologies that are disruptive (some good, some bad) to economies, institutions, and traditional capabilities — autonomy, blockchains, robotics, biotech, nanotechnology, advanced networking (G-5), and sensors, to name a few — have given rise to the need for greater information technology capability and capacity to handle the exponential growth in available data. This is the environment as it exists now, and it will only become more complex in the future.

All this change affects the way humanity identifies and reacts to threats to its way of life. Writing at the end of the twenty-first century’s second decade to predict the
operational environment of the European and Indian Ocean-Pacific theaters from 2028 to 2035 is challenging. Existing trends and projections provide a good estimation of demographics and other known factors that will potentially influence the makeup of these theaters during that time span. However, there are significant unknowns about other crucial factors—economic, environmental, political, and military—that complicate the ability to develop a reasonable portrayal of how and where Russia, China, or other competitors can and will challenge the United States and its allies as they attempt to contest global norms and alter the balance of power.

The U.S. Army has developed a new operational concept primarily to meet the challenges that Russia and China present but that also applies to competition and potential conflict with North Korea, Iran, and violent extremist organizations. Known as The United States Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028, this concept discusses how the Army, as part of the joint force and in conjunction with allies and partners, will confront the threat posed by Russia, China, or any other potential adversary in both competition and conflict. Overlaying the current doctrinal framework of decisive action, multi-domain operations (MDO) is conducted at all levels of war—strategic, operational, and tactical—and can extend from within the United States to deep within an adversary’s homeland. In a change from previous operational concepts that only apply during periods of conflict, Army forces will provide critical capabilities to enable the joint force to execute MDO against potential adversaries during periods of both competition and conflict.

Military Problem
An examination of Russian new-generation warfare capabilities and of China’s economic growth and informatized warfare and systems-confrontation concepts demonstrates a deliberate and aggressive willingness to confront the United States, its allies, and its partners not seen since the days of the Cold War. By attaining strategic objectives below the threshold of war, Russia and China have sought, and have been increasingly able, to improve their stature among nonaligned nations and offer them alternatives to a Western-dominated world. Having observed U.S. military dominance over the past thirty years and taking advantage of U.S. adjustments to global and regional force postures, Russia and China learned to employ a combination of asymmetric and standoff conventional means to challenge, intimidate, and coerce the United States, its allies, and its partners. To this end, Russian and Chinese modernization efforts seek to reduce the United States’ comparative military advantages in order to present the United States with a dilemma it has not faced in decades—how to deter and defeat a near-peer threat.

Institutional Problem
As part of the joint force, the Army needs a way to adapt future force development to maximize the
effectiveness of MDO to deter adversaries from aggressive behaviors toward other nations, defend against their divisive activities in periods of competition, and defeat near-peer threats in armed conflict. In the past, the Army utilized the Battlefield Development Plan (BDP) as the means of presenting doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, facilities, and policy (DOTMLPF-P) recommendations to prepare the force for future conflicts.3 Russia’s assertiveness on the world stage along with the emergence of China as a near-peer threat has resurrected interest in the BDP as a means of identifying and prioritizing DOTMLPF-P recommendations for action by the Army’s leadership due to its top-down approach as opposed to the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System/capabilities-based assessment bottom-up approach. The BDP provides a means to best identify gaps against multiple specific near-peer threats and prioritize integrated DOTMLPF-P solutions across Army functions and joint domains. Development of the BDP signifies the Army’s return to a threat-focused, capability-driven process for modernization.

In order to implement the MDO concept, the Army needs to define the problems it faces from near-peer threats or other competitors, analyze the variables affecting the problem, and provide recommendations about solutions for implementation. To this end, the Army has revived the BDP to conduct analysis of near-peer adversaries. The BDP provides an operationally focused, campaign-level approach with linkages from strategy and force structure to capability and program development, providing a comprehensive look not readily provided by recent approaches to scenario planning and strategic analyses.4

**History of the Battlefield Development Plan**

Following the Vietnam War, the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) led the effort to shift the force’s focus from counterinsurgency to major combat operations in order to counter the growing conventional Soviet threat in central Europe. From 1973 to 1977, the immediate concern was rebuilding the current force to fight the Soviets in the near term.5 By late 1977, Gen. Donn Starry, then commander of TRADOC, believed the time had come to begin a longer-range projection of Soviet and U.S. capabilities.6 In August 1977, Starry set his combat development planners to work on the first BDP (see figure 1, page 141), published in November 1978.7 According to Starry, the BDP was “to be used as a road map for the future.”8

**Lt. Col. Wilson C. Blythe Jr., U.S. Army,** is a strategist with the Futures and Concepts Center. His service includes deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan. He graduated from the University of Mississippi with a bachelor’s degree in history. He also holds a master’s degree in history from Eastern Michigan University. Blythe is a recipient of the Army Historical Foundation’s Distinguished Writing Award (2013).

**David Farrell** is a defense analyst and former U.S. Army infantry officer who works for the Mitre Corporation. He has over twenty years of experience spanning operational assignments and force development and modernization projects supporting Headquarters, Department of the Army, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, and U.S. Army Futures Command. He holds a master’s degree in systems engineering from the George Washington University and a bachelor’s degree in history from the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

**Tim Jacobsen** is a retired U.S. Army officer, currently supporting Army Futures Command as a defense contractor, with master’s degrees from Georgetown University and the U.S. Army’s School of Advanced Military Studies. He has experience serving at every level from the Joint Staff and Capitol Hill down to platoon level, including assignments in Europe, the Pacific, and three deployments to Iraq.

**James Owens** is a retired U.S. Army officer. Currently supporting Army Futures Command, his experience covers engineering, information technology, and joint force and Army concept development as a defense contractor. He is a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute and the United States Army War College. His military experience includes command and staff assignments from the platoon to the Army service component command level, including assignments in Europe, the Pacific, and deployments to Bosnia, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Djibouti.
The BDP outlined priorities and issues requiring the Army’s attention. Based on an assessment of selected near-term force readiness and programs for midrange force modernization, the BDP listed requirements necessary for program improvement. The BDP also included an assessment of the U.S. and Soviet militaries detailing effects of technology as well as problems with training, personnel acquisition, and spiraling costs.9

The BDP analyzed ten critical tasks viewed as encompassing all aspects of conflict for the next decade using data on existing and planned materiel solutions as a basis for setting priorities and for influencing planning, programming, and budgeting by the Department of the Army. The Army grouped the ten tasks into two primary battlefield functions: central battle and force generation. The essential tasks for central battle were target servicing; counterfire; air defense; logistical support; and command, control, communications/electronic warfare. The critical tasks for force generation included intelligence, interdiction, mobility, reconstitution, and force movement.10

The BDP began by forecasting a future operational environment, including both specific Soviet capabilities and the impact of the rapid technological change. Next, the BDP presented a detailed net assessment that compared U.S. and Soviet capabilities across the full range of functions listed above. The meat of the BDP was contained in its battlefield analysis. It used the ten critical tasks to assess a division’s ability to execute the Army’s emerging doctrine—AirLand Battle—against the Soviet Union in Europe with current and planned systems to determine current and remaining deficiencies (capability gaps). Finally, the BDP concluded with specific recommendations and prioritized DOTMLPF-P solution areas for future Army programming to close those gaps with the Soviet Union and ultimately allow the successful execution of AirLand Battle.11

The Army developed the BDP annually from 1978 to 1987; however, development changed to every two years when the Army went to a biennial budget cycle in 1987.12 Every BDP built upon the previous version, driving learning demands and furthering analysis and refinement. The 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union and perceived peace dividend removed the threat of a peer competitor to pace the United States’ future requirements and led to the discontinuation of BDP preparation.

One of the great lessons of the BDP was the process itself, the consistency in which the cyclic learning process drove analysis and prioritized future capability demands against a specific pacing threat. The legacy of the BDP is still visible throughout the Army today. The BDP’s process mission areas evolved into the Army’s battlefield operating systems and eventually into the warfighting functions currently in use.13 Similarities also exist between the BDP’s ten critical all-encompassing tasks of battle and the five problems posed by China and Russia in competition and conflict as an analytical framework for future force development.14 The impact that the Cold War-era BDP process had and continues to have on the U.S. Army is significant. It is worth noting that the BDP was key to developing concepts essential for what became AirLand Battle. This enabled the BDP to continually inform concepts and doctrine, affecting all of DOTMLPF-P until the BDP was abandoned with
AirLand Battle in 1991 with the end of the Cold War against the peer threat.15

The Battlefield Development Plan Today

The BDP provides a holistic campaign assessment for Army modernization utilizing a regularly updated set of documents that operationalize the MDO concept through a series of operational and tactical level actions or “plays” that can be modeled and tested.16 Utilizing a common framework, threat, and assumptions, the BDP provides a level of consistency 2028 and beyond. This is to address the challenges of peer and near-peer competition in the twenty-first century (or address the capability requirements needed to make the MDO concept a reality).

Purpose

The purpose of the BDP is to examine how the U.S. Army, as part of the joint force, conducts MDO to deter, or failing to deter, to defeat a near-peer threat or other adversary. This examination will entail an analysis of the projected 2028 capabilities, systems, and force structure of the Army when employed against a near-peer threat's military using the principles outlined in The United States Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028. The BDP is a systematic program of experimentation focused on 2028 and 2035 capabilities, systems, and formations, and it provides a visualization of how the U.S. Army will perform in multi-domain operations against an adversary using specific scenarios. The AFC Futures and Concepts Center’s (FCC) Directorate of Concepts (DoC) provides the results and analysis of experimentation as input to AFC for use in its decision-making process.

The analysis of the outcomes of simulations, tabletop experiments, and wargames is used by the Army’s senior leadership to make acquisition and funding decisions on the DOTMLPF-P requirements needed to create the future force required to prevail in competition, and if necessary, in conflict with near-peer threats. The Army utilizes its funding and acquisition decisions as the institution’s position in discussions with the other services regarding future concepts development, force design, and joint doctrine. The BDP focuses on capability development and concept development, as well as organizational structures needed to modernize the force to meet the
challenges presented by near-peer adversaries—ranging from deterrence and preventing conflict in competition to fighting and winning in conflict. Laid out in four parts, the BDP consists of the following:

1. A main body describes the execution of an MDO campaign that employs the MDO force and future capabilities against a near-peer adversary within a specific theater (see sidebar, page 147).

2. A Threat Systems Annex, or Book 1, discusses an adversary’s projected combat systems and means of employment.

3. An Army Capabilities Annex, or Book 2, discusses the Army’s projected formations, combat systems, and capabilities.

4. A Playbook Annex, or Book 3, describes how the Army’s future forces and capabilities could be employed using MDO in a campaign against a near-peer threat using theater and threat-specific vignettes.¹⁸

**Book 1, “Red Forces”**

Produced by the FCC Future Operational Environment Directorate in conjunction with the TRADOC Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence (G-2), Book 1 contains analysis of collective and individual threat systems.¹⁹ This analysis examines the strategies and capabilities possessed by these systems, as well as their vulnerabilities, providing recommendations on how to defeat them. The book consists of two sections: the overall threat system analysis and the subsystem analysis. Book 1 is a classified product. The overall threat system analysis section contains information on integrated air defense, long-range fires, conventional forces, and unconventional forces, and it discusses emergent threat doctrine and tactics, techniques, and procedures (see figure 2).²⁰ Diagrams are templated examples of how formations conduct various operations. The subsystem analysis section

---

**Figure 2. Threat Systems—Conflict**

 Threat employs recon-strike complex to identify and engage targets deep; integrated air defense systems and electronic warfare systems deny observation and targeting and protect the strike complex; maneuver forces exploit fires success.

(Figure by TRADOC G-2/Dave Farrell)
contains information on command, control, and communications; sensors; operational and tactical guns/tubes; and kill-chain analysis for specific systems.21

**Book 2, “Friendly Capabilities”**

AFC’s capability development integration directorates (CDID), which are located at the Army’s centers of excellence, work closely with the centers’ force modernization proponents to develop functional (e.g., fires) organization and operational (O&O) concepts. O&O concepts vary in length from twenty to eighty pages. The CDIDs provide completed O&Os to FCC for use in experimentation and wargaming. Because the level of detail contained in the O&Os is not necessary for experimentation, the community creates executive summaries—capability sets for use. Each capability set contains enabling capabilities that enable the formation to operate. Book 2 utilizes two sections to convey this information—blue forces and capability enablers—and provides a look at the force that the Army will field in 2028.

The first section of Book 2 contains the O&O capability sets. These standard four-slide presentations enable the community to understand MDO organizations’ mission essential task lists (METL), capabilities, limitations, and basic sustainment requirements. Of the more than seventy individual brigade-level-and-above formations in the MDO force, in fiscal year (FY) 2019, capability sets for forty-five formations were on hand. The capability set includes the formations’ major systems, number of personnel, wiring diagram, METL, interdependencies, limitations, future capabilities (capability enablers), and basic requirements for Class I (rations), Class III (petroleum, oil, and lubricants), and Class V (ammunition).22 The last capability set slide includes a graphic that shows the ranges or distances at which the formation operates. It includes additional information such as an OV-1—a graphical concept diagram that describes how a capability or capability enabler is utilized, additional details on the formation’s METL or capabilities, and more detail on sustainment requirements. The MDO concept is inherently joint just like any future campaign would be, so Book 2 also contains the formations and capabilities that our joint partners anticipate having fielded in 2028 and 2035.

The second section of Book 2 contains the capability enablers. These come from the cross functional teams (CFTs), CDIDs, and science and technology (S&T) communities. Collectively, they bring more than 400 enablers to the table. We focused these to 126 for FY 2019 experimentation, which included all thirty-two CFT modernization efforts. To be included in MDO experimentation, capability enablers must be measurable or assessable at brigade level and above and must be at Technology Readiness Level 6 by 2030. Technology Readiness Level 6 tests a model or prototype system in a relevant environment. Capability enablers are two-page descriptions that contain a discussion of the benefit provided to the force by the enabler; a description of the enabler’s capabilities; a discussion of the planning factors concerning testing, location, and level of fielding, purchasing authority, and cost restrictions; and a discussion on the maturity of development and use of the enabler.

**Book 3, “Blue versus Red” (2028)**

Prepared by FCC’s DoC, this book provides a campaign view of how to employ future U.S. Army formations and capabilities to defeat specific near-peer threats. It uses deep-dive operational- and tactical-level vignettes, or “plays,” to examine the technical requirements for convergence against a near-peer’s layered standoff in order to generate the details necessary to drive capability development, to make informed decisions on future force structure, and—as we increase our understanding of how to execute multi-domain operations—concept refinement (see figure 3, page 145).23 It is not the intent of the campaign outlined in Book 3 to serve as “the” solution to defeat near-peer threats. Nor is the intent for Book 3 to serve as a war plan or operation plan, as there are many ways to execute a campaign against any adversary. It is an evaluation of an approach used in experimentation to employ the 2028 and 2035 forces in a campaign executed according to the tenets of MDO against a specific near-peer future adversary.

In outlining how to employ the future force, Book 3 accounts for everything found in an operations order. Book 3 outlines Blue’s campaign, particularly in conflict, and in doing so, attempts to answer three questions:

- How do Army forces posture to contest adversary efforts to challenge the status quo in a coercive manner and deter adversaries by demonstrating the capability to rapidly transition to conflict?
- In the event of conflict, how do Army forces, fighting by echelon and operating inside adversary
anti-access/area denial coverage, conduct simultaneous operations to penetrate and disintegrate adversary layered standoff in order to seize the initiative and allow exploitation by the joint force? The goal of this is the defeat of the adversary’s military forces so that the U.S. political leadership is in an advantageous position to negotiate a return to competition.

• How do we converge capabilities and employ them as described in the MDO concept (see figure 4, page 146)?

Book 3 contains the DoC’s hypotheses on how to accomplish this. Each play depicts the concept of the operations in both graphical and narrative form. The plays identify the echelon/headquarter leading the convergence during the play and the specific organizations that own the multi-domain capabilities involved in the layered options. Each play also identifies domain or component command and control nodes likely involved in planning or execution.24

Plays are linked together to form a “drive chart” as a representation of a campaign to defeat a near-peer adversary; it is not prescriptive in nature. While the drive chart describes Blue’s actions using mission threads, the specific plays will run concurrently to present an adversary with as many dilemmas as possible. The drive chart associated with Book 3 depicts requirements to execute the plays, in gray and in green text bars, that are the focus of this year’s experimentation.25

**Comparison to Past Battlefield Development Plan Efforts**

The Cold War-era BDP used the concept-based requirements system as its future force development process.26 Within the concept-based requirements system, the driving concept (AirLand Battle), the threat (Soviet
Union), and the programmed U.S. forces fed the BDP. Additional feeds came from the mission area analyses (MAA) prepared by the lead center or school for each mission area. The MAA, similar to the recent capabilities-based assessment/capabilities-needs assessment, identified required capabilities (tasks), determined gaps and risk (deficiencies), and assessed potential solutions. The BDP consolidated all MAA, concluding that year’s analysis, and drove prioritized capability requirements across DOTMLPF-P to develop combat-ready future forces focused on the Soviet threat. The process then repeated, utilizing the learning demands and outcomes of the previous year’s process.

At the end of the Cold War, the perceived peace dividend as well as the multitude of various mission types and lack of near-peer adversaries left the Army to adapt to a more ambiguous security environment. Over time, the development process for the Army’s future force evolved into a capability-based process to accommodate this complex, unknown, and constantly changing environment. Under this capability-based process, large-scale combat operation-focused analysis atrophied in favor of a wider range of contingency analysis and heavy emphasis on development of capabilities to support counterinsurgency.

While similar in methodology to the recent concept-to-capabilities process, there are a couple of significant distinctions. The concept-based requirements system first was a threat-based process designed to develop a future force to fight against a singular known enemy (the Soviets). It used known equipment (T-72 tanks, BMP infantry fighting vehicles) and known...

**Figure 5. Layered Convergence Options**
tactics (conventional Red Army doctrine) in a known environment (temperate plains) and in a known location (central Europe), with known coalitions (NATO versus Warsaw Pact). This singular focus provided Army-wide unity of effort for analysis and future force development across DOTMLPF-P that has not existed since the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991. Only recently, as reflected in national security, defense, and military planning guidance, have near-peer threats begun to reemerge, providing the United States once again with entire pacing threat systems against which to develop specific warfighting requirements.

**Linkage of Battlefield Development Plans to AFC's New Principles and Processes**

The BDP provides AFC senior leaders with data-driven products that can serve as a holistic operational assessment for how the Army integrates modernization priorities to enable the Army’s operating concept to counter near-peer threat capabilities in future scenarios.29 Guidance from FCC has stated that the purpose of the BDP is to drive experimentation and analysis to refine and integrate requirements for the MDO force of 2028 and 2035, and generate capabilities identified in Army, Department of Defense, and national-level guidance.

**Strategy driven.** The BDP demonstrates how the Army, as part of the joint force, provides capabilities to implement guidance in the National Defense Strategy. It focuses on competition and conflict with near-peer threats and expresses capabilities required for the Army’s blunt, contact, and surge forces.30

**Threat driven.** The future operational environment and the maturation of threat capabilities over extended periods serves as the base for the BDP. It provides a comprehensive examination of how near-peer threats intend to use their capabilities and capacity during campaigns against the United States and its partner forces.

**Concept driven.** The BDP operationalizes MDO in ways that allow modeling and testing. It conveys, in specific actionable detail, how future threat and friendly forces (organizations and equipment) operate within a testable scenario in order to develop a series of plays that together achieve campaign objectives in competition and conflict. The BDP provides comprehensive “playbooks” and a concept of operations that integrates operational art with forecasted Army and joint capabilities to solve specific strategic, operational, and tactical problems at echelon during a comprehensive campaign against a near-peer threat.31

**Priority focused.** The BDP describes the organizational capability sets for the Army MDO Force of 2028 and the calibrated force posture required to provide contact, blunt, and surge forces for U.S. European Command and U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. The BDP describes how the Army will employ science and technology enablers driven by Army modernization priorities and converge them with joint capabilities to penetrate, disintegrate, and exploit threat standoff capabilities in competition and conflict.

**System driven.** The BDP examines how a potential near-peer adversary intends to confront the United States—in multiple domains—in a manner that reduces or negates previously held U.S. dominance within a domain. To accomplish this, the BDP first examines (in Book 1) the relationship between
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For more information on the Battlefield Development Plan (BDP) or multidomain operations, *Military Review* recommends the executive summary of “The Battlefield Development Plan 2019: Field Army, Corps, and Division in Multi-Domain Operations 2028.” The BDP provides an operationally focused, campaign-level approach with linkages from strategy and force structure to capability and program development to provide the Army and joint force with holistic campaign assessment of how future Army forces can fight and win against near-peer adversaries. This generates the details necessary to drive capability development, make informed decisions on future force structure, and—as the Army increases its understanding of how to execute multi-domain operations—concept refinement. To view the report, visit [www.armyupress.army.mil/Portals/7/military-review/Archives/English/JA-20/Executive-Summary-The-Battlefield-Development-Plan-2019-Finalv2.pdf](http://www.armyupress.army.mil/Portals/7/military-review/Archives/English/JA-20/Executive-Summary-The-Battlefield-Development-Plan-2019-Finalv2.pdf).
components within each current or projected threat system used by potential adversaries. The BDP then delineates how an adversary integrates these systems for employment against the United States. Second, the BDP identifies the formations and systems in development or currently fielded by the Army for employment against an adversary (in Book 2). Finally, the BDP (in Book 3) outlines proposed means (plays) to converge capabilities against threat systems to open windows of opportunity for the Army to exploit.

Data-driven. The BDP synthesizes internal and external analysis into an integrated whole. Updated every two years, the BDP incorporates insights, recommendations, and feedback from focused experiments and analytical studies from across the Army modernization enterprise. Wargames, studies, field experiments from the intelligence community, think tanks, open-source intelligence, the Army, and the joint force provide qualitative data that link to MDO problems and solutions. Campaign models, systems analysis, and operations research studies conducted by the Army analytical community, federally funded research and development centers, and science and technology organizations generate quantitative technical and performance data.

Linkage to Processes

Today, with the standup of AFC, the BDP serves as an input to AFC’s decision-making process. The BDP provides a long-term view to enable prioritization of challenges and opportunities by several means. It links the Army and joint force challenges and opportunities to specific guidance in Army, Department of Defense, and national strategies. The BDP enables and examines Army and joint force performance in the future operational environment. It provides a way to address the issue of strategic, operational, and tactical standoff posed by a near-peer competitor that requires the United States to “penetrate, dis-integrate, and exploit” and proposes concepts of employment for systems, and science and technology enablers. The BDP also provides a technology net assessment for how science and technology enablers perform during scenario analysis. Finally, it provides a standard framework to measure and report the performance of combinations of force packages and enablers against common operational requirements and threat capabilities.

The Battlefield Development Plan examines how a potential near-peer adversary intends to confront the United States—in multiple domains—in a manner that reduces or negates previously held U.S. dominance within a domain.

Conclusion

The Army has reimagined the BDP to maximize the effectiveness of MDO to deter and defeat adversaries by identifying multi-domain capability gaps and prioritizing DOTMLPF-P solutions. With the reemergence of Russia and China as near-peer
threats, the Army has undertaken action to modernize the force to better prepare for the challenges of future conflict. The BDP provides input to Task 3 (Modernization Strategy Force Scenarios) of the AFC’s Top-Down Futures Development Process (TDFDP). The Army uses the resultant holistic campaign assessment to define its input into the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System, which was developed in 2002 to eliminate redundancies between the service-specific requirements generation systems. In this manner, the BDP informs Army decision-making at the secretary of the Army or chief of staff level and provides input for immediate (one to three years), short-term (four to six years), and long-term (more than seven years) decisions on the Army of the future.

The BDP is data-driven by nature and is a constantly updated synthesis of the numerous Department of Defense and Department of the Army internal and external studies, experiments, wargames, literature reviews, and other data points. The current BDP is a living document that provides an “audit trail” of conceptual and technical thinking to counter near-peer threats in competition and conflict. Its products have grown and matured over time and have reflected the growth in learning. All products were developed to answer specific analytical questions encountered along the way and drive learning, experimentation, and capability development. In FY 2019, the Army continued to refine the campaign analysis, but is now focused on directing capability into cohesive and integrated packages for experimentation and testing to determine the multi-domain force packages for solving specific problems to compete, penetrate, disintegrate, and exploit threat standoff capabilities in the U.S. European Command and, in FY 2020, the U.S. Indo-Pacific Command.

Overall, the BDP serves as a running net assessment for the Army and provides an integrated look that links threats to solutions as part of the Army Modernization Framework to guide the Top-Down Futures Development Process. The BDP outlines specific threat and friendly future force capabilities and illustrates how those U.S. forces will operationalize MDO, allowing modeling and experimentation of the Army’s and our joint partners’ new concepts. In this way, the BDP provides Army senior leaders with validated data-driven products that serve as a running net assessment for how the Army integrates its modernization priorities to enable the Army Operating Concept to ensure that the future force can prevail against near peer threats.

The BDP drives continuous experimentation and analysis to refine and integrate the forces, concepts, and capabilities required to execute MDO. The BDP shows the interdependence of solutions and guides prioritization of challenges, opportunities, and trades to refine concepts and capability development across DOTMLPF-P. Codifying these concepts into doctrine, the BDP provides a baseline for the evaluation of concepts and O&Os, ultimately providing the refinement that allows employment by the future force.

Notes

3. DOTMLPF-P is the Department of Defense acronym for doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel, facilities, and policy, which are the eight possible elements involved in solving warfighting capability gaps.
7. TRADOC, Battlefield Development Plan I.
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid., 1:194–95.
11. Ibid.
13. Ibid., 5-6. The mission areas used during the Concept Based Requirement System (CBRS) and Battlefield Defense Plan (BDP) were air defense, aviation, close combat heavy, close combat light, combat service support, command and control, communications, engineer and mine warfare, fire support, intelligence and electronic warfare, nuclear biological chemical, and special operations. Field Manual (FM) 100-15, Corps Operations (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 29 October 1996 [obsolete]), 2-8. As defined in the FM, “Commanders and organizations perform major functions within each level of war in order to successfully execute operations. … These functions, occurring on the battlefield, are the BOS [Battlefield Operating Systems]. The BOS include intelligence, maneuver, fire support, air defense, mobility and survivability,” combat service support, and command and control.
14. TP 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028. This pamphlet identifies the five problems as the following:
(1) How does the joint force compete to enable the defeat of an adversary’s operations to destabilize the region, deter the escalation of violence, and should violence escalate, enable a rapid transition to armed conflict?
(2) How does the joint force penetrate enemy anti-access and area denial systems throughout the depth of the support area to enable strategic and operational maneuver?
(3) How does the joint force dis-integrate enemy anti-access and area denial systems in the deep areas to enable operational and tactical maneuver?
(4) How does the joint force exploit the resulting freedom of maneuver to achieve operational and strategic objectives through the defeat of the enemy in the close and deep maneuver areas?
(5) How does the joint force return to competition to consolidate gains and produce sustainable outcomes, set conditions for long-term deterrence, and adapt to the new security environment?
16. Plays: Multi-domain force package and capability employment options that achieve specific effects.
17. Holistic Campaign Assessment: A multidisciplinary assessment process used to provide a comparative evaluation of the balance of strengths and weaknesses.
28. TR 71-20, Concept Development, Capabilities Determination, & Capabilities Integration (Fort Eustis, VA: TRADOC, 2018 [draft]), 53.
30. TP 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028, 17n26. As described in the TP: “The National Defense Strategy ‘contact force’ is composed of forward presence forces. The ‘blunt force’ is a combination of forward presence forces and early-entry expeditionary forces. The ‘surge force’ is follow-on expeditionary forces that arrive after the outbreak of armed conflict.”
31. A comprehensive campaign is an end-to-end campaign that covers competition, competition short of armed conflict, conflict, and return to competition.
33. TP 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028.
35. Ibid.
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Bettany Hughes, Da Capo Press, New York, 2017, 856 pages

Robert D. Spessert, JD, Fort Gordon, Georgia

Professor Bettany Hughes, scholar at Oxford University, research fellow at Kings College London, and presenter on BBC, displays her academic prowess and superb storytelling abilities in Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities. This exemplary work illuminates the polis successively called Byzantium, Constantinople, and Istanbul; the guardian of the channel between two continents. The author divides eight thousand years of history into eight distinct parts. In six hundred pages, she deftly informs readers about this city on the north shore of the Bosporus Strait. Commencing with Thracian “barbarians,” Istanbul concludes with the unsuccessful coup attempt on Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. Hughes employs seventy-eight easily readable chapters to convey a grand narrative that intersperses comments about anthropology, archeology, art, culture, economics, literature, philosophy, politics, strategy, and theology. The book cites 966 notes, which leverage a fifty-seven-page bibliography, and a twenty-eight-page timeline summarizes key events.

The ten chapters in Part 1 recount the era prior to Roman Emperor Constantine the Great. Greeks in antiquity explored and colonized the coastlines around the Marmara and Black Seas and the interconnecting Bosporus. This evolved into trade with existing Thracian and Phoenician settlements. However, the Thracian settlements on that wedge of land eluded subjugation; they remained in possession of the land’s natural harbors, maritime bounty, and surrounding fertile ground; the hills, river, and seas provided defensible terrain. Thracian control of the region endured until 667 BC. That year, the mercantile Greek city-state Megara (itself a colony of Corinth and ally of Sparta) sent armed settlers under the leadership of Byzas; they “founded” Byzantion, and its classical Greek name became Latinized to Byzantium. Hughes describes how prior to the Peloponnesian War, the city indirectly founded by Sparta fell to Persia, became “liberated” after a naval victory at Salamis by a Spartan who ruled as a tyrant, then was subjugated by Athens who interceded on behalf of the people, removed the tyrant, and acquired Byzantium to secure its Black Sea grain supply and tax commerce. The Romans built the road Via Egnatia to link the
Ionian Sea to the Bosporus; this connected the Roman Empire to Byzantium. That road permitted the movement of troops, treasure, and taxes. This set the stage for Emperor Vespasian in AD 73 to incorporate Byzantium into the empire.

The story of Emperor Constantine opens Part 2. In three chapters, the illegitimate son of a military leader achieves victory in Rome in AD 312, issues the Edict of Toleration that ceased persecution of Christians in AD 313, and removes co-emperor and rival Licinius in AD 324—defeating him after a siege at a town in Asia Major along the Bosporus. Hughes posits that Byzantium’s stout walls and strategic location, combined with Constantine’s preference for frontiers and distaste of Rome, influenced him to choose Byzantium as his new capital. The remaining thirteen chapters depict Byzantium’s transition from a strategic border city to an imperial secular and religious capital. Hughes describes theological issues and the development of the Nicene Creed; the impact of Constantine’s mother Helena; the migration of the Goths; the influence of ascetics, eunuchs, culture, education, and libraries; Vandals and Huns; and the rebuilding of the walls that deterred Attila from laying siege and attacking into Europe. It concludes with the fall of “Old Rome.”

Part 3 describes the “Golden Age” of Constantinople, AD 476–565, the era of the Byzantine Empire’s greatest expansion. Its nine chapters revolve around the rise, rule, and reforms of Justinian and his wife and co-regent, Theodora. These chapters address the invitation Justinian received to join his uncle Justin—former pig farmer, soldier, general, then commander of the imperial guard in Constantinople; Theodora’s backstory, journeys, and faith; the impact of earthquakes, tsunamis, fires, coups, and reprisals; and the compilation of canonical and civil codes that created a codex that formed the basis of Western law.

In contrast with that short period, silk and the Silk Road, trade, Islam, Vikings, and Saxons appear across the nine chapters of Part 4, AD 565–1050. Nestorian monks smuggled silkworms out of Tajikistan, across the Caspian Sea, over the Caucasus, and into Constantinople. This initiated the silk industry that prospered due to imperial support. The Silk Road permitted New Rome’s missionaries to travel to India, Sri Lanka, and China; trade and ideas flowed both ways. The discovery of Byzantine coins and pottery from China to Cornwall reveals the extent of Constantinople’s trade. Within fifty years of Islam’s founding in AD 622, its explosion out of the Arabian Peninsula resulted in Constantinople losing two-thirds of its territory. Muslim fleets unsuccessfully attacked Constantinople five times between 661 and 750, after which there were no further siege attempts of Constantinople until the fourteenth century. Hughes opines that the loss of Egyptian grain focused Byzantium’s attention north on conversion of and trade with the Slavs. This created encounters with the Vikings; amber, raiders, and traders flowed south, while silk, Hellenization, and Christianity traveled north. By AD 988, Vladimir, the youngest son of a former Viking leader who raided Byzantium, accepted Christianity and married Byzantine Emperor Basil’s sister, Anna. He sent six thousand Vikings—the Varangian—to Constantinople to put down a rebellion and assist with security. One ex-Varangian named Harald returned to Norway, and in 1066, he invaded England, only to be defeated by the Anglo-Saxon King Harold. In turn, Harold lost three weeks later to William of Normandy. Saxons who fled Norman occupation served as mercenaries in Constantinople.

Parts 5 and 6 address the schism between Catholicism and Orthodoxy, the Crusades, the Turks, Ottoman encirclement of Constantinople, and its fall in 1453. In these fourteen chapters, Hughes adds detail and depth to events often glossed over and emphasizes the importance of “the story” over the facts. Byzantium’s military embarrassment in 1071 at Manzikert results in competing narratives of victory and decline. Emperor Diogenes’s unsuccessful
attempt to stem the advance of the Seljuk Turks across Byzantine lands had three major consequences. First, the Turkish victory galvanized their tribes, increased their ambitions, and emboldened the Turkic polity. Second, the West believed that Byzantium could no longer protect the Christian east. Third, Constantinople decided to invite the West to assist in its security, resulting in the Crusades.

Conventional wisdom conveys that participants of the Fourth Crusade, on their way to the Holy Land in 1204, decided to stop and sack Constantinople. Hughes gives the back story: this occurred only after Prince Alexios, son of the previously deposed Emperor Isaac II, failed to pay the debt he owed the Venetians for putting him on the throne the preceding year. Seeking recompense for their investment, the Venetian elite reminded the crusaders of centuries-old “doctrinal disputes,” leveraged new siege weapons, emplaced siege ladders on their ships’ masts to aid getting over the walls, and seized the city. They carted off treasures back to Venice and set fires in Constantinople that destroyed homes, libraries, and the silk industry, which never recovered. Over time, Ottoman forces enveloped the capital. After eight hundred years of coveting the city, Muslims acquired Constantinople; it fell to them in 1453. Seizure and regime change required preparation and allies. The author informs readers that the Ottomans had inhabited part of Constantinople fifty years before Mehmed the Conqueror’s cannons bombarded the walls. He spared attacking the island of Galata as quid pro quo for Genoese merchant cooperation in taking the city.

Ottoman expansion from Konstantiniyye—later rebranded as “Islam-bol,” for “Islam abounds”—its later demise, and its role in modern day Turkey occupy the remaining twenty chapters in Parts 7 and 8. As ruler, Mehmed quickly instituted an Ottoman taxation scheme to turn his military victory into an economic success, and he commenced the construction of a new imperial palace. Originally an administrative center, the palace became a large and lavish sacred fortress that provided religious justification for dominance. Hughes describes its grandeur and splendor. Within seven years, the Ottoman capital moved there from Edirne, the former Adrianople in Thrace, founded by Roman Emperor Hadrian. Within sixty years, the Sunni Ottomans overcame challenges in their territory from the Persians, claimed that the Sunni Mamluks in Egypt supported the Shia Persians, and declared holy war to justify their expansion through the Middle East and North Africa. In the process, the Ottomans conquered Mecca, Medina, and Cairo. As a result, the Ottomans controlled the Hajj route to Mecca, the Mufti in Cairo became the Grand Mufti of the Ottoman Empire, and Ottoman politicians and Sunni clerics could argue that the sultan in Istanbul was Islam’s caliph.

Istanbul became a center for trade and refuge; when Ferdinand II and Isabella I of Spain expelled the Jews from Spain in 1492, the Sultan welcomed them into the Ottoman Empire. Hughes asserts how England’s Henry VIII fancied Turkish styles at court. In 1570, while other European powers formed the Holy League to protect Christian interests in the eastern Mediterranean from Turkic advances, Elizabeth I allied with the Ottomans to protect extensive trade and economic interests. The author depicts Istanbul’s various engagements with Arabs, Europeans, Persians, and Russians; human trafficking in the form of janissaries and the white slave trade; smallpox; textiles; and tulips. She continues with Western support for nationalist groups seeking independence from Ottoman rule and the experiment with the secularization of society.

Students and readers of history, whether of classical, medieval, European, Mid-Eastern, or military, will find Istanbul an asset. Military history appears predominately at the political-military and theater-strategic levels. Those previously only exposed to American or Western European history will find this a superb book to expand their perspective; it makes an outstanding relevant text for any world history or global studies reading list.

The Brits demarcated the globe for navigational purposes and ran the “0 degree” longitude, the boundary between the Western and Eastern Hemispheres, through Greenwich. After devouring Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities, one can assert that an alternative location that reflects the cultural, historical, political, and theological significance where East and West symbolically meet would be almost 29 degrees further east so that it runs through Istanbul.
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I have commented before about mission command and I have said that the commander who can utilize the modern communications, signal, and data will be the one very successful in mission command.

Why? The radio was the tool that made mission-type orders happen in World War II. Corps would issue orders via the radio, division then pushed that down, as did the subordinate units. Gen. George S. Patton’s Third Army orders were on one piece of paper with an overlay on the back.

When looking at sustained operations in World War II, much of the day-to-day operations were not covered in any order unless there was a specific change. Staffs knew the other staffs up and down the chain. Staffs worked together to ensure that combat operations were not negatively affected by their jobs.

When you look at the size of a tactical operations center (TOC) from brigade on up, it is an anchor to the maneuver force. How can your tactical operations center maintain maneuver beyond sixty miles plus and keep up with the speed of battle? What is needed to keep the commander and the TOC moving, supplied with a current common operational picture and with a reduced signal footprint?

One brigade commander of the Third Infantry Division (3rd ID) who took part in Desert Storm fought from his M1A1 Abrams main battle tank. The 3rd "Phantom" Brigade, 3rd ID, with its infantry, armor, cavalry, field artillery, engineer, and forward support battalions conducted a 110-kilometer movement to contact in Desert Storm.

How do we do that today?

Master Sgt. Karlen P. Morris, U.S. Army, Retired

Death of Democracy in Hong Kong

Harbinger of the Future in East Asia

The course of events in Hong Kong during 2019 and 2020 has showcased the repeating strategic modus operandi of the government of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), which is to temporarily assuage its adversaries by solemnly committing in low-key comforting tones not to take a given course of action, and then acting ruthlessly and violently to do what it committed not to do. Abrogating all its decades-old international commitments to preserve the independence of Hong Kong as a separate democratic system, the PRC has successfully undermined the independence of Hong Kong and is now in the process of imposing on the people of Hong Kong the PRC system of totalitarian rule and political oppression. Meanwhile, the PRC has also broken its international commitments to refrain from militarizing artificial island chains in the South China Sea, has invaded and occupied the territory of the world’s largest democracy India, and, continues to threaten the democratic nation of the Philippines (as well as communist Vietnam) with military action to assert territorial claims over islands and disputed water ways. Additionally, the PRC now regularly penetrates Taiwanese air space and continues to openly assert that its military conquest and elimination of the democratic quasi-state of Taiwan is inevitable and will be accomplished before the middle of the twenty-first century when it has the full military and economic capacity to do so. Due to massive investment, China now enjoys the largest navy in the world and is rapidly building its land forces and air capabilities.


Next page: Protesters face off with police 29 September 2019 in Hong Kong. Protesters chanted slogans and heckled police as they were pushed back behind a police line. (Photo by Vincent Thian, Associated Press)